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HE amazing success of tl1e

wondedul Cossor " J\Iclody
Maker" is due largely to its
splendid Cossor Valves. Its supedJ
lone-its uncanny ahility to sense
out distant Bt·oadcasting and to re. <'reate it in full volume-with all the
warmth and colom· of the original
transmission-is due to its C~ssor
Valves. All who have heard the
" Melody Maker" have been thrilled
with ils performanc-e-with its
exquisite purity-with its glorious
volume. Use Cossor Valves in your
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of the super-efficient Kalenised filament-purity-volume-long lifelow current consumption. In a wide
range of types for all voltages from
10/6 each.
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THE EDITOR'S CHAT
Percy W. Harris, MJ.R.E., the Editor of the "Wireless Constructor," discusses our Gift Booklet
and other items of radio interest in this issue.
have great pleasure in being
able to present to WIRELESS
CoxsTrn'CTOR readers this
month a valuable circuit book, the
compilation of which has occupied a
considerable time in the laboratory,
where all circuits have been tested
out under practical working 'conditions. This alone would make the
issue memorable, hut in addition we
are publishing a circuit which is
entirely new, embodying certain
featur~s which haYe bet>n aimed at
by designt>rs and experimenters.

W

E

o[ well-known people in the radio
world have visited this lnboratorv
rect>ntlv-inelucling some of the mo;t
import.ant memb~rs of tltc wireless
industry--and they hnve nll expresst>cl.. the opinio"n Hat the new
circuit marks the biggest step forwant in practicnl radio that has been
made fur ~ome time.

for two mnin reasons. The first is
that it has be~n shown that the placing of a large baHle board in front of
such a speaker enormously improves
the reproduction of the low tones,
and, secondly, that such a speaker
can faithfully reproduce the low
tones which we nre only now able to
get through our rccci:Yers.

Single-Tuning Triumph
Tluit the new circuit will have a
potent influence on future design of
simple receivers is a foregone conclusion. The mere fact that it is now
possible to arrange· a receiver with
constant reactioi1 over the whole
scale and with only a ·single tuning
condenser opens up a whole new
feld of expcrimt>nt. At long last the
~imple portable set for use with fl
frame now becomes a practical and
inexpensi,-e proposition. -Indeed, a
portable. set incorporating the ·new
circuit is now in the process of deYelopment in the laboratory, and I
hope to be able to gi \'C readers constructional dcta_ib at nu enrly date.

Some Special Features
While, of cuur~c, it is not suggestecl
that the new circuit will render the
tuned forms of high-frequency ampliftcntion obsolete-surh a suggestion would be absurd-it really does
give the unskilled user results· which
previously only have been obtainable
by the skilled, and with more than
one tuned circuit at that. A number

Tile •·wlio set usetl by JH'ospecfm·s in Soutlw,.,• Culijm·nia to loeate >nineo·al <l,epo.•its.

Tht>re arc a number of other
special features in the current issue
to which I would like to refer, in
particular to a description of the
home .construction of a moving-coil
loucl speaker. This type of speaker,
which in its basic principles is not
ne~, has reeently come to the front
26~

At the same time this type has
certain disnclvnntages which should
not be glossed. over when descriptions are published. First of all it
is definitely less sensitive-that is to
say, in the strength of sound given
out for a given input--than the best
horn types. The basic principle Of
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The Editor's Chat-continued

the moving-coil loud speaker requir:es
a very intense magnetic fiel(l, in a
very narrow circular gap, the small
coil carrying the voice current being
so arranged as to move in and out
of this gap as the current through
the coil varies. There _are .two leading forms of coil-driven loud speaker,
one of which gets the magnetic field
from permanent magnets which have
to be extremely strong and therefore are rather expensive, and the
other from an electro-magnet which
requires a considerable amount of
current to energise it.

Such a type is described this month.
We think it only right to warn
readers that many very inferior sets
of parts for moving-coil speakers are
now being sold, the cl1ief trouble
being that, for mechanical ease of
manufacture, the circular space between the moving coil and the magnet
poles is made large. Speakers made
up in this way are very insensitive,
and it is very easy to overload the
valves before sufficient volume is obtained. The parts for a go·od movingcoil speaker must be very well made,
and for this reason cannot be sold
too cheaply.

31 Tested Circuits.

Readers should not imagine· that
the advent of the modern type of
moving-coil speaker with a baH!e in
any way renders the other types of
cone obsolete. It is true that the
very best results in reproduction can
only be obtained at the present time
with the best moving coil types, but
it must not be forgotten that a good
ordinary cone type is capable of
giving a reprorludion more perfect.
than nine sets out of ten are capable
of providing. Such speakers, too,
eau be attached to any ordinary
set, and give very excellent results,
while the moving coil type require
special amplifiers of a particularly
distortionless variety. Next month
such im amplifier will be described in
this journal, when readers can decide
for themselves whether they consider the additional trouble and
expense attendant upon a coil-driven
speaker is justified.
No moving-coil speaker which we
have yet tried is capable of giving
really satisfactory reproduction when
attached to the output terminals of
an ordinary set, and the amplifier
able to provide really distortionless
energy take:> so much high-tension

Special Notice re Gift
Booklet.
In the next issue of the
CoNSTRUCTOR will
begin a new series of articles on
the circuits described in this
month's Gift Booklet.
Tell your friends to buy this
month's issue and be ready for
the coming new series.

WIRELESS

Moving-Coil Loud Speakers
Here, again, in the second class
we have a type which can be subdivided. Some electro-magnetically
excited coil-driven cones use a large
current at a low voltage (such after
half to one ampere at six volts),
while others take a much smaller
current at a much higher voltage,
such as a 100 milliamps at lOO volts.
There ~re advantage;; and disadvantages in both kinds, and probably
the most popular will be the form in
which a strong magnetic field is
provided by permanent magnets.

that <t mains unit is necessarv, or
else a large type of high-te;1sion
accumulator. The position, therefore, is that for the man who does
not mind using more valves and more
high-tension than usual to obtain
re<tlly wonderful reproduction, the
moving-coil power cone is the instrument ; hut for the average
listener who wants the hest possible
reproduction with reasonable hightension current alHl a reasonable
number of valves, the ordinary type
of cone is to be recommended.

Cone Considerations

The "Sentry" Wave-meter which
Mr. Hort has designed and which was
promised in the last month's number
for this issue is, as readers will see,
a particularly interesting instrument.
I have personally testecl it in this
laboratory, and can testify to its
extremely sharp tuning and general
utilitv. Next month a calibration
curv~ will be published so that
readers ean see what the actual curve
is like ;vith the particular components
used.

Jones hears Italy at good
strength.
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ANEW SET WITH A ~
NEW CIRCUIT PERCV w.~RRIS
M.I.R.E.

llelow are given, for tlte first time, consfrnefional
details of a flwrouu1lly eflicienf, very useful, fmu·••alt•e receit•e>', embodyiny fl new •netltoll of C'onstnnt
r<'aC'tion. So efficient is t1tis sustmn, tltat onlu ona
tuning <'ont•·ol is retJuirell.

month l mn alJle to present "'mELESS CoxsTJ:l.'CTOR
readers \vith not only a new
receiver <lesign, ]Jut with an entirely
new circuit, l;-a ving vast potentialities.
As the result of a large number of
laboratorv experiments I have been
able to ~voh·~ thnt wbich has heen
aimed at by inn•ntors for a very long
time--in fact, ever sinct> the benefits
of reaction were made known-a
circuit in which the reaction coupling
renwins con~tant over tllC whole
tuninf( ~rale. thus making immediately
aYaih1 ble for the onlinary experimenter results which hitherto have
needed considerable skill in manipulation.

T

lllil

different lines from those followed hv
previous experimenters, and now tl{e
circuit has been evolved it will be
Eeen that the id~a is quite simple.
Experiments began when trying the
circuit which ultimately became the
"Long-Wave Specinl.'' Reader,; will
rrmember that in this receiver. which
was <lesigned primarily for the long
waves, a stage of resistance-coupled
high-frequency magnification was
nsed with a reaction feed-buck between the plate of the detector valve

as we increase the frequency, or
shorten the waw-length.

Balancing Out
It then occurred to me that it would
be possible to combine two different
forms of reaction in such a wav that
decreasing efficiency of one co~ld he
balanced by the increased efficiency
of the other. If .we take the ordinary
Reinartz reaction circuit shown i~t
Fig. 1, the [!mount of reaction required to make the circuit oscillate

Along New Lines
:Many attempts have been made to
evoh·e such a circuit, and some of the
atte1i11)ts have heei1 more or less
successful. l\Iessrs. Loftin and White
whose '' constant-coupling " method
a,·oused much interest some months
<~go, devised a single-valve reaction
circuit which enahled a very large
degree of constancy to be obtained,
and, as a matter of fact, Me. Loftin
.
lf 1 1
1
h
· ·
The bacl<-of-panel of the " Business
hllll~e
te ep lOllN S';!C a ClfCUJt to illan's Follr," sltou•iny the t•trl.,es, etc.,
me across the Atlantw last vear.
plugged in position.
\Yhilc the Loft.in-\Yhite ~onstant
reaction circuit proved to be very
and the grid of the high-frequency
sensitive, prnctical rxperience with
valve, an extremely small capacity
it showed that it was ycry tricky to
being used for the purpose.
handle, requiring Yery careEully deThe Decrease Difficulty
.signcd and manufactured coils and a
YerY accurate choice of Yalves and
Attempts to use this scheme on the
val~ws to work satisfactorilv. Mv
orrlinarv broadcast band showed that
new arrangement has none ~f thes-e
it was clifficult to get sufficient reaction
difficulties.
effect in this way, due to a munbGr of
In tackling the constant-reaction
factors, including the decrease in
problem I haYe proceeded along quite
efficiency of the resistance-coupling
265

when there is a small capacity across
the tuning coil (or when we are tuning
to the shorter waves\ is less than the
amount required when there is more
capacity across the coil and we are
tuning to the longer waves. If we
were to draw a curve plotting the
number of degrees of the reaction
condenser required to give oscillation
for a nnmher of different capacities of
the tuning condenser, we eho"Jld see

Tn
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The "Business Man's Four"-continued
that the curve would steadily rise,
showing that progressively more capacity is required to produce oscillation
when we increase the capacity ncross
the tuning coil.
Next take the form of reaction
mcd in the "J~ong-"\Vave Special,"
f·~·--······

where a very small capacity is connected between the plate of the
detector valve and the grid of the
first valve. With this more capacity
is required to give oscillation on the
longer waves than on the short, and
while a very r;mall capacity in the

neutralising conden:;;er (or often two
neutralising condensers in series) will
give o>willation on, say, 600 metres,
the whole ot the neutralising condenser in circuit will not giYe sufficient
feed-back on, say, 300 metres.
It then occurred to me
make a

to

.. ············"''' ................................................................ ········· .............................. ························ ..............................................................................
COMPONENTS REQUIRED

SPECIAL
NOTE. - WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR Sets are designed to
give the average experimenter ftrstclass results with a wide range of
components. In order that readers
may have a good idea of how vari011s
makes of components can be used,
the choice of these is made as wide a3
possible among first-class makes.
All components named in WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR sets have been
carefully tested under actual working
conditions, and the use of a particular
component does not necessarily mean
that other equally good makes cannot
be used, but merely that this particular
make, among others, has been found
to be sound. In a very few eases
where a speeial component is required
and no substitute is possible, this is
clearly indicated. The WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR does not interest
itself in any design which is introduced
solely for the purpose of selling a
particular make of component or
valve, contenting itself with considerations of electrical efficiency and
general practicability, so that the
reader can exercise his own judgment
in selecting components which appeal
to his particular taste and pocket.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
1 Panel, 21 in. x 7 in., blaek polished
(That shown is a Resiston). (Ebonart, Radion, Trolite, Beeol, Pilot,
and other first-class panels can be
used if desired.)
1 Baseboard, 21 in. x 9-! in. A
small portion must be cut away, as
shown.
1 Suitable eabinet (See note elsewhere
re cabinet).
1 Straight-line frequency condenser,
·0005 mfd. with vernier dial. The
Igranie Pacent S.L.F. condenser
and Igranic Indigraph dial are
shown. Any good standard variable
ccndenser of ·0005-mfd. straightline frequenc~· type, with vernier
.rlial, can be substituted. A vernier
dial is necessary in this set
owing to the sharp tuning.
1 Standard six-pin base (That shown
is a Colvern. Any standard make
can be substituted.)
4 Valve holders of the anti-phonic
variety (Lotus, Ben.jamin, Asbley,
Bowyer-Lowe, C.E. Precision, B. T.H ,,
Magnum, etc.), (Those actually used
in this set are the C.E. Precision.)
-••-''~••oooooooooooooonoonooooouuuooooooouoooooooouooouoooo

0 '' 0 '

1 Standard six-pin Reinartz coil for
broadcast band.
1 Standard six-pin Reinartz coil (if
required) for Daventry range.
1 Multiple fixed condenser, ·0001 to
·0015 mfd. (C.A.V.).
2 Baseboard-mounting filament resistances. The adjustable type arc
required (Those shown are the
Gecophone 6-ohm). (Igranic, Lissen,
etc.)
1 Calibrated lmseboard resistance,
30ohms.
1 Panel-mounting combined 30-ohm
rheostat and on-and-oli switch
(This is the Yaxley, obtainable frQm
the Rothermel Radio Corporation).
(At the moment I do not know of
any other combined rheostat and
on-and-off switch, but, alternatively,
the set will work as well if a 30-ohm
rheostat is used with a separate
on-and-oil' switch. The combination of the two in one unit, however,
i~ pleasing and gives convenient
control.)
1 Ferranti triple mater, 0 to 7·5 volts,
0 to 150 volts and 0 to 15 milliamps.
If 6-volt valves, with a superpower valve in the output, are used,
then the meter should be of the type
which gives 30 milliamps q~.aximum
reading. The . price of the two
ranges is the same, so that it is just
as well to obtain the 30 milliampere, in any case (Ferranti flt1sh
type, R.3 F.A.).
1 Mansbridge type condenser, 1 mfd.
(T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen, Ferranti,
Hydra, Mullard, etc.).
1 Neutralising condenser of the
screw adjusting variety (not interleaving plate type) with a very small
minimum (The Jackson is shown
and is particularly suitable for this
circuit. The Gambren is another
suitable make. For this particular
purpose I cannot recommend many
of the neutralising condensers now
sold, as, excellent though they be
for their particular purpose,· they
do not give quite a fine enough
adjustment of the small capacity
which is necessary here).
1 ·0001-mfd. Midget variable condenser
(Peto-Scott,
Cyldon,
Igranic,
Ormond, etc.).
1 Bracket for same (Note.--This can
be a piece of Meccano strip, or any
similar metal, and need not be
specially purchased).
1 Fixed condenser, ·0003 mfd. (Lissen,
Dubilier, Mullard, T.C.C., Atlas, etc.).

0 000000 ' ' ' ' ' ' 00 ' ' 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • ' ' ' • '
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2 Grid-leak holders (Dubilier Dumetohm, Lissen Combinator, etc.l.
1 I-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier,
Mullard, Igranic, etc.).
1 2- or 3-megohm grid leak (Lissen,
Dubilier, Igranic, Mullard, etc.).
1 R.C.C. unit for low-frequency
coupling (There are a number of
these available. That shown is
the Dubilier, With one {-megohm
and one 1-megohm leaks in it.
The R.I.-Varley type B, Mullard,
Lissen, Marconiphone B, Magnum,
Atlas, Carborundum, and many
other units all work excellently in
this circuit. There is, of course,
no special need to buy a complete
unit, as the combination of a condenser of any value from ·OC6 up
to ·02 mfd., with a l-megohm grid
leak as anode resistance and 1megohm leak as leak proper, will
suit).
1 Good low-frequency transformer.
Fortunately, the home constructor
is now well provided with these
(That shown is the new Ferranti
A.F.5 transformer. Any good lowfrequency transformer can be used
here without affecting the working
of the circuit).
1 Good radio-frequency choke (Here
again is a wide variety of makes.
That shown is a Magnum, but any
radio-frequency choke previously
used and found satisfactory can
be substituted).
1 Terminal strip with terminals for
low-tension negative and positive,
high-tension negative and positive
1 and 2, grid bias positive, grid bias
negative 1 and 2, loud speaker
negative and loud speaker positive
(Note that there are no terminals
provided for aerial and earth. The
earth connection is made direct to
the low-tension battery negative,
~;nd the aerial is brought to a plug).
1 Standard wave-trap (Magnum, PetoScott, etc.). (This trap has been
made up to the standard specification
published in" Popular Wireless "and
"Modern Wireless," and is sold
complete with adjustable condenser, coil, and tappings en a
small baseboard. It is very cc nvenient for building into a set.
Constructional details of such a
trap for those who like to make
their own will be given next month,
with details for the home construction of the tuning coil).

••••••••ooowoooooooooooooooooo••••••••
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The "Business Man's Four"-continued
receiver with a high-frequency valve
fitted with Reinartz reaction on the
grid circuit, and resistance-capacity
coupling to the detector valve, a
small condenser being connected to
the plate of this latter and the grid
of the high-frequency valve. In this,
I reasoned, the increasing efficiency of
the feeo-back from the detector valve
to the high-frequency valve might be

the latest ideas in this circuit, which
has now reached a thoroughly practical stage in every detail.
Before we proceed farther, let me
say that the full working theory of
this circuit has yet to be explained.
There are a number of points which
are by no means clear, but as to its
practical utility and reliability there
are no doubts in the minds of those
!."

--+-----n~--l-.....-1

PANI!L LAYOUT
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5. The preliminary adjustments of
the reaction setting are very simple
and do not require any previous
experience.
6. Satisfactory results are ohtaincd
on 2-, 4-, or 6-volt valves of all the
leading makes.
7. By the incorporation of a triple
meter on the front panel instrument,
the accumulator voltage, high-tension
battery voltage, and high-tension
consumption of the set can be checked
in a moment.
8. Further simplicity is obtained by
a combined volume control and onand-off switch.
9. Distant stations are picked up
without oscillating, and thus· the set
is a non-radiator.

Seventeen Stations a Minute
It should be noted that the volume

control is a true one, and is only used
balanced by the decreasing efficiency
who have tried it. To give you some when the strength of a station is too
of the Reinartz reaction as one inidea of the essential difference of this loud to be comfortable in the speaker.
creased the wave-length, and if values
circuit from any previously described,
It is not, as in some " single control "
we,·e suitably chosen a constant- let me outline some of its leading
sets, a variable-reaction control mas·
reaction effect might be produced points;
querading as something else.
over the whole : ·ale. If this were
1. It is a four-valve circuit with a
A good idea of the simplicity of the
possible one would get a very sharp high-frequency stage, detector, and
operation of the receiver can be
tuning circuit, very sensitive, and two stages of low-frequency magnigathered from the following. A few
fieation, with but a single tuning
nights after the set shown had been
with that ideal of the home conbtruetor, true single-dial tuning corn- condenser and single tuning control.
completed I invited a friend into the
hined with the utmost simplicity.· ;:;====================~:;=.::===============.;•;•
The addition of one or more stages
of note magnificntion to this circuit
would give loud speaking, without
any other tuning controls.

Some Special Points
The experiment succeeded beyond
my most sanguine hopes, so that after
a time I was able to produce a receiver
using all standard components which
would work with 2-, 4-, or 6-volt R.C.
Yalves and with different makes of
Yalves in such a way that, once these
preliminary reaction adjustments were
made. it was only necessary to switch
on tl{e set and turn the tuning dial
backwards and forwards to pi~k up
quite a numher of stations. The experimental form of this circuit was
dPsrrihed in " Popular Wireless " for
December 3rd, 1927, and a simple two- ..i::================================;:.;.
·
l
h
One of tile e;rpe·•·imentnl bocu·cls upon tvllich the ci••c11if ·was worlwtl out.
Ya l ve rece1ver emp oying t is circuit
"
Popular
·wireless"
for
December
in
2. Special components are not relaboratory, and, without telling him
lOth. 1927. Readers of the WIRELESS
quired, and there is a wide range of
anything about the receiver or its
Co:\"STitl'C'TOR now have, for the first
alternatives.
circuit, took him over to the test table
3. There are no matched coils,
time, a complete design for a thorand said : " This is a single-control
oughly efficient, very useful, four-valve
matched condensers, or " gauging."
receiver. Turn that knob and count
receiver which I have named the
4. It works satisfactorily with the number of stations you can pick
"Business Man's Four," incorporating valves of all the leading makes.
up on the loud speaker."
267
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The "Business Man's Four"-continued
He immediately did as requested,
and at the end of fifty-five seconds
turned round and exclaimed: " Seventeen ! "
These stations were not, of courfe,
all at what is termed full loud-speaker
::;trength. Six or eight of them were,
however, obtainable at full louclspeaker strength, and the whole seventeen were easily identifiable several
feet from the loud speaker: Of course,
in such a short space of time it was not
possible to stop on each one and
identify it by name, as this would
have meant waiting either for an
announcement or for some distinguishing characteristic of the station.
No wave-meter was used, the set was

twenty-one. On the average night on
this aerial eight or nine stations come
in at good loud-speaker strength, while
the quality will satisfy the most
exacting.

turning one knob. Once found, the
positions can be noted, and the
stations picked up again at any
time desired, provided conditions are
favourable.

A Priceless Advantage

Selectivity

On the second aerial used for tests
of WIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOH sets, consisting of about 50 ft. of wire
indoors (the maximum height above
the receiver being about 12 ft.,
representing a very poor outdoor
aerial much inferior to the average),
London, 5 GB, Langenberg, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Toulouse, Rome,
Vienna, Breslau, and several other
Continental stations were heard on

The circuit as it stood was not
quite selective enough for the listener
who dwells near a main station
allfl wishes to receive a station such
as Hamburg or Stuttgart in the
LmHlon areol.
To overcome this
slight disadvantage a standard wavetrap is Lnilt into the set, and thi~,
~s in the case of the reaction control,
can be aclju~tcd once <tnd for all
when the set is built. The set then

~-------------------------.------~--~---+2
Hr
~--------------~~----~--~--H
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Tl1e tlteoretical diag·t..a·tn of

not calibrated, and the knob was
simply turned without reference to
any figures on the dial. There was
not. the slightest sign of oscillation in
the receiver at any point on the scale.

Consistent "DX" Results
The aerial used for these tests is a
good one, but no better than that
possessed by many experimenters,
and inferior to many I know that are
used by readers of this journal. The
night, however, was not a particularly
good one, and similar tests carried
out at about the same hour on seven
consecutive nights gave a minimum
of fifteen stations and a maximum of

eonn(~cUons

of tlte" llu,lfJiness Jlltz.n's

the loud speaker at first-class strength.
'rhis list varies, of course, from night
to night and sometimes from hour to
hour, and· it is not suggested for a
moment that for long-distance results
this four-valve set is comparable in
sensitivity with the " Straight Line
Four."
For comparison purposes it may
be said th£ct results obtainable arc
superior to those given by the
Radiano Three, even when this is
most skilfully handled to get the
verv best out of the reaction setting ;
while one has the pri·celeRs advnhtD~e
of picking up all the stations obtainable on the Radiano Three by simi1ly
268

J'our.~'

becomes as selective as one can desire,
without any loss of efficiency, the
local station being completely tuned
out two or three degrees on either
si(lc of the maximum point.

The Valves to Use
'The first two valves are of the
RC. type. The third valve should
be a small power valve, or if nsed
with a low-frequency transformer
with a high-impedance primary, such
as the R.I.-Varley, Royal, or Ferranti,
one of the so-called high-frequency
Yalves with an impedance of 15,000
to 25,000 ohms, with a magnification
factor of about 15 to 25, is better
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"Busin~ss

here. The last valve should Le as
good an output valve as you can get.
If economy in high-tension current
is desired, then a small power valve
can be used, but if a good supply
of high-tension is available, a superpower valve should be fitted. Suitable
valves are obtainable from all the

Man's Four"-continued

battery with Mansbridge condensers,
and to use an output filter of some
kind. A number of output filters
have been described from time to
time in the WIRELESS CoxsnwcTOR,
but perhaps the simplest of all is
to use a 1-to-1 output transformer
such as those sold by R.I.-Yar!ey,

7'1le [l•ont of the 1>ancl is very busincsslilw in apJ><!<t>"tmce.
Note tlw triplc-sc!lle
nwler, wl1ich shows 11t "gl11nce the L.'I'. nnclll.'I'. volt11ges aml fiiC totnl II.T. cm·•·cnt,

leading makers in 2-, 4-, or 6-volt
varieties, and, providing the first
two are R.C. valves, you will have
no trouble whatever in adjusting
the constant reaction o{ the set.
A high-tension battery of at least
100 volts is reyuired, and, better, a
120-volt. The low-tension accumulator should be of adequate size, to
obviate the necessity of frequent
charging. Naturally the filament
current requirements of the valv:es,
and the time the set will be in use,
will affect this also.

re-

Ferranti, or Pye. Their use is quite
simple, as it is only necessary to join
the two loud-speaker terminals to the
primary terminals of the output
transformer, the secondary terminals
of which are connected direct to the
loud speaker. In this way the loudspeaker windings are kept free from
the heayy direct current flowing
through a super-power valve, and the
resistance of the loud-speaker winding
no longer causes an appreciable
drop of voltage on the plate of the
last Yalve.

able from the London Electric Wireless Co. at the same price as t!JC yellow
or other colours.
Constructional work preRents no
special difficulties. The front panel
carries just the tuning condenser, the
combined volume control and on-andoff switch and the Fcrranti meter.
Cutting the hole for the meter is the
most Jifficult taHl(. The simplest way
is to scratch a circle of a size to t11ke
the barrel of the meter. A few holes
can be drilled here and there on tlw
line and the disc of ebonite cut out
with lt frctR;tW. Cutting ebonite with
a fretsl\w is a Ycry easy task and a
much better way than laboriouslv
drilling a large· number of hole~.
knocking out the centre and filing the
hole smooth.

Method of Mounting
Instructions for mounting the Indigraph dial are given in the carton with
the dial.
Special pains rnust be taken to
follow the layout very carefully and
particularly on the high-frequency
side. The length, shape and position
of the lead going from the pl:1te of
the detector valve to the top of the
neutralising condenser is most important.
It will he noticed that a portion of
the baseboard is cut away for the
insetting of the terminal strip. This

The Cabinet
The cabinet shown on the cover
and in the illustrations with this
article is a handsome type with
cupboard beneath to take the batteries. His made by Messrs. Pickett's,
of Bexleyheath, and is called the
" Radiola.," and is obtainable in
either oak or mahogany. The one
actually used is in mahogany. It is
provided with a drop front, so that
when the cabinet is shut it has the
appearance of a bureau, and will not
disfigure any room ; while the tuning
dial and meter is immedmtely illsclosed on dropping the front panel.
Those readers who do not desire
a complete cabinet of this type can
obtain a convenient'' American" type
cabinet from any of the leading makers,
such as Cameo, Artcraft, Raymond,
Makerimport, Caxton, etc., or from
the makers of the cabinet shown.

Shunting-Condensers and
Output Filters
It is always advisable to shunt
the two tappings of the high-tension

Fo1- this bat.·li-of-punel riel"-" the rfdL,es
u·crc J•e•not'Cll to sltow tile layout.

In order to make the photographs
as clear as poesihle yellow Glazitc wire
has been used in this set, as in this
way the lead~ show up clearly against
the dark background. A neaterlooking set, however, can be made if
black Glazite is used. This is obtain269

is done in order that the leads from
the terminals can be taken through a
hole in the cabinet and so through to
the batteries, etc., underneath. Of
course, if the set is used in the
ordinary type of cabinet which is cut
away at the back to allow for the

TnE
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The "Business Man's Four"-continued
terminal strip, there IS no need for
this insetting.
Another practical point is the
method of mounting the ·0001 mfd.
Midget condenser. A metal strip is
bent at right angles and a J-in. hole
drilled in it so that the condenser
which is of the one-hole-fixing variety
can be securely fixed to this strip in a
convenient position.
It will be
noticed that. the front panel is held on
wooden angle-pieces and not on the
conventional brackets. The baseboard with the angle-pieces in position
is as supplied with the Pickett cabinet,
but if ordinary brackets are used a
small wooden support can be screwed
down to the baseboard in order to
carry the metal strip, or this can
be bent to form its own bracket.
There is no need for the condenser to
be placed on the front panel as the
adjustment of it is made once anrl for
all wl.lel: the set is first put into
COmllllSS!Oll.

The Earth Connection
If the theoretical rlrawing is
examined, it will be seen that the
earth connection is made to the
negative L.T. For this reaBon there
is no need to provide a special terminal
at the back of the set for the earth,
as the earth lead is taken to the
negative L.T. terminal on the accumu-

a wanrler plug which can be plished
into one of these three sockets at will.
When the aerial plug is in A the

H.T. Voltages

wave-trap iB not in circuit; when in
A1 it is joined to one tap on the
winding, and when in A2 to the
other tap. The degree of trapping
will be somewhat different on each
tap and you will have to try which is
the better for the particular aeri11l
with which the set is used. R.eaders
who are more than thirty or forty
miles away from a broadcasting station
will probably find the trap unnecessary,
but within this distance the trap is
very useful in enabling a much
greater degree of selectivity to be
obtained for cutting out the local
station.
When the set h<1s been wired-up we
come to the preliminary adjustments,
which fortunately are very easily made

H.T.

.-

F.!o.2.
lator itBel£-geuemUy a more convenient j)osition, as the battery is,
generally, either in the lower part of
the cabinet or on the floor. and the
earth wire is often unsightly.
Three sockets are provided_ on the
wave-trap, marked respectively A1 , A2
and A. The aerial wire is brought to

figure) anrl 100 on H.T. positive 1.
The H.T. voltmeter reading, by the
way, will show the maximum acros'!
H. T. positiYe 2 : there is a little
switch on the front of the meter
which when turned to the left shows
the low-tension voltag·e, on the middle
the totttl current consumption taken
from the high-tension battery, and on
the right the high-tension voltage.

yq.o2

aPd will not disturb your neighbours
by 'howling if you follow out the plan
suggested.
First of all, after checking over the
wiring, join up your accumulator,
high-tension battery and grid-bias
battery, putting your maximum voltage on H.T. positive 2 (120 is a good
270

Insert your valves in position and
before switching on make sure that
you have adjusted your grid-bias
battery to the correct grid bias for the
voltages and valves in use. The
maker's chart or leaflet in the valve
box will always tell you the correc·t
grid bias to use for a certain hightension Yoltage. The two note-magnifying valves and the high-frec1uency
valve are all connected to H.T.
positive 2, while H.T. positive 1 i~
joined to the detector valve only. Thus
in choosing your grid bias for the first
and seco11cl 11ote-magnifying vah es
remember that both have the same
high-tension voltage, which, I suggest,
should be 120, if you have this much
available. ·In any case, do :r..ot u~e
less than lOO volts if you want good
results.

Preliminary Adjustments
The low-tension voltage will on1y
be given when the on-and-off switch
is " on," but the high-tension voltage
will read whether the switch is on or
off.
The rnilliampere reading, of
course, will not be obtained except
when the switch is on, sow hen leaving
the set it is as well to turn the meter
switch over to the left-that is to sav,
to the low voltage reading. In ar~y
case, it is recommended that the meter
be left on the low voltage side save
when one or other of t:he readings
have to be taken, and in this wav 'a
glance at the instrument will alw~y9
show whether it is switched off or not.
Now take your neutralising condenser (I call it this for lack of a
better term, although, of course, it is
not used for neutralising here) anrl
screw it upwards so that it is at its
minimum capacity position.
Also
set the Yanes of the ·0001-mfd. Midget
condenser at the minimum capacity
(that is to sav, with the vanes " all
out"). Turn" the tuning condenser
backwards and torwa.rds from minimum to maximum, all the time
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The "Business Man's Four "-continued
tapping the fixed plates with the
moistened finger tip.
You will hear a slight click in the
loud speaker when you touch the
plates, but not when you remove

Now, leaving the Midget condenser
at this setting, slowly screw in the
neutralising condenser, still continuing the wet forefinger tapping. Y on
will find that after a few turns the

·~P-------~----~~----~· ~

L.r.

1. Will give you the double "plock"
at the top of the scale and not at the
bottom; and
2. Will give you the double "plock"
at the bottom of the scale and not
at the top.
If you get oscillation ut the top
and not at the bottom it is an indication that not quite enough of the
Midget condenser is in circuit and a
little too much of the neutralising
condenser.
It should be explained that while
these adjustments arc taking place
the baseboard calibrated rheostat
which is in series with the volume·
control rheostat should be set at
zero, or with all the resistance cut
out. With one or two makes of valves
-and., in particular, the Cossor R.C.
valve-the ·adjustment will only be
found to be right when a little of this
resistance is in series-say about
5 ohms ; but with most makes of
R.C. valves practically all the baseboard resistance can be cut out.

Filament Adjustment

fia3.
the finger. Remember that during
this test the aerial and earth are not
connected, so you will not hear any
signals. Now turn the moving plates
of the ·0001-rnfd. Midget condenser
so that thev are half interleaved with
the fixed ·plates, and repeat the
movement of the condenser from top
to bottom, all the time tapping with
the moistened forefinger on the fixed
plates. The set will now probably be
oscillating, an indication being given
by a sharp " plock " not only when
you touch the fixed plates of the
tuning condenser with your finger,
but when you remove your finger as
well.

reaction effect will increase and the
double " plock " will extend over a
wider band of the scale, and soon over
the whole of the scale. Next reduce
the capacity of the Midget condenser
slightly and again readjust the
neutralising condenser by reducing
its capacity slightly, and after a few
experiments you will find a position

The method of filament control
on this receiver is to have a separate
filament resistance mounted on the
baseboard for the last or output
valve and one filament resistance to
control the filaments of the detector
and the first note-magnifying valve,
both of which should have the same
filament consumption. The adjustment of the filament resistance which
controls these two valves should be
such that in all the preliminary tests
all the re8istance is cut out ; in other

The Baseboard Rheostat
This may happen over the whole of
the tuning scale or only over a portion
and it will probably happen over the
first half of the scale, the double
" plock " ceasing when you reach
about fifty and upwards. If by any
chance (and this may happen with
some makes of valves) the set is
oscillating over the whole of the condenser, reduce the capacity of the
·0001 mfd.. until you get the double
" plock " over only about half of the
scale.

A" looking down" 1-•iew of tl•e baseboard, sllowing tile spacing.

where you just do not get the double
"plock" over the whole band. In
arriving at this setting you will probably find a condenser setting which:
271
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words, they should be at the full-on
position. As soon as the set is found
to be working satisfactorily some
amount of resistance can be put in
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The "Business Man's Four"-continued
circuit. Adjustments should be made
on a weak signal and the filaments
. dimmed as far as possible without

reducing strength.
With modern
valves there is no real necessity for
such a filament resistance-, hut by

272

dimming the filaments slightly the
valves w-ill last longer.
(Continued on page 322.)
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A Searchlight on the H.T. Battery
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A:
every set user,

T

problem of high-tension supply
has always been one of the most
difficult in practical wireless
reception. lVIy own view is that by
HE

FIG. I.
0

6

.OAYS
12

z

find that I am unduly extravagant.
So far as trouble is concerned--well,
touching wood, I may say that I
have not had any. The whole secret
of success when dry-cell batteries are
used lies simply and solely in the
installation of units rap1ble of standing up for a reasonable period to the
load imposed upon them. This, unfortunately, is a point that is not
realised by large numbers of wireless
enthusiasts.

Three Main Groups

far the most economical and satisfactory method is to employ dry-cell
batteries, for so long as these are of
good make and of a capacity adequate
foi the load placed upon them very
. little trouble of any kind is experienced. Many will agree with me ;
many, again, will dissent with varying degrees of violence.

Dry high-tension batteries fall as
regards capacity into three main
groups. There is, first of all, what
may be called the " standanl
capacity" battery built up of cells
measuring on the average ;} in. in
diameter by. 2~ in. in height. Next
comes the large capncity battery
whose cells average 1! in. in diameter
by 2! in. in height. Lastly there is
the " super" capacity type whose
cells have a diameter of ll in. and a
height of about 3~ in.
Probably at least 75 per cent of
the batteries sold, no matter tohat the
1'ece£ving set toith trhich they are to
be ttsed, are of the standard capacity

type. In other words, the purchaser
is apt to think only of the volts and

not to bother about the milliampere3.
When a given number of new drv
cells, whether large or small, ar·e
wired in series, the potential on open
circuit will always be in the neighbourhood of 1·5 volt per cell.

Rapid Voltage Drop
But whilst cells of large size can
deliver a fair amount of curreJJt for
a considerable time without much
falling off in potential, those of small
size show a rapid drop when under
any but the lightest of loads. In the
dry cell the fall in potential is of
two kinds. There is, first of all, what
may he called the temporary fall,
which takes place while the batierv
is under load, and is due mainlv to t!;e
effects of polarization.
A ··film of
hydrogen gas collects round the carbon
positive element and this causes a
rising resistance to be present within
the cell, since the depolarizer cannot
get rid o£ it sufficiently quif~kly.
When the cell is rested by being
placed for a time on open circuit the
accumulation of hydrogen itl remove1l
and the potential rises. It does not,
however, quite reach its initial figure,
and we thus have a second ·or permanent falling off in the voltage. From
the wireless man's point of view both

Using Dry Cells
I must admit that my experience
of working direct off the mains is hut
second-hand, since I am not fortunate
enough to have electric light in the
house. For the same reason I cannot
charge my own high-tension accumulators, which therefore have to be
left to the more or less tender mercies
of the charging station. Still, when I
compare my own running costs in the
matter of high-tension supply with
those of friends who give their sets
an equal amount of use. I do not

Testing tlw volfuye of c wet Lcclanche type of ll.T. battery.
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A Searchlight on the H.T. Battery-continued
kinds of voltage drop are enormously
important. We shall go more fully
into the reasons in a moment.
There can be no doubt that for
the single-valve set or for the two-

the size of the recetvmg set. It is
probably fair to take the current
passed by the average loud-speaker
set when the high-tension battery is
in good condition at about··l(t milli-

This graph, denoting the life of
an average H.T.
battery, should
be co•npared
with Figs. 1 and
8.

Yalve or even three-valve set employed only for telephone reception
the use of the standard capacity
battery is quite sound practice. Such
batteries will stand up to an intermittent load of from 3 to 5 milliamperes for a very long time. But
·matters are rather different when the
receiving set is required to work a
loud speaker.

Heavier Loads
If anything like quality is desired
a small power valve must be used in
the last holder, and for really faithful
reproduction a super-power valve is
indicated. Both power valves and
super-power valves impose heavy
loads upon the battery, and the
current required is likely to be from
8 to 20 milliamperes, according to

amperes.
How will the standard
capacity battery deal with this load 1
The question is an important one,
and the best way of finding the answer
seemed to be to undertake a series
of tests under laboratory conditions.
A load of 10 milliamperes when a
battery is up to its full nominal
E.M.F. is imposed when it is discharged through a resistance of 150
ohms per cell.

ance of 150 ohms per cell was used for
the battery tested so that all were
subjected to exactly the same drain.
To make comparisons easier all
·results have been reduced to a percentage basis, an E.M.F. of 1·5 volt
per cell being regarded as a "hundred
per cent. A battery was. taken as.
done- for when the E.M.F. had fallen
to seventy per cent, or a little over
1 volt per cell.

The Test Periods
It was decided to run the batteries
for three hours ·a day from Monday
to Saturday inclusive in each week,
giving them twenty-one hours' rest
in each twenty-four, and a rest of
forty-five. hours over the week-end.
The total service hours were thus
eighteen per week, which is very
much what is asked of the average
high-tension battery. Only batteries
of well-known type were selected for
test and two of each make were used.
In every case the batteries were
ordered specially so that there should

A Standard Resistance
This, then, was made the standard
resistance for the tests. Since batteries differ considerably in the
number of their cells and in the tappings provided the total terminal
voltage was not by any means the
same in all of those tested. Some,
for example, were 36-volt units,
whilst others had a nominal E.M.l!'.
of 60 volts (really 63 volts), others of
66 volts, and others, again, of 100
volts.
In every case, however, a resistRivals for popularity-ll•e
tt•ct and dry types of prirnary
II.T. batteries.

The II.T. accuonulafor is a flwrouyhly
reliable joron of anode cm·rent supply.

be no possibility of their having deteriorated by having been in stock
for a considerable time.
The first
process was to take the initial opencircuit voltage and this disclosed
some interesting variations.

Big Differences
Batteries of the same make gave,
as a rule, similar readings, but there
were big differences between those
of different makes. On the average
the initial voltage was just over 1·5
per cell, but the test disclosed that
it is not always the battery with the
highest initial voltage that gives the
service.
For all the tests a voltmeter with
a resistance of 37,500 ohms was used,
for only with a high-resistance instrument can accurate readings be
taken. Two of the batteries were
found to have "bad spots" in them

THE.
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A Searchlight on the H. T. Battery-continued
when received and these were immediately replaced by the makers.
Once the test was under way it
·proved to be full of interest-and of
surprises. The first batteries to succumb (both of the same make)
reached the seventy per cent mark
on the nineteenth day, having given

battery of the standard size are seen
in Fig. 2. Here the initial \·oltage is
fairly high and the falling-oif is
pretty .regular nnd not over-rapid,
all things considered. It will be
noticed, though, that after the end
of the second week the two curves
get farther and farther a part, incli-

the financial aspect, the Fig. 3 batteries
would require renewal about se\'en
times in the vear. This works out at
I~. 2d. per" volt per annum, or
£5 16s. Sd. per 100 volts per annum.
The running costs are thus 1·4
pence per hour.

Not Good Enough
12

18LJAYS 24

:m average of fifty-six hours' service.

These had the highest initial E.lVI.F.
of any tested, and for the first week it
appe~red that they were going to do
pretty well. At the end of that time,
however, a rapid deeline set in.

An Expensive Proposition.
'I'he performances of these batteries
are recorded in the diagram in Fig. 1.
The upper curve shows the voltage
after .the rest period and before the
battery was placed under load ; the
lower curve indicates the voltage at
the end of the three hours' run. The
upper curves, therefore, show the
permanent voltage drop, whilst the
distance between them and the lower
at any point shows the temporary
voltage drop when the battery was
under load.
It becomes clear that a battery
whose performances are of the kind
shown in Fig. l is far from beiug an
economic proposition for high-tension
supply in the multi-valve Ret. 1t
would require renewal at lem.;t twelve
times a year, and if the average
initial cost of a standard capacity
battery is taken as twopence a volt the
expenditure per annum would work
out at two shillings per volt, or £10 for
100 volts. If we take it that the receiving set is in use for a thousand
hours during the year the running
costs per hour for H.'l'. alone come to
a little under twopence-halfpenny.

Good Average Quality
The curves of a good average

30
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42

eating that a very big drop takes place
whilst the battery is under load.
On the last da:y of its service this
drop amounted to no less than eleven
and a }Jalf per cent of the original
voltage in the three hours. Batteries
with performances such as those
recorded in Fig. 1 are fortunately
rare, and a battery of good average
quality might reasonably be expected
to behave as did those whose service
history is shown in Fig. 2.

A Bit Cheaper
These gave exactly twenty-five
days or seventy-five hours of service.
Once more let us examine the financial side of the question. Approximately eleven renewals would be require(i in the conr~e of a year, and
takin~ twopenre per volt as the
average cost this worh out at ls. !Od.
per volt, or £9 3s. '1d. for lOO volts.
At a thousand hours per year tbc
running costs for H.'T. are :Ll pen!?e
per hour.
In Fig. 3 is seen a diagram which
plots the history of a good battery of
the standard capacity type. It must
not be imagined that these batteries
arc freaks. Of those tcstPd, four
other makes did quite as well and
two slightly better. The batteries
to which Fig. 3 refers gave almost
forty-three days' service, the actual
hours being 128.
·
The star performers amongs~ those ·
subjected to the test ;mrvived for
nearly forty-nine days, giving 145!
service hours. To turn once more to
275

Even with the very best of standard
capacities a renewal six times per
annum is indicated, which is equiva.
lent to a cost of l.s. per volt per annum,
or £5 per 100 volts. At a thousand
hours a year the running expenses
are thus 1·2 pence per hour. This is
considerably better, but it is certainly
not good enough. Nor must it be
forgotten that in laboratory tests
ideal conditions are ensured.
The temperature is kept even and
the load is varied only by the fall in
RJ\f.F. In many valve sets a big
and sudden variation of the load
takes place through the throwing in
or cutting out of one L.F. valve, or
by the set being permitted to fall
into oscillation. The load under
working conditions depends also
upon the condition of the grid-bias
battery.

Value of Grid Bias
This is too often regarded as a
fixture which requires no attention
once it has been installed, and on
many occ.asions when friends have
asked me to discover why their sets

Fo,.

7nu.lt.i-·culvc

.'~eceive•·s

a

lat'[Je

l!apacity ll.T. batte>"y should be used nncl

n tnilfianuneter tes:t of anode ctn't"etlf
is a valuable guide.

were disto~ting badly I have found
grid-bias batteries very badly run
down. With a grid l}attery in a rundown _condition the load upon the
high-te!lsion battery is enormously
increased.

TH!!: WIRELESS CoNS1RUCTOR
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Now let us see what is the effect
upon the actual performances of 'the
loud-speaker set which Uraws Oil the
average 10 milliamperes of current·
from a smc!ll-capacity high-tension
battery. :Fig. 4 shows a family of
eurves for a typical small power
valve such as is used, or should be
used, in the set intended to give loudspeaker reproduction in the ordinary
living-room.

The Grid-Bias Point
A new high-tension battery is installed with a nominal E.l\f.F. of lOO
,-olts, and a reference to the published
curves of power valves shows that
the ideal working point is obtained
by giving it a negative grid bias of
;cbout 6·G volts. Since grid batteries
arc tapped in 1;-volt i'teps the grid
him; applied will usually be 7 ·5 volts.
The theoretical best working point is
i11dicated at A in the diagram, and
the practical working point at N.
Now, as the plate potential falls off
the whole curve i~ shifted bodily to
the right, taking up successively the
positions occupied by the GO-, 80- and
70-volt curves.
This movement to the right occurs
as the potential of the high-tension
batterv falls off. But what of the
grid-bia~ battery 1 The business of
thi~> battery is to supply not current

but potential. In a properly adjusted
set it is under no load whatever. Its
service is therefore governed by its
" shelf life." Even when it is placed
upon open circuit a dry-cell battery
gradually loses its original E.M.F.
The fall in potential is due to two
main factors. The insulation is not
quite perfect, therefore minute leakages take place, gradually sapping
the original potential. In addition
to this it must be remembered that
no " dry " cell is really dry. The
electrolyte consists of a paste containing a percentage of water.
As time goes on the water evaporates
and the cell becomes less and less
active. 'rite grid battery is made up
of cellH of the same size as thm;e used
in the construction of standard
capacity high-tension batteries. The
shelf life of these is from nine to
twelve months. Their usual history
is that the potential remains fairly
steady for a long time, and then
falls off rapidly towards the end.
There is no such fall as that which
takes place in the case of the standard
capacity high-tension battery.

H.T. battery.
It moves straight
downwards from A to D, and not in a
slope from A to X to correspond with
the movement of the curve. A little
thought will convince the reader of
the dire effects upon reception produced by a fall in H.T. potential,

Effect of Potential Drop
In Fig. 4 is shown what happens to
the working point in the course of six
weeks or so with a new grid-bias
battery and a standard ·capacity

6

4

2
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whilst the griu battery remains steady.
Whilst the high-tension battery is
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - 1 giving lOO volts the workiug point
is exactly right, and a theoretical
grid swing of some 13 volts is obtainable.
With the working point at N in the
diagram, the grid swing with which
the valve can deal faithfully, though
less, is considerable. As the H.T.
potential falls off the working point
assumes the position indicated by
B, C and D in the diagram. When
the high-tension battery is delivering
only 90 volts the maximum grid swing
that will not produce distortion is
very much smaller, and at point C
on the SO-volt curve it is very small
indeeu.

Partial Rectification

2

0
Z88Z
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When point D is reached horrible
distortion will result, for the output
valve is turned practically into an
anode-bend rectifier, which means
that the lower halves of the wave:>~
reaching its grid will be terribly
mutilateu.
We see, therefore, that in the case
(Continued on page 334.)
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Professor Coop having
rather a hectic time with his
short-wave set when I called
round the other night. The poor
fellow was somewhat chesty owing to
the foggy weather, arHl lw kept on
mistaking the wheezes for carriers
and trying unsuccessfully to tune
them in.
I must admit that the professor's
set was not completely immune from
1ody-capacity effects.
When I
picked up and put on a second pair
of 'phones that were lying on the table,

I

FOUXD

seized ltitn by tlw anl<lc aml
lturlcd him into the coal-scuttle • • • •

the thing fairly flew out and bit us.
We found that in order to allow the
professor to do the tuning and me to
listen it was necessary for him to
stand upon a chair whilst I sat on the
floor.
Since he always uses rubber cushion
things round his 'phones, he is cmnpletely deaf to all outside sounds
whilst wearing them. With one of his
pairs upon my head, I was also, of
course, in the same condition. Still,
we managed to communicate with one
another when re(1uired by blinking
our messages in the l\Iorse code with
our eyelids.

Radio "Transmission "
We could not see each other, for
my back had necessarily to he towards his. But each evelid movement
produced a yelp in th~ receivers, and
the thing workefl splendidly.
In
fact, when he slipped from his chair
and stepped on my hand, he wns
instantly able to Morse his remorse.
I re-morsed : " Thnks for lmd inquiries, O.M. Lttle tlmge done. Pse
don't do it again, O.J'\1. Best 73's."

I have not the slighte;;t itlcrt what
best 73's mean, nor do I habitually
call peopk old man, or spell my wonh
without most of their vowels.
Still, all the worst transmitting men
do it., so I thought that I had better
be in the fashion.
In another moment the professor
w~'s back again, fearfully excited. He
had picked up an undoubted carrier
on 25 metres, and was doing his level
best to resolve it. Not only the wave,
but the wave-length, however, appearetl to be oscillating, for just as
he had nt'arly got it, it moved a little
way first to one side and then-to the
other.
·
For the best part of half an hour
he pursued it up and down the waveband, but never managed to achieve
his purpose. When he was about
tired out I seized the knob of the
reaction condenser and waggled it in
dots and dashes to spell out : " Primpleson U ass, U and the prhsr have bn
chsng each other up and down the
waves, U
blthrng goat O.M.
QED QEF SPQR RSVP AOFB
shrrp."

A New Invention
"Now," I said to the professor,
when I had explained what had been
happening and he had been prevailed
upon to reconsider his decision to
sally forth in search of Primpleson
with a meat chopper,· " and now I
feel sure that you must lmve some
new invention to disclose in order
that I may give it to the world."
A smile spread slowly over the
professor's erstwhile ru!Hed countenance.
"You are right," he beamed.
"Of course,'' I said, " I always
arn.:'
" You neYer arr." roared the professor, " at least, this is the first time
I've known it."
"At any rate," I riposted, "I was
lwlf right the other day when I told
Tootle that you were a wit.. "
It took the professor just a little
time to see that,, but when it dawned
277

upon him he went slap in off the cleeiJ
en(l. Honestly, I believe that if the
goocl red blooa of my merlieYal
~nct'si.or, Sir Ethelwolf 'l'hickith'pate,
had not transmitted to me one of his
most ontstanrling characteristics, I
should have been absolutely laid out
when my respected colleagu~ whanged
me three times over the head with the
.poker.

I Retaliate
I feel, too, that there might even
have been almost a little roughness
if, after he had jumped four or five
times on my chest, I had not seized
him by the ankle and hurled him into
the roal-scuttle. How lucky it is thnt
amongst perfect gentlemen anything
that savours at all of violence is taboo.
In similar circumstances I can quite
imagine hooligans such as Tootle and
Goshburton-Crump flipping their
fingers in one another's faces, slapping
hands or proceeding to similar extreme measures that simply are not
done in the best circles.
When I bad revived the professor
with the contents of three siphons, a
quart bottle of soldering fluid, and a
jar of ink, which was all that I could
find in his study in the way o£ moisture, I returned once more to my
original query.

• . • tlte luunat& l1.eaviny gefu•.

" How about this latest invt'ntion ?"
I asked.
.
Thoughtfully rubbing a bump on his
chin, which was the result of 2. gentle
pat that I had given him with a
chair, and pushing aside with his J:sengaged hand the grandfather clock
that had somehow come to rest across
hi's little Mary, Professor Coop began
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In Lighter Vein-continued
in a voice which for some queer reason
was rather quaverin,2; :
" You will know," said he,
"you will know that up to the
pr-esent the position is pretty hopeless ;
that if you have a horn loud speaker
you get distortion, and if you have
a cone loud speaker you get distortion
of another kind, and if you have a
pleated loud speaker you get distortion of another kind, and if you
have a moving-iron loud speaker you
get distortion of another kind, and
if you have a moving-coil loud speaker
you get distortion of another kind,
and if you have a coil-driven loud
speaker you get your blessed head
blown off unless you build a special
room about the size of a church."

Scrap All Loud Speakers
" True," I sighed; " too true. :But
what is to be done ? "
" The only thing," said the professor, " is to scrap all the old ideas
about loud speakers and to start on
completely fresh lines. I have just
worked out the finest thing in the way
of loud speakers ever conceived by
the mind of mortal man.
The
principle, though ingenious, if I may
say so, is perfectly simple. You are
familiar with the calliope or steam
organ which enlivens the fair-ground
at Mudbury Wallow on occasions in
the summer-time ? ''
I nodded to signify that such was
the case.
" Do vou remember that time
when you tried to race Sir K. N.
Pepper the wrong way round the
roundabout and fell off ? " I asked.
The professor held up his hand.
" Kindly be serious," he begged;
"though, at the same time, I would

• • , fell off the >"Oltn<labout.

point out that I was merely giving
Sir IC N. a little explanation of the
principles of relativity, and showing
him that it is possible to remain
in the same place whilst moving very
fast."
" But--" I began.
"Ssh!" said the professor. "We

are talking about my new loml
speaker. We will let bygones be havebeens.
Now you have probably·
noticed that the calliope gives its
full value to every note ? "
" I certainly got my twopenn'orth," I cooed, with a reminiscent
smile.
"No, no," barked the professor.
" I am not talking of mere sordid
cash. What I mean is that there
was no suppression of the bass, or
of the higher frequencies."
"And now," said the professor, "I
will explain to you the working of
the Goop Calliope loud speaker.
You understand the principle of the
steam steering gear aboard ship ? "
I told him that aboard ship the
only thing of which I had had any
real experience was the human heaving
gear.
With a t;igh of resignation the professor proceeded to explain that when
the wheel was moved it did not haul
the rudder round direct ; it merely
controllefl a neat little steam engine,
which did-if, or, rather, he, may be
pardoned for saying 3o-all the donkey
work. In the Goop Calliope loud
speaker st•mm onee more proves it3
u~efulness.

The princi plc, I gathered, was this.
The speaker itself conRisted of a
number o{ organ pipes, ranging from
the sqnitty little chap that produces
the squeaks to the great big fellow
which makes you feel all funny inside
·.vhen he is turned on. Fitted to the
kitchen range is a special boiler in
which a head of steam at about
180 lb. to the square inch is generated
bj the aid of the fire.

The "Works" of the Calliope
To each of the loud-speaker pipes
runs a tube. from the boiler, and in
each tu be is a valve. Not one of those
glass things that you borrow from
Tootle when vou have burnt out those
that you borrowed from Captain
:Buckett, but a kind of tap affair
which opens and closes the tube and
so regulates the supply of steam to the
pipe. Roughly speaking, about one
hundred and fifty pipes are required,
and each of these is fitted as regards
its valve with a special actuating
mechanism operated by the output
of the receiving set.
Attached to the output terminals is
a neat and compact little contriYance
about the size of a billiard table,
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containing one hundred and fifty
oscillating circuits each tuned to a
musieal frequency. When the note
Cl, for example, is spoken, scraped,
thumped, blown, chanted, caterwauled,
hummed, whistled, banged, whacked,
or otherwise delivered to the microphone in the studio the corresponding
frequency is pushed out from the
plate of the last valve in the receiving apparatus.

• • • 1tlrs. Ooop ••• arrnecl herself
with n rolling-pin . •••

This brings into action the circuit
tuned to Cl, which energises a large
magnet and opens the valve (really
I must drop calling the glass things
tubes to avoid confusion in this lucid
explanation, and refer to the other
things as valves), opens the tube then
in the tube-no, this won't do.
The output from the last tube then
causes the magnet to become energised
and so opens the valve in the tube.
I am trying to be as simple a;; I ean,
and I find that a valve means two
things, and a tube also means two
things, both of which I want to use.
Anyhow, you can see what I mean,
or if you ean't you had better chuck
wireless and take up knitting, if that
is not casting purl;; before flwine.
The steam rushes down the thingametite, and sets the Cl organ pipe
going, and you hear the note properly
brought out. Similarly, if C3 is played
you hear a C3 note.

Mrs. Goop Intervenes
Speaking from actual experience,
can vouch for the fact that the Goop
Calliope loud speaker is absolutely
distortionless-so far as reproduction
is concerned. It was, however. responsible, I must admit, for a little
distortion of a physical nature when
first tried out, for Mrs. Goop, on finding her drawing-room furniture pusherl
out into the garden to make room for
the Calliope, armed herself with a
rolling-pin, with the result that the
right side of the professor's nose is
now just under the lobe of his left
car.
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Tl1.i." eotnpa.cl. unit, u·l1irh is a "follou,-up " of ce;•fnin e;r.periments cnrrie<l o~tt in flte Wllllo:Llc'.SS CONSTRl~'CTOll
labt)rafory in et~olt•iny flte" Straight l ..ine .flour," tnal'les an acl.-ni·rable acldition to tltc u Ra(liano '1 h.ree," an(l sim'ilar re£•eit,er.'t,
enornt.ously inc·t~easing tlu?iJ• rattge antl sensitivity.-Etlifo1·.
1

By HARRY P. WOOTION.
writer has been informed that
a number of inquiries have been
received for a single-valve H.F.
unit, utilising the new screened-grid
valves, for addition to existing set~.
The construction of such a unit is

T

HE

use of the coil we are not using a
centre-tapped circuit, it is not necessary to make use of the non-p<trasitic
winding.
There arc six terminals on the coil
base-Nos. 1 and 6 being the ends of
the coil, and the Nos. 2, 4 and 3 the
tap8. The No. 0 tap is used in the
receiver described, gi"Ving quite a goo•l
r1rgree of selectivity.
Connection to the control grid and
filament of the fwrcencd-gri<(valvc i,;
made in the usual way, while th.~
screening grid itHelf is connected to
an 80-volt tapping on the hightcns!on hatter?. The plate of the
valve is connected to a raclio-fre-

quite simple, providing certain precautions are taken, and the circuit
chosen by the writer is one which the
Editor has found partic,Jlarly useful
in connection with the :;creened-grid
valve, i.e. the " parallel-feed.''
\Vith only one stage of screenedgrid high-frequency amplificdion,
elaborate screening of the receiver
itself is not ncces:>'lry, and provided
the first gricl coil is asta,tie or of the
" fi.eldless " variety and that a Rnitably proportioned'screening (of metal,
earthed) is used, it is not necessary
to enclose the stage in a complete
metal case.

Astatic Aerial Coil
Examination of the theoretical
diagram in Fig. 1 shows that the aerial
is tapped on to the first grid coil, the
two halves of which are wound in
opposition, so as to produce an
"astatic " effect.
The actual coil
used for this purpose i::~ that manufacturecl by the Cosmos people and
is known as the ·' Astatie NonParasitic "coil. The " non-parasitic "
winding is designed to prevent unwanted short-wave oscillation in
centre-tapped circuits of the neutrodyne variety, and as in this particular

'l'he completed atnplifier. No le
A.N.P. coil used for tl;e grid
27;;~

quency choke of good quality, and
through this to a 120-volt tapping
on the high-tensio11 battery, while
a connection is alm made to the plate •
direct from one side of a 'Cl02-mfd.
fixed mica condenser, the other side
of which is connected to terminal A1•

H.T. Neg. Connection
The switch for controlling the filament is in the positive L.T. lead, and
it will be noticed thrtt there is no
H.T. tern!in81. This is because the
unit cannot be used by it.~elf, only
in conjunction with a receiving set
in which the high-tension negative
connection i~ already made.
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A Screened-Grid Valve Unit for Your Set-continued
Terminal P needs a little ::;pecial
explanation.
Screened-grid valves
ure now available from Marconi,
Osram, Cossor and Mullar.d.
The
· Marconi, O:mun and Cossor have the

. same pin arrangement:o, being doubleended valves with three pins at one
end and two at the other. At the
three-piu end, as readers already
know, the plate pin is missing, the
two filament pins being connected
normaliv with the filament and the
grid pit~ to the ordinary or control
grid. At the opposite end o[ the bulb
the two filament pins are missing,
the grid pin being connected to tJ1e
screening grid and the plate pin to

the actual plate of the valve. This
arrangement applies to the Marconi,
Osram and Cossor valves only.
The MuJlard screened-grid valve,
on the other hand, has an ordinary
four-pin base on which the filament
pins are normal, the grid pin normal,
but the plate pin different. This pin
is connected, not to the plate as in
an ordinary valve, but to the screening grid, the Jllate connection being
made to a single terminal at the opposite end of the valve. It is rather a
pity thut all the valve maPufacturers could not have standardised
on their pin arrangements for the new
screened valve, since these are destined to play a very important part in
future wirele~s sets, but as they have
not done so we must make the best of
it.

grid wckets being connected as usual,
but the plate socket being connected
to a special terminal marked P.
Flexible leads from the 80-\·olt
terminal and the RF. choke are

Universal Arrangement
In the present receiver the author
has managed to arrange matters so
that without con~tructional alteration the Marconi, Osram and Cossor
and. M.ullard valves can all be
used. This is done by using an ordinary valve holder, the filament and

~

Simpli<'ity i8 tlte lwynotc in the consb'lwliun of thi.9 amplific••, cmd you cannut fail tu
get •·cMllfs f•~o!n it.
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LIST OF COMPONENTS.
The components required are as
follow :
1 Panel 10 in. x 7 in., with baseboard
7 in. deep (Ebonart, Radion, Resiston, etc.).
1 Cabinet for same (Artcraft, earrington, Caxton, Makerimport, Pickett,
etc.).
1 Variable condenser, ·0005 mfd., with
vernier (Any good make, the one
actually illustrated is a Jackson, but
any other standard make can be
substituted).
1 On-and-otl switch (lgranic, Lissen,
Benjamin, Bowyer-Lowe, etc.).
1 Cosmos A.N.P. coil, 200 to 600 metres
(also 1,000 to 3,000 if Daventry is
required).
1 Standard anti-phonic valve holder
(Lotus, Benjamin, Igranic, BowyerLowe, W. & M., etc.).
1 Baseboard-mounting filament resistance, variable pattern of 10
ohms (lgranic, Lissen, Magnum,
Raymond, etc.).
1 Alcoa screen (Rothermel Radio
Corporation) or a sheet of aluminium
orcoppermeasuring6in. x 4in.,with
lugs for mounting on baseboard as
shown in the photographs. The
Alcoa screen, being of heavy gauge
aluminium ready to mount, is q1.1ite
convenient.
1 Radio-frequency choke of good
qu.?,Jity (R.I.-Varley, as shown, or
McMichaal, Ed1ystone, Lissen, Bowyer-L:>we, Magnum, etc.}.
1 ·002-mfd. mica condenser (Dubilier,
T.C.C., Igranic, Lissen, Atlas, MulIard, Peto-Scott, etc.).
8 Terminals ~:.nd ebonite strip to take
same. One long strip can be used
of the length cf the back of the
cabinet, or, as illustrated, small
pieces of ebonite which happen to
be handy.
2 Clix plugs.
Glazite or Junit wire for· wiring-up.
.............................. ' ................................ ' ........ .

taken to "Clix," which it is found
fit perfectly over the two pins of
screened-grid valves of the doubleended variety and make a good sound
contact. The plate socket of the valve
holder and the terminal P are thus
idle when the double-ended valve is
used.
When uHing the -:\lullard valve the
flexible lead connected to the screening-grid socket of the double-ended
valve i:-; not used. and the 80-volt
terminal iH simply Joined to the terminal P, the other flexible lead conllected through a radio-frequency
choke to the 120-volt tcrmi11al
being connected to the top terminal
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A Screened-Grid Valve Unit for Your Set-continued
of the Nrullard valve. The unit is
thus universal for all the screenedgrid valves now available.

and earth terminals on the ri!!;ht of
the panel and the output on tl;e left,
thus bringing leads right through

'J'he two pni•·s of terminals shotrn ltnln(trl£edare, left to right, "A,"
H.T •.120, H.T. SO, an<l

"P.''

Yerified it as being thoroughly satisfactory.
The actual make-up of the instrument is so simple that very little
need be said regarding the actual
work. It has been found possible to
make the grid connections (fixed
plates of condenser, grid terminal,
valve holder and terminal 1) very
short. The only terminals on the
base of the A.N.P. coil actually in
use are J, 5 and 6. The A.N.P." coil
is reversible in the holder, but with the
particular connections used it does
not matter which way round it is
inserted.

The Flexible Leads

As the unit lends itself admirably

to use with the now famous " Radiano
Three," care has been taken to select
all components with terminals so that
those readers who like the Radiano
method of connecting up can use it
in this set. The unit illustrated is
shown with $Oldered connections and
stiff wiring. The screen, which consists of a piece of aluminium
or copper, is connected to the negative L.T. and to earth, and together
with the astatic coil gives all the
stability required.

portions which should have heen
completely free from any such wiring.
The present layout has been earefully
worked out, and experiments have

If your screen is of aluminium you
will not lJe able to solder on to it, therefore it is advisable to pass a metal
screw through a Riot or hole in the
screen, lock it, into position with a nut
and then solder to it a lead from the
negative L.T. As the negative L.T. is
itself joined to the e11rth terminal
the screen is thus at earth potential.
Flexible leads are taken from the
terminals marked 80 volts to a Clix
which fits over the screened-grid ]_Jin
of the valve. Similarly a flexible lead
is ta.ken from the top terminal of the
radio-frequency choke (the terminal

Little Screening Required
While, as pointed out above, a
g-reat deal of screening is not required with only one stage of screenedgrid amplification, the actual screening provided in the present instrument will only be adequate if the
layout of parts is followed.
The
writer has found a number of experimenters who are in the habit of taking
some existing cabinet or panel and
endeavouring to adapt a published
design to suit that cabinet or panel
regardless of the actual layout.
In one case which came to his
notice recently, the whole effect of a
particular layout of components to
avoid interaction had been nullified E:::====
by the constructor }Jlacing the aerial Jllilh tlds
~

pl,otogt"aph and the diagram on the nc:l!t pagtJ it should be impossible
make a mistaltf when you are wiring up.
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A Screened-Grid Valve Unit for Your Set-continued
which runs also to one terminal of the
fixed condensPr) and is joined to
another Clix which fits over the plate
terminal of. the screened-grid valve.
It will be found convenient to choose
the two Clix of different colours, and
the writer uses a white Clix for the
screen-grid and a black Clix for the
plate. . This enables the user to be
sure to make the right connections
without checking his wiring.

Connecting Up
When the construction of the receiver has· been finished the next
point to consider is how to join it to
the existjng set. The aerial and earth
connections are first of all removed
from the set on which they have been
used and connected to the aerial
and earth terminals of the unit. The
L.T. negative and positive terminals
2

I

o[ the unit are now joined to the
same battery as that used for the
set with which it is to be co.upled, and
the same high-tension battery used
for both sets.
Be sure that the SO-volt terminal
is connected to 80 volts on the hightension battery. This must be really
SO. volts and not. ~ust a tapping
marked SO which may not be givin~
the actual value at that time. It is
best to test the voltage with a meter
which should be of a fairly high
resistance, and not a very cheap one
which has a low resistance. Weston,
Sifam, A. H. Hunt, and other firms
all sell very good high-tension battery
Yoltmeters at reasonable prices. The
120-volt value is not critical, and
slight· variations either· side of this
value do not much matter.
If you are using an Osram, Marconi

f

.s
I

WIRING DIAGRAM

or C'ossor screened-grid yalve the terminal P will be left free, and the two
Clix will be joined to· the -two top
pins of the vglve. If you use a .M:ullard screened-grid vah-e the terminal
P must be connected to the terminal
marked 80 Yolts. Thus you will not
need the flexible lead terminating in
the white Clix. The flexible lead from
the top of the radio-frequency choke
will be joined to the top terminal of
the l\'Iullard valve.

An Important Point
The next point we mnst consider
i:; the actual connections to the receiver. There is a terminal marked
A1 on the unit, which must be
joined to the grid terminal of the
first variable condenser of the set with
which the unit is to be used and not
to the ll,erial terminal of the set
unless this, itself, is joined to the
grid (or grid condenser) of the first
valve. The reason for this is that we
require the whole of the tuned circuit connected to the first grid in the
receiver to be connected to terminal
Av and i[ we use a tapping or an
inductively coupled winding we shall
not get proper amplification. It is
best, therefore. to examine your
receiver carefullv and see where the
grid connection "is made. The most
convenient point is generally the
ftxed plates of the Yt!riable condenser.
With the Radiano Three, terminal
A1 on this unit should he connected
to the aerial terminal Av and the
flexible lead from A1 , which is
generally connected to one or other
of the tappings on the X coil, should
now be taken to terminal C'1 (which
will be seen on examining the diagram
is itself connected to the grid condenser of the first valve).
Value of Reaction
\Yhen only one stage of screenedgrid high-frequency prcc·pding a
detector is used, as is the case when
the unit is used with the Radiano
Three, reaction on the detector is
really needed to get the he~t results,
and it will be found that the reaction
control on the Radiano Three will
bring up signals e·normously. Srreenedgrid valves vary among makes in the
degree of reaction that can be used,
and it seems that more reaction is
necessary with the Cossor screenedgrid valve than with the Marconi
and Osram.

A1

120V

BOV

P

L.T.+ L.T.-

£
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An easily ~nacle inslrwnent that " ntou>tt ...
guard '' ove,. yout' set and tell." you the na>nes
of tlte stations to which you are l·istening.

By A. V. D. HORT, B.A.

A

w A vE-lliETER can be such a help in

searching for stations and in
identifying transmissions that
it is little wonder that anyone who
obtains the loan of a wave-meter from
a friend is sure to break the tenth
commandment at once. A really
accurate wave-meter is an instru.. ........... .............................. ..........
'

''

'

~

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
1 Ebonite panel, 8 in. x 6 in. X } in.
(" Trolite ").
1 Cabinet to suit, with baseboa~d 7 in.
deep (Artcraft).
1 ·0005 variable condenser (Cyldon
Log Mid-line).
1 Slow-motion dial (Igranic " Indigraph ").
1 1-mfd.llxed condenser (T.C.C.).
1 ·001 fixed condenser with clips for
leak (Dullilier).
1 2-megohm leak (Dullilier).
1 100,000-ohm resistance with mount
(Dubilier).
1 No. 1 Dimic coil with base
(McMichael).
1 35-ohm baseboard-mounting rheostat (Lissen).
1 Valve holder (Benjamin).
1 Push-pull panel on-off switch (Benjamin).
.
1 Panel knife switch.
1 Battery cli}l.
Stili wire for connections, a short
length of flex, battery plugs, screws,
etc.
NOTE.-The makes of components
actually used are named in order that
an exact duplicate set can be constructed. Substitution of other equally
good makes will not alter the efficiency,
but may, in the case of the tuning
components, alter the calibration curve,
which will not then match that given
by the author •

longer any need to guess at the identity of a weakly audible station.
You can check its wave-length in
a moment and then look it up in a
table of station,-,.
Again, if you are trying out a new
receiver, one with home-made tuning
coils, for example, there is no need to
make a shot at the wave-length
range which they will cover, or e~~en
to work out a complicated sum for the
same purpose. You just switch on
the wave-meter and uheck the top and
bottom settings of your tuning dials.
For cheapness and simplicity of
construction buzzer wave-meters ·lwld
the first place. Their lmd characteristic is flat tuning, a (lisadvantnge
which cannot he overcome without
special provisions which increase the
cost and the ditli.culty of construction
at once. The oscillating wave-meter
gives far sharper tuning, but. it again

Tltis view beltiml tlw
panel shou·.~ the vnll-'C, coil
and "grid ''. hflfft~t"!J in
tJOsition, tlw lctfte..- sc•·ving
fo,. H.7'. ""J>l>lu.

..........................................................................

mcnt which is beyond the means of
most of us, either to buy or to construct. But reasonable accuracy and
con~tancy, giving readings within a
metre or two, are not so ditricult
of :<ttainment.

Assists " Searching "
With such an instrument all the
troubles connecter! with the search
for stations vanish. There Js no
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lacks something which the buzzer
instrument possesses : it does not
normally produce a sound audible in
a non-oscillating receiver.
To see the reason for this let us consider for a moment the phenomenon
known as heterodyning.

Disadvantages of Heterodyne
Type
You know that if you set your
receiver oscillating and tune it to a
hroa(lcastiug station-a crime of \Yhich
it is to he hoped you are innocent !-'.vhcn the wave-length to which the
receiver is tuned approaches that of
the broadcasting station you will
hear the carrier-waYe of the latter.
This carrier-wave begins as a highpitched whistle, falls to inaudibility
when the point is reached where the
receiver is rxactly in tune with the
station, and rises again to a high
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The "Sentry" Wavemeter-cohtinued
note as you turn the tuning dial still
farther in the fwme direction.
If your receiver is not oscillating
when vou tunc in the station, vou
will l~ear the transmission g~ow
1omler and lourlcr until it reaches its
maximum at the point of exact
l'l'50l!allct·, after which it gets weaker

the beat note produced by the combination of his radiated wave and the
carrier-waYe of the broadcasting
station.
Now for the broadcasting station
substitute an oscillating valve wavemeter. \Vhen your receiver is in an
oscillating condition, you will be able

Herein lies the difficulty in the use
of the heterodyne wave-meter for
the broadcasting wave-lengths, that
there must be some source of oscillations external to the wave-meter to
combine with the oscillations which
it radiates before any audible note
can ?e picked up by ; non-oscillating
rcce1 \"cr.

·Beat Note Method
Do not suppose that it is therefore
impossible to get a beat note with
the help of the wave-meter with a
receiver which is not oscillating. If
you tune the wave-meter so as to
produce a ceat note with the carrierwave of the broadcasting station,
you wilf be able to pick up that beatnote with a non-oscillating receiver.
(In this case the wave-meter has replaced the " oscillating neighbour "
mentioned above.) This, in fact, is the
method employed for identifying
stations whose transmissions are
picked up on the receiver. We shall
come back to it again later on.
Y on will sometimes wish to find a
station whose wavc-lrngth you already kno;~·. It would be possible
to do this by setting the wave-meter
to the correct point and then
searching for the beat note produced
by the wave-mrtcr and the station.
But such a method would be almost
as tedious as searching for the transmission without the ai!l of tlw wavemeter, especially as the W:1 \'e- meter
would actuallv have to be set iust ofl
the exact wa(·e-length of the "station
in order to prorluce the rer1uired beat
note. If the station was not working on its correct wave-length, you
might search for it. for hours without
success.

CYLDON
LOG MIDLINE

BEN..IAMIN

PUsH-Puu. sw;n
0

0

A Useful Scheme

f

WIRING
0/AGRAM.

as you tune it out again. 'l'he
difference between this state of
aflairs and that just described is that
you will not hear any trace of the
carrier-wave, unless one of your
neighbours happens to have his receiver in an oc:cillating condition on
that wave-length, when you will hear

T

to pick up the " carrier-wave "
emitted by the wave-meter, the
energy radiated from the receiver
and the wave-meter combining to
produce the audible beat note. Decrease reaction on the receiver so that
it is no longer oscillating, and th~ beat
note will cease.
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To get over this difficulty we must
find some means of making the wavemeter emit a note audible in the receiver under anv conditions. This
is accomplished ·in the present instrument by making use of a " gridleak howl," th:~t is to sav, an audiofrequency howl produced. by using a
high value of grid leak. The grid
condenser, instead of discharging
smoothly and continuously, discharges at regular intervals at an
audible frequency, so that the continuous waves radiated bv the w:wemeter are interrupted at ·this audible
frequency.
They can then be heard on a crystal

Tns
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The "Sentry" Wavemeter--continued
receiver just as easily as on a nonoscillating valve receiver. It is not
claimed that this method is anything
new, as it has already been described
and utilised by the Editor of this
journal in a wave-meter known as
the "Buzzerdyne."
I have given this wave-meter the
title of The " Sentry," and I think

special precaution:> are taken to guard
against this fault. A flash-lamp
battery is used for L.T., with a
rheostat to obtain the drop to 3
volts, while the H.T. is supplied by a
9-volt grid-bias battery. The total
amount of H. T. is thus 13! volts, which
is enough to produce oscillations over
the whole scale if the correct type of
valve is used.

Constructional Details

C1- ·OOOS

Cz-

"(]01

C.J- IMFD.

J?1 -

~YOLTS
3S ONMS

Rz- 2MEG

R

-loo,oooONMS

ha.!

tlmt you will appreciate the appropriateness of the name when you come
to use the instrument. It will mount
guard over your receiver, telling you
the name of the station to which you
are listening, and showing you the
quick way to find the stations that
you wish to hear. Furthermore, it
will make it quite unnecessary for
you to use any more the " carrierwave method " of searching for
distant stations, keepitg the receiver
"out of mischief," so to speak.

~'ollow the diagrams carefully in
drilling the panel and laying out the
components on the baseboard, as
there is not a great deal of room to
spare. If you choose a different
make of variable condenser from that
used in the original wave-meter,
st'lect one of robu~t construction. Fix
the components on the bascl•oard
first., and when they are completed
and wired up as far as possible,
attach the panel carrying the Yariablc
condenser and the two switches.
The connections to the batteries

battery. The flex leads should be
only just long enough to reach the
batteries easily, in order to aYoid
stray loops of wire.

•

Suitable Valves
The rigid lead from the anode end of
the coil to the flex lead, which connects
it to the positive end of the grid
battery, is rather long; it is, therefore,
anchored to the baseboard at its free
end with a screw and a fibre washer.
The valve to use with the wavemeter is a ·06-ampcre valve, a D.E.3,
B.5, A.R. 0·6 L.F., or similar, or the
new ·075 valves of the L.F. variety
(1.\'Iullard or " Six-Sixty"). The coil
for the lower broadcasting band of
wave-lengths is a Dimic No. 1. This
coil will give you a wave-length range
from about 170 to above 550 metre:;;
with the ·0005 conclenst'r in parallel.
See that the ebonite peg fits betweeu
the centre clips when inserting the
coil, as a short here would have
disastrous results.

Tit<'

•·eo•y

sitnple ttahtre

of

fltc

fion...

l'OUU<'l'-
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bf?

t<<'cn front tltis
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Self-Contained Meter
The circuit of the wave-meter is
given above. This is a straightforward type of oscillator circuit, the
deviation from normal consisting in
the inclusion of a larger value of grid
condenser than usual, and the provision of two leaks for shunting it.
When the howl is wanted-it is in
reality a musical note of quite
pleasant pitch and quality-the grid
condenser, which has a value of ·001,
is shunted by a 2-megohm leak. The
closing of a knife switch, mounted on
the panel for convenience in operation, places in parallel with this leak
a second one of 100,000 ohms resistance. _ Ordinary radio-frequency uninterrupted oscillations are then produced.
Since a ·06-ampcre valve is employed, the wave-meter can be selfcontained as regards its batteries.
This is a point in its favour, as the
use of external batteries with a wavemeter may upset its calibratwn unless

The space on tlte right is
for the II.T. (yritl) battery.

are mw.k with flex leads, terminating
in plugs. Battery plugs with split
ends cnn be elippecl on to the brass
connection strips of the flash"lamp
285

To test the wave-meter insert the
valve and coil and connect t.he
batteries. Set the rheostat JUSt ou
(Continued on page 3:{0.)
.l\1
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WITHIN THE
VACUUM
By KEITH D. ROGERS.

Netc Winges of valves-An inte•·e•ding in•
· novation-A good H.F. rtmplijler.

these days of a multitude of
va]yes it is becoming increasingly difficult to choose between
· them when one wants new valves for
any particular job, or to keep sufficient data in the way of characteristics and curves without filling huge
chests with bits of paper.
Valve-box slips are very useful
while they can be found, but I personally can never keep them for any
length of time, and short of entering
everything up in an album, or filing
all the little slips provided by tlw
makers, I have found it imposoible
to keep sufficient data about valves
to enable me to use them to their
hest advantage.

I

X

A Novel Idea
Characteristic curves are prettylooking things ; they are not, as
published, over accurate; they cannot
be, because they are taken as averagf.'s
for average valves and one curve
has to represent a whole class of
valves. But they have their mes, and
as rough guides form a ready means of
showing what any particular type of
valve should do.
1t was with relief, then, that I
found a parcel a waiting me with a few
of the new Radion valves for test,
for these enterprising manufacturers
have hit on what now seems an
obvious plan-they transfer the characteristic curves and other data on
to the bulbs of their valves, so that
while you have the valve you have
its identification marks. It is a scheme
upon which I can heartily congratulate lVIessrs. Radions, and though
the printed descriptions of the various
valves on the boxes-especially of

one particular ch1ss-are rather wide
in their application, I find the valves
do their Lest to live up to the lauclatory remarks made about them.
Let us take the three valves I have
recrived for test in the order in which
thev were tested.
·
· l!\rst o{ all, the 4-volt H.F. valve,
rated at 3·73 filament volts with
0·1 amp. consumption. On test it
gave quite good results as H.F. or
L.F. valve, or as a leaky-grid detoctor.
It has an impedance of round about
28,000 ohms and an amplification
factor of 13. For L.F. purposes,
therefore, it has to be used in the first
stage, preferably transformer-coupled',
for the magnification factor is not
reBlly high ~ e~wugh for efficient resistance-coupling unless used in the
second stage where the valve acts quite
moderately well. The makers recommeml. resistance values of 20,000
to 200,000 ohms, but I have
found marked falling off {as would
be expected) in the amplification
when a resistance below 50,000 was
used.
.For general use I prefer 100,000150,000 ohms for this valve if it is
decided to use it for R.C. coupling.

Finally, the power and super·
power types, designated " Super
L.F. " and " Super-Power" respectively. These both take ·34 amp. at
5·5 volts, and the former has an impedance of 6,000, while the latter is
naturally less.
The amplification
factor of the L.]'. valYe is given ::~s
7·4, while that of the Ruper-Pow·er
worked out at about 4.

More Two·Volters
These two are verY usefnl little
valve~. and can he re~ommended for
general L.F. work in the case of the
former, and for last -stage work in
that of the latter. This super-power
valve will carry a grid Yoltage swing
of about 10 volts either ~ide of the
grid-bias point of 12 volts at 150 volts
H.'l'. quite successfull)·, so it is a
useful last stager if it is not required
to carry too I-.uch volume.

Three Further Radion Valves
Another one tested was the 2-volt
Radion, tabng ·15 amp. at 2 volts and
having an impedance of 18,000 ohms.
The amplification factor is 9 and the
valve can almost he termed a generalpurpos<; valve. It can be used in
most H.F. stages, as detector ancl as
first note-magnifier, with satisfactory
results, thongh it was designed primarily for the latter position in a set.
28{/

-

Tile " SttJJer L.P." and " Supet·-PotveJ• "
Radion valves onentioned alJOve.

Other valves, new to my experience, that I have had an opportunity
of testing are the Bcriton, Britishmadc valves sold bv The Merchant
Manufacturers Co., "Ltd., and consisting of two 2-volters taking 0·1
(Continued on page 333.}
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COMMENTS from
CONSTRUCTORS
A je1r of #lie nwny
I<; 1 t e •·s [l·om · ""
ptu·t ..,

uiVinu readf~•·s'

<'J'f'f''r.if~NCCS

The "Straight Line" Four
Sm,-I offer congratulations to the
designer of the" Straight Line" Four.
However, it is Capt. Round-or, I
should say, his valve-that has enabled
Mr. Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., to
produce a set capable of giving distance and unequalled purity of reproduction with more than ample volume
while employing but four valves.
From the moment that I connected
up the set, that purity was forthcoming without any searching.
I am using a 6-ft. exponential horn,
and I consider that it i~ no longer
necessary to e!'f\ry the Rice-Kellogg as
regards reproduction.
Progress is such that ere these lines
are dry I may find a two-valve set
capable of equal performance to the
"Straight Line " Four, and, having
followed wirele~s since the 1900's,
I have been ever slow to prai~e.
Yours faithfully,
H. W. A. B.
Dublin.

•· U'ireless

if J&
Con ..

stJ·uctor:'

sets.

tfl

letter reporting the reception published in the "New York Enming
Telegram." The result of this caused
an American radio enthusiast to
write to me asking how he could
build a set like it.
l\ly coils are wound on an ebonite
fonner, with valve-pins and sockets as
connections, and 4-volt " Cossor "
valves are always used.
Yours truly,
W.C.l.
J. L. S.

former station. I have also received
Hilversum, Berlin, M:otala, Daventry,
and Radio Paris at very good strength
UHing 2-volt valves (D.E.2H.F.,
S.P.l8 B, S.P.l8 R, D.E.215).
In conclusion, please accept my
heartiest congratulations and thanks
for ~ really excellent and handsome
reCelVer.
Yours sincerely,
CAPT. J. S. MoRRow.
l\Ierrion, Co. Dublin.

" Beats Elstree Six "

An Old Circuit in New Clothes

Sw,-As a past owner of your old
"Four-valve Family " receiver, I
was delighted to Koc you bring out
your latest "New Family Four." I
disposed, almost at once, of my
ElHtrce Six receiver, and have now
the'' New Family Four "going strong.
Allow me to congratulate you on the
result. The sensitivity, selectivity,
quality and volume arc really amazing,
and I consider I am getting better

Sm,-I have constructed an " Old
Circuit in New Clothes," described in
the March issue of the WJRELE:·B
CoNSTRUCTOR, and I get excellent,
result:; with it; Liverpool (eight miles)
coming in almost too loud tor comfort
on the 'phones. I have also received,
gt good 'phone strength, Manchester,
London, Birmingham (before Da ventry Junior started transmittina), Nottingham, Stuttgart, Hamb~rg, a

Sb,ort-Wave Results
Sm,-I thought that .it might be
of interest to you to know that I
received 2 F C 'Sydney, 28·5 metres,
on" The Radiano Short-V/ave Two."
I first hoard the station at. 5.30 p.m.,
alHl manager! to '' l10ld it " till the
end of the broadcast at about 7.10.
By the addition of an amplifier, t.he
'phone strength was very good, and
nt times it was almost possible to
work a loud speaker.
One strange thing was that the
tuning was not so critical as that of
2 X A F, a station which I have only
failed to get once since I constructed
the. set in June. I picked up the
broadcast of the "'l'unney-Dempsey"
fight from this station, and had my

.t1 " 8iynal Hox"

~et

collsft·ucted by a !Vest Ot·oytloll rencler.

results now, and more economically,
than with my last 6-valver. I find its
size very convenient after a largo
receiver, and I have never constructed
a more easily-made receiver ; the new
wiring making a very neat job. I am
within 3 miles of 2 RN, the Dublin
station, but can get Manchester
without any interference from the
287

French and another German station.
With the aid of the " Radiano
Wave-trap," Stoke, Belfast, aml
Dublin were also tuned in.
Wishing your excellent magazine
more and more popularity.
I am, Sir,
Yours truly,
Blundellsands.
J .1'.

TuE
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Comments from Constructors-continued
Astonished Argentines !
Sm,-At last I am able tD give you
some sort of a report on the " Aus~
tralia on Two Valves "set, which was
described in the WmELESS CoNSTRUCTOR in August of last year, and
which I had built about three to
four months ago.
In order to obtain as far as poRsible
equal results to those got by the
author, I have had to get all the
original parts from Eng1and, which
naturally took some time. Well, with
the exception of quite unimportant
pieces, all the components are the
same as those originally used, and I
have also built up the whole set
exactly as described. Unfortunately
I have not had as much time to spare
as I would have desired to give the
set a good and thorough test, but all
the same, right the fir~t station I got
in telephony was one amateur in
Tucuman, about 1,200 kilometres

A ltoJne-matle

five-valt~e

damaging it through over-using it.
I must say that all the other components are excellent as well. I have
been able tD receive K D K A, as
the only really distant station up to
now, with great regularity, 'but I
have never been able to get it with a
good effect, as reaction is a difficult
thing to manage, ,with the awful
statics which so often prevail. Now
and then the transmission is so clear
that I am able to understand the
words of the speaker, but far more
often this is not the ease, and only
the musical items come through somewhat good. Perhaps I have not
had any success so far with W G Y
and PC J J because I have not
been able to listen-in at the right
times.
Yours faith[ ully,
B. VER>IEHREN.
Olivm (F.C.C.A.),
Argentina.

portable, ·tvltle IJuilt-ill cone, entct•ed in a

competition for consh·uetm·s,

from here. That evening I listened
to a conversation between three
amateurs in Tucuman, one in Goya,
one in the province of Corrientes
(distance about 700-800 kms.), and
two others here in Buenos Aires.
After that, I often heard amateurs
in all parts of the country; distances
varying considerably, according to the
atmospherical conditions.
The Cossor valves I am using behave remarkably well, and I have
astonished all my radio friends telling
them about the exceedingly small filament consumption of these valves,
as I can use my 2-volt accumulator
for nearly a month and a half without

"Really Precious"
Sm,-1 have the pleasure to announce to you the splendid results
obtained with the receiver, The
"Chummy" Two, described by Harry
P. Woottonin the number of November, 1927, of your valued review.
Working with a little bird-cage aerial,
I have been able to eliminate the
local station (kw. lkl also when it did
the technical prouves with 7 kw. of
aerial I received perfectly under all
the aspects : Bresla.u (m. 315,8) Barcelona (m. 344,8}, Praga (m. 348,9}, London (m. 361,4}, and twenty other stations. The local has never disturbed
me; it was completely eliminated.
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I am very satisfi<:>d of the results
obtained with ·this good two-valvcr
and 1 should not need to recommend
it to my friends and knowings uni.tedly
to your review, that is really precious
for the radio-amateur.
With esteem,
EBERTO GRAS.~I.
Milan.

A Bagful!
Sm,-Recently I constructed the
"Radiano Three," and I must Hay
the results astounded me. I haYe
logged the following stations : Eiff,~l
'l'ower, Radio Paris, Daventry (5 X X
and 5 G B), Motala, Koenigswusterhausen, Munich, Vienna, Drusseis.
Porsgund, Berlin (Witzleber), J~yons
(La Doua), Langenbcrg, Home,
Bruenn, Frankfurt-on-Main, Seville,
Hamburg, Toulouse, Stuttgart, Madrid
(Union Radio), Leipzig, London,
Cardiff, Prague, Barcelona, Bournemouth, Breslau, Dublin, Newcastlr,
Belfast, Nnremberg, Dortmund, Lillc,
l\Iunster, Kicl, and SC\'eral others I
have not yet identified. On N ovcmber 25th I succeeded in getting
K D K A on 63·8 metres (this wavelength was announced, but the wavelength published is given as 62·5) at
good loud-speaker strCJfW!h.
My friend, who is the same age as
myself (1 am only Hi years of age),
has the" Hadiano Three " and he also
gets good results, including K D K A
on loud speaker. 1 can also get that
new Italian station (Como, I beliew,
is the name) which transmits on a
wave-length of about 515 metres,
Wishing the WmELESS CoxsTRccTOH great success.
Yours faithfully,
L.E.L.
London, N.22.

Radiano Again
Sm,-I constructed the "Radiano
Three," designed by you in the WmELESS CoNSTRUCTOR, and
am very
pleased with same.
I have also
built the " Radiano " H.F. unit, and
find that I can bring in stations with
mueh volume whieh were previously very faint.
Trusting to hear of the " Radiano
Four " in the near future.
Yours truly,

L.J.A.
E. Dulwicn, S.E.15.

TH
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unnoticeable at first. 'When, however
numerous other small improvement:!
are " piled up" on this, the total
effect is observed at once.
is probably more difficult to
evolve new single-valve circuits
which are really "worth while"
than to design any other type of
wireless circuit. In the single-valver

I

T

one has such limited opportunities for
originality that anything novel mm:t
I'eally prove its 1rorth and create a
big improvement before it is incorporated in the set.

Many Improvements
It is the writer's opinion that the
perfectly " straight " single-valve receiver, prefera.hly incorporating capacity-controlled reaction, gives results
as good as we are likely to obtain
for some time to come, and that
time is better spent on tr.ving to
improve and refine this type of circuit
than on attempting to make startling
changes in it.
The first point that struck the
writer was this : that a Ringle-val;-e
set designed and tested on one
particular aerial only was very prone
to give indiJlerent results when tried
on anotl1er, unless the other was of

identical type with the first. It is,
therefore, desirable in designing a set
. of thi;; type to make pro1·ision for the
use of \Yiclelv Yaryinu0 tvpes of aerials,
aml this i; most ea.sily .done by
alloll'ing for the use of sewral different
methotls of coupling the aerial to the
set. The chances then are that anyone
constructing a replica of the set
\Yill be able to duplicate the results
obtained by the de~igner.
Srcondly, in the writer's opinion
the filament and H.T. voltages, and
also the values of the grid-leak and
condenser, are much more critieni
than they are generally imagined to
be. The improYement deriYed from
an alteration in the gird-leak nlue is
often so slight as to he practically

Tllis

Standard Coils
The circuit diagram of the set
described in this article appears in
Fig. 1. Leaving the aerial circuit out
of consideration for the time being, it
will be seen that the standard
"Reinart~" arrangement has been
used. One of the chief points to note
is that all the couplings are fixed.
There are no "flopping coils " to
mutilate the received signals by
untimelv vibrations, and the total
number" of controls is two.
A standard "split-primary " coil
(n~! aerial coil) with six~pin mounting
is used, the primary winding with its
centre-tap providing the aerial circuit,
and the secondary winding with its
continuation the reaction winding

*

tseceit~er

is ~·twy easy to
build and is
c<tpnble of c;rtrcmely good
t·esuUs.

A stan<lnrd si;r-pin split-prinwry trnnsformcr is used fm• flte aerial, grid, and
reaction circuits.
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Improving the Single-V alver-continued
being used in the normal manner.
Heaction iH controlled by a. condenser
of ·0003i) capacity placed between the
end of the reaction winding and the
anoc1e of the valve. In this connection, a point of interest may be
rai,ed.

The Reaction Condenser
It has become the fashion of late
to connect this condenser so that one
sicle of it is at filament potential, this
being arranged by splitting the coil
and placing the condenser between the
two sections, i.e. between the grid
winding and the reaction winding.- At
first sight this appears to be an
ob·.-ious advantage on account of the
impoE<sibi!ity of trouble with handrapacity effects, one side of the
condenRer being definitely earthed.
The 'Hiter has decided, however,
after careful trial of both methods,
and a ftrr being a devotee of the
" split-coil method" for some time,
that there is really more in it than
meets the eye, and that on the whole
the method adopted in this set is
preferable. The chief reason for this
iR that in this position it appears to
affect the tuning of the main circuit
to a much lesB";-· degree.
1t i8 possible to tune in a C.W.
station with the receiver in an
oscillating state, and to bring it right
down to the verge of oo.cil!ation by
means of the reaction condcmer

without having to alter the setting of
the main condenser by more than
about half a degree. This is, of
course, a very great advantage.
The hand-capacity effect does not
seem at all troublesome, and seems
least noticeable when the moving
plates are connected to the anode of
the valYe.
The low value of grid condenser
( ·0001) should be noted.
The wiring has bee~ made, as short
as possible throughout, and neat
right-angled bends have been lmcrificed in order to made it "get there."
As will be seen from the photograph
in which the ."et is viewed from aboYe,
hardly any wire is necessary !

Well-spaced Components
The panel carrie~ the two condensers, the rheo-stat, a switch, and
the aerial ancl p;uth terminals. The
switch ic, of comH:, not strictly
necessarr, but it is lm•fnl, in that one
can seto the rhco.,ta t so that the
filament is rccl?iYillg the best Yoltage
for rectification, nncl then switch the
set on and oi1 withcut distnrbing this·
setting.
The baseboard looks almost deserted, the on I v comJJOilents carried
being the valv~ lw!ckr, H.F. choke,
coil-base and grirl condenser. The
set might ~ensily haYe been accommo-

LIST OF COMPONENTS.
1 Ebonite panel, 12 in. by 8 in. by
! in. (Any good branded material).
Cabinet to take above, with loo~e
baseboard 9 in. deep {Cameo). (Artcraft, Caxton, Pickett, Ra.ymonrt, etc.)
1 ·0005 and 1 ·00035 variable condensers, ebonite end-plate type (Crmond). (Any good make.)
1 Non-mierophonic valve-holder(Ashley, Be$min, Bowyer-Lowe>,
B.T.H., Burndept, Burne-Jones,
G.E.C., Igranic, Lotus, W.B., etc.).
1 ·0001 condenser and 3-megohm leak
(Clarke, Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard,
T.C.C., etc.).
1 Six-pin coil-base (Colvern). (Bowyer-Lowe, Burne-Jones, Lewcos,
Peto-Scott, Me.)
1 H.F. choke (McMichael). (BowyerLowe, Burne-Jones, Colvern, Lissen, Ormond, R.I.-Varlcy, ttc.)
1 6-ohm rheostat (C.A.V., etc.).
1 Push-pull switch (Any good make).
8 Terminals.
Strip of ebonite 6 in. by 2 in.
1 Split-primary transformer for 250-550-metre band.
Spare ribbed formers for short-wave
coils.
Screws, tinned copper wire, etc.
Pair of panel brackets.

dated in a mwller cabinet, hnt tlli.q
was not thought worth while, as
ample .~paein~ of components always
proves beneficial.
There is no nce(l to p:iH in~tructions
for the wiring uf the set, .'<ince practically every wire takes the shortect
pat !1 between the two poiuts to be
joined. The only exception is the
lcacl from the rheostat to the L.T.
terminal, which is "arched'' to clear
the ndn'.
The wiring having been eo m pleted,
the set should be checked over in the
uw<d way, a voltmeter being applied
ac-ross the fllrrment t\;rminals with tl~e
H.T. connected up. Xot tbat it is
usual to make a serious mi:'take in tl:e
wiring of ;;o simple a ~et as this, but
the constructor's motto is usually
" Safety First," especially after a
batch of valH'S bas been burnt out!

+

Varied Aerial Tappings

A bird's-eye t.•icw of the set u·hicJ• slwws how Vet'y shnple the wit'illg is.

..
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The 1-LT., L.T., and 'p!Jones should
now all be connected to their nllottcd
terminals at the rear of the cet. awl
the aerial and earth to tLe i!:'rn;inals
on the front p:mel, and a :o:tamLwl
:ZiJ0-550- metre .spilt-pr imnry transformer should be inserted in the
mrket. It will be seen that four
positions are really available for the
spring clip which is affixed to the end
of the flex lead from the aerial
terminaL If it is connected to " 1,"
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Improving the Single-V alver-continued
a direct-coupled aerial circuit is
obtained; "3" and "4" both give
what is usually termed a " tightcoupled " or " aperiodic " effect ;

brought up towards its maximum.
Detune from the local station and
note whether the set glides smoothly
into oscillation, as it should.

1/

The best results obtained by the
writer were with a small power valve
and a value of H.T. as low as 28 volts.
If another type of valve is used,
however, the high-tension voltage
may need to be in~reased to about 60.
There should be no difficulty in
tuning-in many distant stations fairly
iate in the evening simply by intelligent use of the two controls. Do not
search with the set in an oscillating
condition, reducing the capacity of
the reaction, condenser when a signal
is found, but rather reverse this
procedure. Search, by all meam,
with the set as near as possible to this
point, but without actually oscillating.
Tl1en, when a station is fouud, it will
Le easy to increase the reaction
control by that infinitesimal amount
which makes so much difference on a
well-opemted set.

Short-Wave Coils
0

PANEL. LAYOl/T.

while " 6 " also gives a form of inductive coupling.
" It will, of course, be impossible to
say definitely which of these systems
will be the most suitable for a particular aerial, but in nearly all cases
one will be found which gives distinctlv better results than the others.
It sh~uld be borne in mind, however,
that the direct-coupled system given
by connecting the aerial to "1 ," haR
distinctly poor properties as filr as
selectivity is concerned.

Operating Details
This should only be used in conjunction with very small aerials,
indoor aerials, or in cases where it is
desired to receive the local station
only. Very often it will be found
that the local station will be strongest
on this position, but it will he far
from ideal for DX work ; "3 " will
probably be the best position for the
>;erial clip 'vhen a moderate-sized
outdoor aerial is in use, aud "4" will
usually give the best re8ultc; with
aerials of very high capaeity, i.e.
either very long or nry low
Setting the reaction condenser at
or near zero, the local station should
be found without the slightest difficulty by rotating the dial of C1. The
reaction control may now be slowly

Y410

There should not be the slightest
need to tap the grid or aerial terminal
to ascertain whether it is oscillating,
as the slight hiss obtained when it is
just on the verge of oscillation should
be quite sufficient guide. The filament voltage should be adjusted with
about 30-35 volts H. 'I'. in use, with a
small power valve in the socket,
until a smooth " flowing into oscillation " is obtained.

'J.'I1c operating conh·ols m·e so
of the receiver as
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All the above remarks apply, of
course, to the reception of telephony
The set may quite well be used for the
reception of continuous-wave signals
on the shorter wave-lengths, simp!y
by the substitution of a suitab!,~
home-made coil for the split-primar.v
transformer in use on the Lroadc·asf;
band.
Suitable coils to cover all the most
interesting bands of wave-lengths in
use below 250 metres mav com-eniently be found on the sta"ndard six·

plocctl as to render the worl<ir.g
et1sy as possible.

Tm:
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Improving the Single-V alver-continued

pin formers at present on the market,
and the following windings are suggested:
150-200 mctres.-Aerial winding 25
turns tapped at centre, 8econdary
30 turn~, and reaction 15 turns.

A Tuning Refinement
32c60 metres.-Aerial winding 4
turns (tap not necessary), secondary
8 turns, reaction 4 turns.
15-32 mctrcs.-Aerial winding 3
turns, secondary 5 turns, reaction
4 turns.
In each case the aerial winding
should be wound at the top of the

former, and the secondary and
reaction (really one winding, tapped)
below it. As will be seen from the
theoreti~al diagram, the following are
the correct connections : Top end of
aerial winding to pin 3. Bottom to
pin 5. Tap to pin 4. Top end of
secondary \l·inding to pin 1. Bottom
eml of secondary and top end of
reaction to pin 2. Bottom end of
reaction to pin 6. No. 30 D.S.C. is
suitable for the 150-200-metre coil,
but a larger gauge, such as No. 22, is
preferable for the short-wave coils.
The ·0005 condenser will be rather
too large for convenient " searching "

on the shorter waves, and if the set
is to be used for this purpose to any
great extent it is advisable to connert
a fixed condenser of ·0002 capacity
between the tixecl plates of the ·0005
condenser and the grid condenser to
which these plates are normally
connected.

Many Stations Heard
This will reduce the efiectiYe
capacity of the variable conden:scr
to about ·00015. K D K A, W G Y,
and numerous North and Sont h
American amateurs may be h4!!ard
every night on this set with very
little trouble.
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The "Radiano Three "

Sm,-1 feel impelled to write and
inform you of the excellent result~
I have ~btaine& from the " H.adiano
Three." This set was in use on a wellknown pleasure steamer during la:-t
summer, and on it, in daylight, I
receiv'etl most of the well-known
European stations at loud-speaker
strength.
I am,
Yours faithfully,

A. S. K. (Master).
Greenwich, S.E.lO.

The "Chummy Two "
Sm,-I feel I must write to you to
tell you what an excellent set the
" Chummy Two " is. I put on the
'phones one evening at 6.35 to see
how many stations I could get, and
these are the stations :
1. Langenberg,
loud on loud
speaker.
2. Cardiff,
fair loud
speaker
stren(:,rth.
3. 5GB, very loud on !owl
speaker.
,
4. 2 L 0, too loud on loud speaker,
had to cletune.
And fourteen other stations unknown to me---lots German.
Thanking you very much for your
splendid circuit,
I remain,
Yours truly,

3Mca

1 f
WHUNG DIAGRAM.
2!l2

1

E. J.
W/.3'6

Kensington,

W.8.

n.
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would not be incorrect to state
that with the development of the
" free-edge" cone loud speaker,
radio reception has become increasingly popular. Many people now
indul•re in listenincr who hitherto re" from doin~ "so, simply because
£mined
they could not bear the unnatural
rep~ocluction which they had come to

I

T

A full desc•~ipf ion oj' one of tile
gJ•cnfest inlJU'ot-•t_Jrncnf.'!l in #11e fecitnitJlfC of J~nclio J~eJJJ'oduetion.

-

By G. V. COLLE.
;';lllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllliilllllllliiilllllilllllliiililii'

Before the inception of the mo(lcrn
moYing-eoil loll(l SlJCaker, Sir Olinr
Lodge had tackled the problem 0f
reproduction. With the aid of a
fairly powerful magnet, one pole of
which was arranged inside the other
without touching, and a coil of \Yirc
fitted between the poles, abo without
touching, he could make the coil
Yibra te when a current of varying
amplitude was passed through it.
The results of these experiments
were given, it is believed, in "Popular \Vireless " some years ago, but

for reasons not clear to the writer,
the experiments were dropped.
HowcYer, it is interesting to note
that the original magnetic system is
now on view in the loud-speaker case
in the South Kensington Science
l\Iuseum.
The chief feature which differentiates a moving-coil loud speaker from
the ordinary cone type is the method of
supporting and Ojlerating the diaphrflgm.

The Cone Loud Speaker
Generally, a cone loud speaker con·
sists of a paper or ot.her diaphragm
of fair size, usuallv 12 to 15 in. in
diameter, supported on its periphery
by a metal or wooden ring. A metal
rod of quite small diameter is
clamped to its apex, the other end
of the rod being attached to a metal
reed or a small metal dia phra~m,
which is actuated by a pair of eleclro-

Z~7o

look upon as typical of a loud speaker
of the old horn type.
The first big step in the right dirootion was made with the marketing of
the now well-known " Kone " loud
speaker, which certainly brought
about a new era in the art of listening-in.

An Early Success
Although the principle on which
this loud speaker operated was well
known for many years previous to its
introduction, yet it was never popular until it was made a rnechamcal
success.
For the same reasons the" movingcoil " loud speaker was left in abeyance until quite recently, .

Tlw two tcrndnals by whicl• connection is made to the
nwvinu coil arc clca·rly sllown on fl•c jrUJnewoJ•k.

2!13

Tttr:
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A Moving-Coil Loud Speaker-continued

magnets connected in the plate circuit of the last valve in the receiver.
The vibrations set up in the reed,
caused by the currents in the electromagnets, are transferred to the cone
diaphragm via the connecting rod.
Such vibrations are given out as
·sound waves from the cone surface.

The Floating

of the loud speaker, or else raised
above the limits of audibility. It is
now quite usual to find the diaphragm
peripheries self -supporting, arranged
in metal rings and separated by felt,
or else fixed. to boards by various
Z868

D~aphragm

Inherent troubles with this type of
loud speaker are (1) a tendency for
the connecting rocl to vibrate at an
audible frequency ; (:2) uneYen distribution of the sounrl waves oYer the
cone diaphragm, and therefore unequal volume on all audible frequencies ; (3) tone values depend on
the material of which the cone diaphragm is constructed; (4) serious
distortion sometimes occurs owing
to the restraint put upon the diaphragm by clamping it at its periphery.
Most of the troubles named ahove
have been overcome to some extent by

A convenient ntethod
of >nounting is to use
the baltfe board as
the front of a cabi·
net.

Effect of Suspension

EaoNIT£

AEce
~"LOIVa

A

!z'f}tAMETER

materials, such a~ oiled silk, rubber,
etc.
In fact, loud speakers of this type
can be obtained which give a very
great measure of enjoyment, but,
unfortunately, they still possess
a fault, namely,· they have definite
tone values which limit the faithfulness of reproduction.
E3sentially, a moving-coil loud
speaker consists of a paper o< similar
waphragm. of fairly small diameter,
say 6 to lO in., on the apex of which
is stuck a small coil of fine wire.
The diaphragni and coil, which
can be considered as one piece, are
suspended so lightly that they can be
said to " float."
A powerful magnet having a circular formation and a gap between the
poles corresponding to the diameter
of the coil on the diaphragm, except
that it is of sufficient width to iust
pass the coil without touching "the
pole pieces, is introduced.

A Pis:ori Act:on

Lhe various manufacturers, and con>iderable ingenuity has been displayed
n the choice of diaphragm material,
" doping " and suspension:
Reed
&itches have been either lowered
~elow the lowest frequency responses

Naturally, the diaphragm moves
exactly the same amount, since it is
fixeu to the coil, and although the
movement is very small, yet this i'l
sufficient to cause a fairly large air
disturbance round the diaphragm,
and thus create a large volume of
soui1cL
Theoretically, as the cliaphragm
moves backwards and forwards as a
whole, it shoulcl reproduce exactly
what is pasRed through the coil and
give no distortion on its own accomtt,
since it is supposed to respond
equally to all frequencies.

Now, if the moving coil on the
diaphragm is connected to a source
of current having a varying amplitude,
as in the pbte circuit of low-fre(1uency
valves, then it will take on a kind of
" piston " aetion, owing to the
interaction of the magnetic fieldR of
the coil and the magnet, the coil field
varying, of course, with the variations
of plate current.
294

Actually, this is nearly impossible,
as w many factors enter into the
question. There is, for instanC'e, the
restraint exercisefl by the material
on which the diaphragm and coil are
suspended, If the diaphragm is to
·~ float" correctly, it must have no
apparent weight__:__but here we have a
weight of several gramme3, reckoning
the wire on the moving coil and the
weight of paper for tlte diaphntgm
itself.A further factor which may proYe
troublesome is diaplHagm resonance.
This takes the form of a hissing on the
letter " S," and from experiments
conducted by the writer would
appear to be ·due to several causeg,
including (1) the use of too thin a

z-IYLARGEo 11EWOrA CeNrRA~IZtNC
iJEV/CE /rs /J;AMI?TER IS f'}fa~ W!Tii A
CeNTRe

llot:.e

suaHrLY vNoeR

8

~,q·oA!IM~

- Z867

paper for the diaphragm; (2) unsu!table paper-material such as parchment will tend to resonate ; (:3)
stretching the material supporting the
diaphragm at its periphery too
tight. (A typical example is mbber,
which will " twang " if stretched
unduly.)
The last and most important part of
the moving-coil loud speaker is the
,, ballle," which has been mentioned
previously.
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A Moving-Coil Loud Speaker-continued
In order to understand the function
of the baffie, as applied to this loud
fipeaker, it must be remembered· that
sound waves are created both on
the inside and outside surfaces of the
small cone diaphragm. To ensure a
good bass register the waves given
out at low frell uencies-corresponding
to deep notes fr_2m the organ---from
both surfaces of the diaphragm must be
kept separated until they hnYc fully
deYcloped themseh·es. This usually
means that a hoard (~ufficiently

can be clamped to the baftle by
means of wing nuts, or bolts passing
through the wood from the front and
clamped by washers and nutg to the
edge of the aluminium ring holding the
diaphragm (in the case of the loud
speaker described in the follov.ing
rmragraphs).
Failing the above,
special brass screw insets can be
ohtnined, together with long thin
steel screws. Other methods will
appeal to those of an ingenious
!urn o£ mind.

and do not wish to utilise the L.T.
accumulator to supply ·75 to l amp.,
a few constructional tips will not be
out of place.
The writer does not wish to decry
the vn lue of the other types, for it

Three Types

tnorina !•oil
.mounted upon it. Note tlw jine-•d••e
cmmeetiny /earls.
Tl•e cliflpllrnfJJU

u,itlt

f11c

thick not to Yibrate on its own accord,
and large enough to ensure the waves
do not meet until aftC'r a certain
period) must be used in front of the
mouth of the diaphragm.
Katurnlly, a hole of the diameter
of the diaphragm must be provided
so as to allow the waves gi vcn oft
to be released.

Having covered but hriefly some
of the features of this class of loud
spea hr, it would not he out of place
to gi,•e some idea of it.~ pcdommnce.
It is, of course, without question
the finest loud speaker ·as yet designed, rmd though it is by no means
perfect, it is far superior to anything
that has hitherto been invented.
'IYith a suitablv designed set
capable of giving fir~t-clas'S quality
it is possible for the critical listener
to decciYe himself into believing
the small diaphragm and bafllc are
a first-rate orchestra playing a few
yards nway.
Parts for the home construction of
threC' types of tltis loud speaker arc
on the market at present, one for me
with D.U. mains or rectified A.C.,

!lfOVING Co1L. & i};APHRAGM
Z869

( 5HowtNG HOW lott.ts ArrAcHEO
TO APEX OF !JtAPHRAGM)

can be admitted at once that they
can be, if well designed, more efficiellt
than permanent-magnet loud speaker~.

A Quick Comparison
As a matter of interest, it may be
mentioned the one below described i.-~
about 15 to 20 per cent less efficJent
than a first-class electro-magnet loud
speaker, the difference in the volume
of the two, quickly changing over
from one to the other, hardly being

The Baffle Board
A very good size of hoard is 4 ft.
hy 4 ft. by g in. or ~ in. thick, but
a smaller one can be usell without any
appreciable loss in quality on low
tones.
A good ·size for the home is
2ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. with a thickness of -~ in.
The writer uses a special cabinet
constructed for the purpose, which
has no hack, and which is ~up
parted on legs so as to obtain a
good air- space arounll it..
The
cabinet measures. 3 ft. 3 in. bv 11 in.
(1eep, making an effectiY~ area
measuring 4 ft. 2 in. by 4 ft. 2 in.
'l'here is little objection to using a
baifie of this description other than
·a slight distortion on the lower tones
(which can barely be detected except
by the experienced) and, of courae, it
makes a more compact arrangement.
The loud-speaker unit in both cases

TIIC various pm't.§ e~nployed in the construction of a nwl'iny-coil l01ul spealwr,

one for operating direct from an L.T.
accumulator, and a third to work
from a magnetic system provided by
a series of permanent magnets.
Since the latter will appeal to those
who have no electric-light mains
295

discernible.
The prospectiYc constructor need not worry on this point,
however, 1f he remembers a permanent-magnetic type can give a
far greater volume than ever he will
require for home use.
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A Moving-Coil Loud Speaker·-continued
The construction of the loUtl
speaker is quite simple, if good parts
a re used, since most of the work
consists in assembly. It is neceRsary,
of course, to construct the diaphragm,
altJ'wugh the moving coil can be
obtained ready wound.

Complete Set· of Parts
The complete set of parts for the
loud speaker described was ol;tained
from the Cromwell Engineering Co.,
of Merton Park, S.W.20, and includes
three pairs of best cobalt steel
magnets, an aluminium centre frame-.
work on which the magnets can be
bolted, ·an aluminium framework for
the diaphragm, an aluminium ring
to clamp the latter, two hexagon
steel end-pieces, a steel centre rod

Before commencing construction, it
is as well to place the pairs of magnets
carefully in a safe place where they
cannot be dropped, and so ruined,
because a violent blow wi)J in most
cases rob them of 50 per cent of
their magnetism. Sec that the pairs
do not touch each .other, and keep
thetn in twos until they are required
for use. These magnetR, which are
enormously powerful, must he treated
with the greatest care until they are
finally fixed in place. Observe all
the precautions named in the article
in this regard.
Construction can be commenced by
first marking out the disc of paper
supplied according to the diagram
. given elsewhere, and as it is
necessary to get the moving coil

A comptrrison between this photograph and Ute diagram 0t1 the following page
trill slww how the cone is cut out.

which fits the aluminium centre
framework and which constitutes
the north pole of the magnetic
system, a steel hexagon nut to clamp
it to the back steel end-piece, twelve
steel round-head metal screws for
holding the magnets, a 1!-in.
diameter moving coil ready wound
on a paper former, a disc of special
" Kraft " paper 8! in. in diameter
for the diaphragm, and six screws for
clamping the aluminium ring and
diaphragm to the framework.

Powerful Permanent Magnets
The complete set of parts are
shown in the photograph on another
page, and the diaphragm, a disc, a
piece of "Kraft" paper corresponding
to the portion removed from it after
it has been cut, and the moving
coil are also shown m another
photograph.

accurately placed on the apex of the
diaphragm, care should be taken to
s•;e that the marking is done neatly
and tc plan.
The serrated edge for holding the
moving coil can be cut by means of a
sharp and pointed penkPife, and the
remaining portion by the same means,
or by a sharp pair of scissors.
Use a tube of good gum for sticking
the overlapping portions of the
diaphragm together.
The writer
suggests Seccotine as being suitable. The overlapping portion on the
one edge of the diaphragm can be
stuck inside the cone that is produced.
When dry, pull out the serrated
edges on the apex of the cone gently
with the fingers and carefully gum
their outside surfaces. If the gum is
left for a few minutes it will possess
greater · adhesive powers, and the
moving coil can be stuck on,_ the
--
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serrated portions fitting inside the
coil former, with the coil farthest
away from the diaphragm (the coil
is wound on the end of a paper former
which is about twice as wide as the
coil itself\. Press the serrated edge8
of the diaphragm firmly against the
inside wall of the moving-coil former
with the fingers, taking great care
not to press the coil out cf shape.
The job is best done in the hands
and not against any hard substance.
Then leave the gum to "set."

The Leather Support
A strip of thin suede leather, about
3 in. wide, can next be procured anu
should be sufficiently long to cover
the periphery of the diaphragm. It
can be glued to the inside surface of
the cone diaphragm by means of the
Seccotine, applied for ~ in. depth all
round the periphery. When" tacky,"
the suede leather can be pressed
against the gummed surface with the
diaphragm laying on its side on a
solid surface, such as a table-again
taking great care not to damage the
moving coil nor t1le leads from it.
The next step is to obtain some
fairly stiff c;ndhoard, atHl cbmp it
between the aluminium ring and the
framework which will contain the
diaphragm. It is best to place all the
screws in the ring so a;,; firmly to
seeure the cardboarrl, and then cut
out the centre and outside portions
with a sharp knife, so as to leave a
ring of cardboard having similar
dimensions to the aluminium ring.
The cardboard ring will, of COllf<;·~,
have holes through it corresponding
to the holes in the ring.
If the suede leather has firmly
adhered to the diaphragm it can h.e
1airl on a fiat surface with the movi11g
coil uppermost.

An Important Point
One surface of the cardboard ring
can now be smeared with the gum,
and when "tacky" passed over the
moving coil and p£essed into position
on the suede leather, making certain
it is equidistant from the diaphragm
edge all round the periphecy.
. While in this ·position the overlapping portions of the leather (the
part projecting beyond the outsid~
edge p£ the ring) can be gently
pulled to prevent the leather creasing
and from being more slack in one
position than in another. Do not
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CAN BE BUILT
WITH LISSEN PARTS
Congratulations to Messrs. Cossor
on an excellent set.

1T

has been deftni_tely prov~d that_ LISSEN ~arts can
be used for th1s Set With emmently satisfactory
results, as well as for every other type of Circuit which
may be popular at a given time, and which requires
Standard parts of recognised quality.
LISSEN parts are guaranteed to give satisfaction
every time they are used.
Test the LISSEN TRANSFORMER against any other, and if you are then willing
to part with your LISSEN, and return it within seven
days of purchase, your money will be willingly refun~ed.
Use .the other LISSEN parts as well, resistances,
condensers, rheostats, valveholders, batteries, etc.

Lissen Parts for the. Cossor Melody Maker
Lissen L. F. Transformer (Price 8/6).
1 Lissen ·oo1 Fixed Condenser (to be put across the
primary of the L.F. Transformer) (Price 1/-).
1 Lissen Baseboard Rheostat, 7 ohms (Price 1/6).
2 Lissen Key Switches or Lissen 2-way Switches (Price
1/6 each).
2 ·ooo3 Lissen Mica Fixed Condensers (grid-leak clips
are included) (Price 1/- each).
·ooo1 Lissen ;vrica Fixed Condenser (Price 1/-).
'OOI Lissen Mica Fixed Condenser (Price 1/-).
I ·ooz Lissen Mica Fixed Condenser (Price 1/6).
r Lissen Manslnidge-type Condenser, 2 mfd. (Price 3/6).
I Lissen Grid Leak, 3 meg. (Price 1/-) and I Lissen
Combinator (Price 6d.).
I Lissen Grid Leak, '25 meg. (Price 1/-).
I Lissen Grid Leak, 4 megs. (Price 1/-) and r Lissen
Combinator (Price 6d.).
3 Lissen Valve Holders (Price 1/- each).
I Lissen '}-volt Grid Bias Battery (Price 1/6 each).
I

Also use the Lissen H. T. Battery
LISSEN GRID

LEAR

1 '..

All these Lissen parts for the Cossor "Melody Maker" are
obtainable from Io,ooo radio dealers throughout the
country.
Ask for Lissen parts in a way that shows
you will take no other, and be sure of perfect results,

LISSEN
LISSEN LIMITED,
26-30, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
M81taf1irf9
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+~DON'T
waste money. Build
your own H.T. Eliminator

H.F.Choke
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and get current from your
electric light mains. Here's a
book that shows you how to do
it. Its concise instructions and
clear diagrams can easily be
iollowed by anyone. It is written
by Mr. W. James for, appropriately enough, the makers of
TC.C. Condensers. Send the
coupon and stamped addressed
envelope for it to-day, and build
an eliminator which, becal\se it
uses T.C.C. 600 volt Conden·
sers is utterly safe and reliable.
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The ideal component
wherever a H. F. Choke
is indicated. By virtue
of its special sectional
winding not only is the
distributed
capacity
kept at a minimum but
it· will efficiently operate over a very wide
range of wave-lengths
from the shortest to
the longest.
VAHIABLE
RESISTOR
List 289 5 ohms. 3{.
Li3t 290 30 ohms. 3j.

'CON DENS ER~~-,v

\

Univers-al

TWO-SPEED
DJ A L

LIST 288.

Manufactured under
Burndept patents.

Send l!d. in stan>ps for

9'flw

List 253 9;'(Complcte uJith station
recorder.)

New nolt'ye>·-L::nvc

Catnlo:~:J
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free '
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B 0 W Y E R • L 0 W E C 0.,
A

BOOK THAT

EVERY

L T D..

LET CH W 0 R T H

EXPERIMENTER SHOULD

HAVE:

"The Bowyer-Lowe Standard 7 and 8-valve Super-Heterodyne"
How to Build and Operate.

By A. E. BOWYER-LOWE.

PRICE
Send your remittance for a

2/·
~opy

to-day.

.,
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·A Moving-Coil Loud Speaker-.
. continued
do this so that the cardboard ring is
inclined to warp, as this will distort
'the '{liaphragn1.
The best tension is denoted by the
diaphragm being free, yet without
any sign of drooping when the ring
is held in. a vertical position. It

When all js ready the diaphragm
can be picked up by the cardboard
ring and.the moving coil on the apex
carefully dropped into the annular gap
in the magnetic system, taking care
that the fine wire on the moving coil
does not scrape on the magnet walls.

Centralising the Coil
Drop the aluminium ring on top
of the cardboard ring, making certain
the holes in it correspond to those
below on the aluminium ring of the
framework, and place the screws in
position, but do not tighten them up
fully.
The cardboard ring can be moved
about slightly so as to al!ow the moving coil to be centralised in its gap.
This will have to be done carefullv,
as there is only l/64th in. clearanZ:e
between each side of the coil and
the magnet wall adjacent; when
adjusted, the screws can be tightened
up on the ring.
Constructors have the choice of
three :o;ystems of keeping the coil

permanently centred in its gap, and
two of them are shov- n in diagrams
given on <mother page.
The third system which can be
tried is of attaching three silk threads
to the edge of moving. coil nearest
the diaphragm, at 120 degrees apart,
and fixing the remaining ends of the
threads to brass rods projecting from
the back of the bottom aluminium
ring holding the diaphragm, or from
·the back of the wood" ballle." F:\uch
threads should be made at least 6 in.
long, so that in the event of their
vibrating they will do so at a very
low frequency and 1wt interfere with
the loud-speaker responses.

The Other Method
Although this method of suspension is known to be Yery good, the
writer uses the one shown in diagram
B, owing to the small gap allowed for
A piece of
centralising the coil.
Bristol card is cut to the shape shown
and stuck in the apex of the cone

should be capahle of " giving " when
pressed by the hand against the moving
coil. A good connection be_tween the
leather and the cardboard rmg can be
(Continued on page 326.)
facilitated by opening up holes in
the leather facing the holes in the::::::::::==::::::=:::::::::::::::==:::::::=:=:====:::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::=::=::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::==
cardboard, and clamping the whole
temporarily in the aluminium framework with the magnetic system
removed.
When dry, the diaphragm can be
removed from the framework, and
the leads from the moving coil stuck
along the outside surface to within
~·in. approximately of the_periphery,
where stranded wire can be soldered
on to the ends of the thin wire, and
the joints covered over with small
pieces of gummed paper pressed 0ver
the wire and to the diaphragm
surface. The thin wires from the
moving coil can also be covered with
strips of thin papef.

Completing the Diaphragm
To complete the diaphragm, open
up the holes in the cardboard ring
to about twice the diameter of the
screws by means of a leather or
hollow punch. This is done to allow
movement of the diaphragm when
centralising it.
The magnetic system can be eaRily
assembled, and constructors should
refer to the photographs and diagrams
for assistance. The framework containing the diaphragm must be
screwed to the front steel hexagon
face-plate before the diaphragm is ll=;,========:;:::=~===.;...::::;:=====::::;.,::::,:==::;.======::========:;
fixed as the screws cannot be got at Tltis photograph shou:!J. the three pairtJ of pwmanent bcM· magnet. re«dg to·~afterwards. ~
_ jitted to, the franiewcwk.
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By OUR SPECIAL COMMISSIONER.
Where are the Governors?
of the regular B.B.C.
contract artists have been
mentioning to me lately, without anv collusion, that the aloofness
of the Gonrnors from all that has to
do with entertainment is the cause of a
good dertl of adverse comment among
microphone artistcs. According to
my informants, not one of the Governors of the B.B.C. takes the slightest
mtcrest in the human side of the
work.
When I put this complaint to them,
the information people at Savoy Hill
tried to explain it away by emphasising two things, the first that the
Governors followed the customary
procedure of Boards of Directors ii-t
confining their attention to general
policy and in leaving all executive
work to the regular staff. The second
was that for the GoYCrnors to be in
constant attendance at the studios
would be to invite a lot of unnecessary difficulty through encouraging
" wangles " and undermining the
authoritv of the ex cc uti ve staH.
I mu~t say that there is some
cogency in these answers, but they
do not entirely meet the objection.
The broadcasting business should be
run on intensely human lines, and
those who are responsible for it are
expected to give some social recognition to those who do the work.

S

EYERAL

is up to the B.B.C. to restore the
prestige of their orchestra by measures
however drastic.

The Status of Broadcasting
The insecuritv of tenure of those
who have jobs ·with the B.B.C. has
become the subject of some controversy. It is complained, on the one
hand, that our broadcasters are
forced to combine the disadvantages
of the Civil Setvice with the disadvantages of business, and are deprived of the advantages of either.
It is retorted, on the other hand,
that whatever the status of our
broadcasters may be, they enjoy in
practice far more security than is
really good for the broadcasting
service. The position certainly needs
clarifying. The B.B.C. has said it so
often and so emphatically that it is
not a Government Department, that
people have begun to believe it.

in getting employment elsewhere, a
more generous measure of security
of tenure might well be granteu
without detriment to the service.

Sir Thomas Beecham and
the B.B.C.
The public utterances of Sir Thomaa
Beecham since the launching of his
great appeal for opera have been
curiously free from condemnation of
broaclca~ting. This uncloubtcclly has
some significance. The management
and business control of the new
Imperial Opera League rests with
Messrs. Lionel Powell and Holt, who
are known to be in much closer contact with the B.B.C. than ever before.
There is more than a vague possi·
bility of a new and far-reaching
rapprochement between the microphone
and the concert hall. This would be
an enormous advantage both to the
B.B.C. and to the opera promoters.

Restoring the "Peaks"
It is splendid news that Savoy Hill
has definitely established a section
of the progrt;mme department whose
sole purpose it will be to think out
and to frame special programmes.
This section, under the capable control of Mr. Y. 'Vellington, has already
yielded some conspicuous results.

The B.B.C. Orchestra
There seems to be general agreement among those competent to
judge that the B.B.C. Orchestra for
this year's national concerts is not
nearly as good as the orehestra last
vear at the Albert Hall !\cries. What
is wrong ::emains a mystery ; but it

One of tlw u·it•eless-equippccl cat·s usecl tlm•iny n •·ec·cnt four in Ew·ope u•l1cn nmeh
interesting dnta upon •·cccz>tion conditions was collected.

There was no need to convince anvbody that the B.B.C. was not ·a
trading concern in the ordinary way.
What then is the status of the staff
of the B.B.C. ? It seems to he something quite new. This being the case,
and in view of the fact that those who
leave the B.B.C. find great difficulty
300

To have Sir Thomas Beecham and
his artistJc following incorporated in
the B.B.C. programmes would give
to the latter a special flavour of distinction and richness of design. To
enlist the B.B.C. on behalf of the
campaign for the Imperial Opera
(Continued on page 331.)
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ow deal' theRadio
is to-nighY'
I
HOWEVER long the pro-

If this
is what
you want
to say

buy
to-day a-

gramme, with a Lissen
Battery in your set you will
find your loud speaker from
first to last reproducing with a
clarity of tone and a truth of
uUelanee which will make your
Radio thoroughly enjoyable.
For the Lissen Battery yields power without a ripple, without a sign
of hum, without a trace of noise-it is absolutely safe for children and
all at home. Its energy is chemically generated by a. new process
known only to Lissen. This results in a free liberation of oxygen and
the power is so great that the last notes of a long opera or the longest
concert come through as loud and clear as the opening bars hours before.

Buy a LISSEN Battery now -not only will it give you fine
power, but it will continue to do so for months and months.

LISSEM~IATTERY

Obtainable at practically every
Radio dealer's in London and
throughout the Country.

Economical Power
and

without a ripple!

LISSEN

LTD.

26-30, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
ll:la>!tlfJing Director: THOS. N. COLE.
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What this

mark means

\~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(
This LEW trade mark guarantees coloured connecting wire to be the original GLAZITE.
When you buy wire bearing this label you take no
risks. Hundreds of thousands of constructors have
proved GLAZITE the way to quicker, simpler, more
efficient and cheaper wiring. Glazite is flameproof,
damp-proof and does not deteriorate in use.
Always be sure to see the LEW mark on the label.
From all radio dealers.
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS LTD.
l'layhouse
Yard,
Golden
Lane,
London,
E.C.I.

Ob la i1!ablc in six
colours :
Red,
Yellow, Bl~te,
Greett, Black at~d

QAZIT!

White. PricetOd.

per 10 ft. coil :
9d. per packet oj
fo!tr

2

fi. /e11gths

(assorted colours)

THE ORIGINAL. COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
You

can

make

this

wonderful

PLAQUE LOUDSPEAKER

"ROYAL SUPER"

in ten minutes-for about £ 1

Made by Thordarson
Realistic tone qualitythat elusive but much
talked-of characteristic of
radio recep£ion-can be
obtained only through the
use of apparatus of the
finest metcrials nnd workmanship. For years Thordarson
T ram!ormers have been the choice of manv discriminating manufaclureis ol quality receiving ;ets. Follow
their lead. If you enjoy good music fit Thordarson 's!
Made in one Ratio only-for all stages. Housed in handWeight 21b.
s.,me metal casing. Size 2f" X 2-!" X 3".
Ty;)e R.200. ,\udio-Frequency ~ranslormer.
f,..
Pnce, post frC'e
Thordarson Choke. For Filter Circuits and as an
Output Choke. Has the same outward appearance and
size as R.ZOO and is similarly housed. Current carrying
capacity 80 mla. Inductance 30 henries. Type
R.196. 30-henry Output Choke. Price. post free
"'

-~-·---J

21

WONDERFUL VALUE-SUPERB TONE
The parts supplied by us are ready ass('mbled, and
consist of a specially designed, powerful, yet sensitive,
unit. Sufficient power can be clevc'lopcd to fill a
large room with music loud enough for dancing. The
unit is fitted to a beautifttlly frdtcd plaque. All you
have to do is to cut out a cone to instructions sup·
plied by us-you will be surpr:sc'd at~d delighted.
Those who l1ave seen and heard these handsome
Speakers cannot speak too highly of them.

121

~

Telethone:

R<".r;<lll 316o
(6 itnes).

200 ·2 REGENT STREET
i •
•
LONDON, W.I.

Send at once for particulars-there will be a tremendous
d..:mand. H.cmcmbrr, Goodman's have years of
experience in spf'cialising in this type of Speaker.
Illu:-trated descriptive lists free on application.

TelcP,rclms:

''1'/cas111 gly
l't'ccy."

GOODMAN'S, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4
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measurement of values is not
only one of the most important,
hnt certainlv i.~ one of the most
interesting, sectio~s of our laboratory
work. Tlie quantities with which we
lmve to deal most are capacity, inductance and resistance (at both high
and low frequencies).
Unfortunately some of the simplc~t tests re,qnire the most costly appamtm;. For example, the measurement of large inductances, such as are
found in radio-ffequency chokes, calls
for a most complex arrangement of
instruments if real accuracv is to be
obtained. Part of the appa;atus used
for this purpose in the WIRELESS
CoxsTIWCTOR laboratory is shown iu
the photograph on this page, and
the outfit cost over a hundred
ponll<ls.
HE
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example, a nominnl ·0003-mf<l. fixecl
condenser can be an\· Ya!nc from
·00025 to ·00030 witho.ut anv JJot.iecable difference in results.· ·
Few nwkes of conden:-:cr en ll ]Je
relied on to h'uye a'n accuru~y clo~er
than 20 JWr cent. It. i11 also interesting
to note that one of the mo.~t popular
makes of fixed conden~ers in the lowpriced class has on 1he aYemgc a·

Capacity Measurements
ThP accurate measurement of
capacity calls for Rimilar apparatus,
and indeed a modification of the
arrangement shown is also in use for
the most accurate measurement of
capacity by the Carey-Foster method.
Rapid tests of a slightly lower degree
of accuracy are made on a smaller
capacity " bridge.'' l\Iany hours ha\'e
been spent recently in mea.suring, not
one or two specimens of fixed condenser~, but dozens from different
manufacturers. The,:e te~ts have rcvealerl the fact that many makers of
fixed condei1sers a re Yery careless
with thrir markings.
It ~tand~ to
reawn, of course, thnt a fixed condcmer sold at a very low price cannot
he Pxpectecl to have the Ea me degree
of accuracy as a laboratory standard,
an cl for lllost of the 11~es to w hi eh
these condensers are put by wirelesc;
constructors quite wide variations of
vnlue are permissiLle without our
finding any detrimental effect. For

degree of accuracy at least as good a:':
that of another popu!ar make sold at
an appreciably higher figure.

A Bad Case
'Vhen we come to specimens which
give about ·00015 or ·0002 mfd. for >t
JJominal ·0003 we are going beyonrl
reaPonable limit~ of Yarial ion. Sneh
degrees of variation are part.ic.nlarly
important in the cam o[ the nominal
{)001 condrnRer so frequently nsed in
series with the aeriaL The value of
·0001 mfd., generally, is the smallest
that can be efledively used in such a
position, as values below this bring
about too great a diminut.ion of signal
drength. In the "lab.'' w;; prefer
·0002 mfd. for such a series conde1w~·r.
A maker of fixed condensets re..
cently sent some for test, and advertised them as having an accuracy
within fi vc per cent. In one qJeeimen
marked ·0001 mfd. the nwa~ure<l
en pacit.y was ·00005 mfd. ! Out of <L
batch of about fifteen of these condensers, " guaranteed to be wit h!n
five per cent," there were variat;om;
aH wide as forty and fifty per eent, and
in one case of a. hundred ! Communications from this laboratorv have
been sent to several manufa"cturNs,
asking that they will reviHe their
methods and supply their fixed condensers with a reasonable degree of
accuracy.

Grid Leak Discrepancies

Mr. Percy Harr·is at wor1• in the
" Wireless Constructor " laboratory.
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The measurement of grid-leak
value3 also revenls wide di&crepancies
in the lesser-known makes, but it is
iintisfactory to find that the wellknown brands average very w·ell, and
it i;; rare to find a variation from the
marked value sufiicient to make anv
practical difference in the working ~f
the set. Too high a grid-leak value
may give trouble on loud ~ignah>;
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Laboratory Notes-continued
while a value much too low will reduce
the sensitivity of the circuit and
flatten thr tuning. Noisy grid leaks,
which at one time gave a good deal of
trouble, a..:e now comparatively rare,
and, in general, the grid-leak position
can be said to be much more
sJtisbctory than that of the fixed
condenser.

H.F. Chokes
Hadio-hcauency chokes have unproved a gr'e~t deal during the last
few months, although one or two
manufacturers are still sending out
radJO-freq•Jency:chol;:es \Yhich are only
satisfnctorv on the lower broadcast
banrl ot 200 to 600 metres, and are
hopPiri'~ for use on the Daventry
range. A radio-frequency choke is,
of cour:,e, an inductance, and this inductance, together with its sclfcnpacity awl associated capacities,
forms a tnnerl circuit. If the inductance vaiue iR such that, combined
with tbe capncity in the choke itself
and the associated circuit, its resonance fre'1ueney comes anywhere near
tbc wave-length it is desired to receive, the ,·rt. will burst into uncontrolia bie oscillation.
The merr> measurement of the inductance of a choke will not indicate
whether it posse.~ses undesirable charact.erist!cs in this regard, and some
chokes wit!> a very large self-inductance
ha '.'e se\'eral nasty " peaJ;:s " giving
oscillation at several points on the
tuning scalP. Low self-capacity in a
radio-frequency choke is very important, but unless it is combined with
high inductance we still do not get
what we want. One make which was
obviously a copy of another gave on
test8 precisely the same faults as the
one copied!
Variable condensers, on the whole,
are now turned out satisfactorily.

from the point of view of maximum
and minimum capacity and low highfrequency resistance. In very few
cases have the losses in the condenser
under test proved to be unduly high,
but in a few instances the maximum
capacity has been below that marked.
This is a very important point, for
some of the tuning coils marked
"250 to 550 metres with a ·0005-mfd.
condenser " will only just reach this
range with a full ·0005-mfd., and if,
as in the case of a condenser recentlv
submitted, the actual value o~
measurement is ·00015 . instead of
the nominal ·0005 mfd., the tuning
range of the set will be considerably
restricted.
The measurement of grid leak has
to be conducted carefully, and
erroneom results can easily be obtained by the use of a wrong testing
method. I have heard of many cases
of grid leaks being measured on a
piece of apparatus known as a
" l\legger," which is designed for
inwlation tests and calibrated to
show megohms on a scale. The
voltage applied by the instrument to
the apparatus under test in most
models is in the neighbourhood of
five hundred volts, which is quite an
unfair pressure to inflict on a grid
leak designed for use in receiving
circuits with but low voltages applied
to them.

Grid-Leak Tests
The maximum voltage impressed on
a grid leak even in an amplifier
circuit does not, with the strongest
of signals, reach a figure approaching fifty volts, much less five hundred,
and therefore the measurements
of values of high resistanccs which
are to be used as grid leaks, and
not as anode rcRistances, should

always be conducted on very low
voltages.
As our old friend, Ohm's law,
indicates that the current in amperrs
passing through a resistance is equal'
to the pressure in volts divided by
the resistance in ohms, it will be seen
that the current through a 1megohm grid leak, when a voltage of
20 is applied, is 20 micro-amperes,
or twenty-millionths of an ampere.
Current-measuring instruments to
read to this degree of sensitivity
with accuracy are both expensive
and delicate, needing the most careful
use.

R.C. Coupling
At the same time, it must not
be forgotten that with the new
high-magnification, resistance-coupled
valves, grid leaks of a quarter of a
megobm are often used as anocle
resistances. The voltages to which
the leaks are then subjected are, of
course, much higher and such leaks
need to be of good quality to stand
up to them; whieh means, briefly,
that a grid leak which may be sati~
factory for use with a grid condenser
may be hopeless when used as a anode
resistance for an R.C. valve. At the
same time, it will be found that a
grid leak which will not operate
satisfactorily as an anode resistance
with 120 volts, generally develops
trouble in time when used as an
ordinary grid leak.
A trouble which has been experienced during the last few montbs
with quite a number of different
makes of valves is a tendency to
looseness in the valve cap. Quite
a number of valves have eome
adrift lately due to a loosening
of the cement, whereas six months
ago this trouble seemed comparatively rare.

The Corn Loud Speaker
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·

IN

TONE

You want some ing more than merely technically perfect repro·
duction; there are some instruments whose overtones and
harmonics alone give their characteristic sound ; some voices
whose true value lies in their expression or sincerity.

AND ALONE AMONG LOUD SPEAKERS THE
ORMOND "IDEAL" RETAINS THE OVERTONES
AND HARMONICS.
Even the untrained ear cannot fail to detect the difference;
gone is the sense of unreality, of artificiality-the Ormond
"Ideal " Loud Speaker is faithful on both upper registers and
lower tones; it catches the harmonics of the instrument, it
reproduces the most subtle inflexions of the voice.

IN THE INTERESTS OF LISTENERS THE ORMOND
"IDEAL" IS RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH
THE COSSOR "MELODY MAKER."

THREE .GUINEAS
199-205
Pentonville Road

--~

Telephone;
Clerkenwell 9344-5-6

K in g' s Cross,
London. N.l
!~

Telegrams:
O:monden£i, Kincr, Et.."

Factories : Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, ClerkenweiJ; E.C.t.
Continental Agents: Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., "Phonos
House," 2 and 4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.l.

Wholesale Distributors: F: A. Hughes & Co., Ltd., 204-206, Great Portland St., London, W.l.
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But when it is desired to tune over
that part of the dial which seems to be
a " dead spot," re-set the extra
variable condenser in the aerial
circuit.. The effect will be to move
the " dead spot " to a different part
of the tuning dial. Consequently,
the . space formerly occupied by
it can be tuned-over in the ordinary
way, with good, smooth reaction
control.
Later, when the tlming is changed,
the " dead spot" may be discovered
in a new place-say, at the top or
near the bottom of the dial.
But a single readjustment of the
aerial's variable condenser will" move
it 011 '' again to a part of the tuning
range not in use, and the set can be
made to tune smoothly to all the
stations within the wave-length range
of the coil employed.

Some typical fa~tlfs and remedies reviewed,

By P. R. BIRD.

"I

The Froth-blower!

PICKED the accumulator up cheap,
and thought it was a bargain.
But apparently it is nothing
more nor less than a ' Froth-blower,'
for every time it IS charged it develops
a fine head of lather," writes a cheery
but puzzled correspondent. He wants
to know how this unexpected tendency
can be overcome, and what causes it~
The trouble is one not infrequently
found when the battery has a celluloid
container, and it is cltie to the decomposing action of the charging current
upon unsuitable celluloid. Generally,
a pinch of Hudson's soap stops the
frothing, like magic. If the trouble
is not very bad it is sometimes cleared
by emptying the cell and renewing .
the electrolyte. In bad cases an
ounce of " DAR " to each pint of new
electrolyte is recommended.
(If celluloid separators are incorporated in the accumulator it
may be necessary to replace them
with wooden separators.)

Short-Wave Dead-Spots
Writing in praise of the article
"Secrets of Short-Wave Success,"
which appeared in the . November
issue of the WmELESS CoNSTRUCTOR,
a reader raises a point that may prove
of great help to other workers new
to the short waves.
Using a modified Hcinartz-type
circuit (Det. and L.F.) he found only
one trouble with reaction. On two
of the coils it was perfect, but on the
45-metre coil the set would not
oscillate except when the tuning
condenser was near the top or near
the bottom of its range. When it
was set half-way or thereabouts,

reaction seemed to have little or no
effect, and even with a large reaction
coil the set would not oscillate.
The trouble, which doubtless experienced readers will have recognised,
was a "dead spot." Such a spot
will occur with any short-wave set,
when the grid circuit is brought into
resonance with the aerial circuit to
which it is coupled. And the remedy

The "Soggy " Loud Speaker

If you happen to use a horn-type
loud speaker you will be interested
in a curious fault that bothered a
neighbour of mine recently. He
uses a three-valver-a " Radiano
Three," as a matter of fact-and one
day he fancied his rece1)tion was
falling off.
Two or three days later he was
sure of it-the strength seemed to be
below par on both speech and music,
and there was no clearness or crispness
about the reproduction.
All the batteries were O.K.,
Are you in trouble with your set ?
according
to the voltmeter, so his
Have you any knotty little radio Problems
suspicions turned to the valves.
·• Quertes
rct~~W~~o~~i~.,n ~oNSTnucTott Technical
At the first opportunity they were
Department has been thoroughly
reorganised and is now in a position to give
all three tried in a friend's set. And
an unrivalled service. The aim of the department is to fmnish reall.v helpful advice
there they worked so well that they
in eonnection with any radio problem, theoreturned to their own set without a
retical or practical.
Full detaiL,, including the revised and, In
stain upon their characteristics.
cases, considerably reduced scale of charges
can be obtained direct from the Technical
Finally, the loud speaker itself was
Queries Department, WIRELESS CONSTRUC·
suspected, tried upon another Eet,
TOR, Flcetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4.
and found guilty of " sogginess." It
A postcard will do : on receipt of this all the
necc~sary literature will be sent to you free
gave poor volume, the music was
and post free, immediately. This applicamuffted, and all the announcers seemed
tion will place you under no obligation whatever. Every reader of the WIRELESS CoNto have plums in their mouths !
STRUCTOR shoulll have these details by him.
An application form is included which will
What was the trouble ?
enable you to ask your questions. so that
An examination of the loudwe can deal with them expeditiously ami
with the minimum of delay. Having this
speaker's " works " disclosed the fact
form you will know exactly what information we require to haYc before us in order
that electrically the instrument was
completely to solve your problems.
all right, but domestically it wanted
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a••••••••••••
spring cleaning ! It had been in UHe
for nearly three years, and during that
time dust and fluff had blown into its
is an extremely easy one-simply
open mouth, and found their way
" uri-tune " the aerial circuit.
All that is necessary is a variable· down on to the aiaphragm.
In the course of time they formed
condenser in series with the aerial
a little wad there, and it was this,
lead. (Either a neutrodyne, or a
hampering the movement of the
tuning, condenser will do.) N orma1ly,
diaphragm, that had caused the
this need not be adjusted during
" cotton-wool " effect ! As soon as
reception, all the tuning-in and
reaction being controlled exactly as
the wad was removed, reproduction
became normal again.
before, upon the respective dials.

i==.··-TiiE·T~f!~i~~····
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THE

FERRANTI
TRICKLE CHARGER
{Incorporating the W estinghouse Metal Rectifier
and a F erranti Transformer)

WILL CHARGE YOUR L.T. ACCUMULATOR AT
HOME FROM THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MAINS

Price 55/-.

AND do away with the expense,
trouble and inconvenience of sending your L.T. Accumulator to be
charged; Just insert" the plug in
any convenient soc~et and the
Ferranti Trickle Charge1' does the
work, The charging rate is t an
ampere, or during 83 HOURS' use
the charger will consume only Otffi
UNIT of Electricity.

SIMPLE AND SAFE IN OPERATION, THE FERRANTI
TRICKLE CHARGER WILL PAY FOR ITSELF OVER
AND OVER AGAIN. ASK YOUR DEALER TO OBTAIN
ONE FOR YOU.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

FERRANTI
TRANSFORMERS FOR PUSH-PULL AMPLIFICATION
The
tion

following excellent Combinacan be Supplied from Stock

AUDIO STAGE, TYPE AF4c
0UTPUT STAGE, TYPE OP6c •

•
~

Price 19/Price 18/-

(Ratio l/1)

Write for list Wa412
When buying Radio Transformers, Specify FERRANTI

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD
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Invaluable to every
Amateur and. ,Constructo7
The "POPULAR WIRELESS"

BLUE PRINTS

of Tested Circuits
The following is a list of the " P. W." 6d. Blue Prints for
Constructors in stock showing the different circuits :available.
P.W. BLUE PRINT
Number

1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. UNIDYNE DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
8. 1-VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER,

P.W. BLUE PRINT
Number

16.
17.

4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL, WITH REACTION.

18.

6. H.F. AND CRYSTAL (Transformer _Coupled, without

19.

7.
B.

9.
10.

11.
13.
14.
15.

Reaction).
1-VALVE REFLEX WITH [CRYSTAL DETECTOR
(Tuned Anode).
1-VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Employing H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with
Reaction on Anode).
H.F. AND DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with
Re!tction).
DETECTOR AND L.F. {with Switch to Cut Out L.F. Valve).
2-VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
2-VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER {Transformer Coupled, with
Switch to Cut Out Last Valve).
2-VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer-Resistance
Coupled, with Switch for Cutting Out Last Valve).

21.

22.
23.
24.
26,

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F.
(with Switch for Last Valve).
CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS
(with Switching).
1-VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with
. . 1-VALJE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
H.F. DETECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch to Cut Out
the Last Valve).
THE 2-VALVE LODGE" N."
" THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."
THE 1-VALVE "CHITOS."
THE "SPANSPACE THREE." Three-Valve Receiver
employing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with
Non-Radiating Reaction Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.
A "STRAIGHT" 4-VALVER (H.F., Det., and 2 L.F.
with Switching).
A "MODERN WIRELESS" 5-VALVER (H.F., Det.,
and 3 L.F.l.
AN H.T. UNIT FOR DIRECT-CURRENT MAINS.
A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
.A STANDARD TWO-VALVER (Detector and L.F.).
THE "CUBE SCREEN" THREE (H.F., Det., and L.F.),

ALL "POPULAR WIRELESS" BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH
All orders /or these Blue Prints should be rent direct to the "Popular Wireless~! Queries Department. Fleet way House, Farringdon
Street. Wr!dc · E.C.4. enclosing a 1tamped adtlre1sed envelope and a postal order for 6d. for each Blue Prinl Ordered.
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CHATS ATT . . .

WORK:TABLE
Many points of practical interest to all radio
constructors are deah with this month, including
The Treatment of Lit~ Wire-Simplifying
Constructional Work- The -Treatment of
Soldering Irons, etc.; etc.
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

I

N

Burning Off Insulation
~ previous note I_ mentio~ed that

It was rather a nskv busmess to
burn the insulation" off very fine
silk- or cotton-covered· wire. There
is a very great temptation to use a
match for the purpose, for the business
cf. removing the coverings of fine stuff

J;E 5AFEST

J¥Ay

OF CHARRING
INSULATION

either with a knife-blade or with the
finger-nails is a distinctly fiddling one.
Lately I have been making some
experiments to see how far one could
Le safe in burning off the insulation.
There appears to be no risk with wire
of good quality down to gauges as
fine as No. '10, provided--and this is
a very important provision-that the
wire is not placed under any tension.
Should there be any pull upon the
wire it is liable to draw when it becomes hot and soft, and to break
incontinently.
Make a test for vourself. Attach
the end of a piece "of comparatively
stout wire, such as No. 26, to a nail
driven into the bench, apply a light
pull and hold a match to the insulation near the mid-point of the length.
You will find that a very small
amount of tension is required to break
the wire at the point where it is hot..
H wire such as No. 2() draws out and

breaks thus easily it is obvious that
quite a tiny pull applied to, say, No.
40 when the insulation is being burnt
off will suffice to make the wire give
way. By far the safest method of
removing insulation with the help of a
match is that illustrated in Fig. 1.
. The wire is held between the finger
and thumb of the left hand and its
end free so that there is no tension
whatever upon it. A lighted match is
then moved to and fro beneath it so
as to char the silk or cotton covering
but not actually to set it on fire.
When this has been done the insulation can be remoYecl ·without any
·
trouble at all.
The same method is recommended
to those who do not care about the
trouble of scraping individually with
a knife- blade the strands of Litz
wire. Splay the strands out fan-wis~c',
and wave a match about an inch or
so below them until the covering
becomes charred. The remains can
then be removed from each strand
quite easily, and there is practically
no risk of breaking any strand in the
process.

make a hole with a bradawl for the
first screw, but the wretched thing
simply refuses to go in straight and
one cannot get at it to guide it. One
or two tips for dealing with such
patience-trying little jobs may be
found useful. Make your holes in tlw
ordinary way first
all, using the
component to be mounted as a iig.
Do not try straight away to drive t h·~
screws in. Remove the componeut. for
a moment and enlarge the entr:uJf'P~
to the holes. Fig. 2 ~wws the advantage of doing this.
If the hole is very small the point
of the screw is apt not to go into it
very willingly, and even if it does tllf'
screw shows a tendencv to turn over
to one side or the othcr.as Hhown at A.
'\Vith a wider entrance the .screw
readily goes in and no difficulty 1,,
found in starting it properly.

of

ENLARGING THE

ScfiEI'I'DRIVI!R

--~
I

CoMP()NEIVT

~crews

in Awkward Corners

It not infrequently happens when
one is making up a receiving set that
some component which really ought
to have been mounted upon the baseboard early in the proceedings is
somehow overlooked with the result
that the job of screwing it down is
quite an awkward one to tackle. A
similarly difficult job may crop up if
one has to add such a small component as a fixed condenser to a set
that has already been made up and
wired completely.
One manages somehow or other to
300

EIVTRAIVCE TO THE

lfou !IV BAscBOAFID
MAlUS 17 EASIER
TO /J;;>;ye THE

ScREW IIV 5rRAIGHT
BASEBOARD

Jl
Once it has been started, of course.
the rest is easy. I find it very handy
in awkward corners to use a magnetised screwdriver and steel screwH.
These can be obtained with a copper
covering so that they do not rust a.nd
become unsightly. The bladP of the
ocrewdpver is fitted into the notch in
N
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Chats at the Work-Table-continued
the screw head; the screw will not
fall ofi, and it)s thus easily inserted
into the hole prepared for it.
A tool that I would not be without
is illustrated in Fig. 3. It consists
simply of a strip of sheet brass bent
upwards a little at one encl. In the
bent-up part is filed a slot about
i'<r in. wide, which can be fitted over
the sl1ank of either a wood or metal

ScRE~'oRtVER

screw. The screw can thus be held
in place whilst the screwdriver turns
it until it has got properly started.

A Drilling Problem
Realising that they will be called
upon to make a good deal of use of
~-in. and even larger-diameter drills
most constructors provide themselves
with hand or bench drills whose
chucks have a maximum gape of~ in.
or more ·when they are new such
chucks vrill, us a rule--at any rate, if
they are of good quality-hold little
drills quite well.
When they have been in use for
some considerable time the edges of
the jaws are apt to become rounded
and the consequence is that small
drills cannot be gripped firmly. Sometimes it is extremely difficult to make
them run true when they are held in a
large chuck that has seen a good deal
of wear.
Fig. 4' shows a tip that is extremely
useful. Instead of moimting the little
drill straight into the large chuck,
use a small chuck in the wav shown.
This ean be gripped firmly ·and properly centred up in the big fellow,
and the small drill runs true and is
securely gripped.
Spare chucks to
take drills up to ill in. or ! in. in

diameter cnn be obtainccl from any
good tool shop, and they arc by no
means costly.

Breaking in aNew Soldering Iron
Too often the soldering iron never
has a fair chance in life simply
because it is ill-treated, or at any
rate not too well treated, when it is
first brought into use.
It goes
without saying that the most important part of the iron is its point.
Now if you examine the point of
an iron as it comes from the shop,
you will nearly always find that it
shows a number of tool marks, .for
they are generally only roughly
finished with a coarse file. Each
of these marks takes the form of a
scratch of greater or less depth,
and the metal both at the bottom
and the sides of this is naturally
oxidised lw contact with the air.
Now Sll]~po8e that y~u take an iron
in this state and tin it, just what
happens? By heating it up and using
killed spiritR yon can remove most
of the oxide from the surface, and
the solder which forms the tinuing
of the point flows on beautifully to
all appearances.
But all is not
really well beneath the surface.
The oxide has not been removed
from the tool marks, and the solder
does not run into them ; it merely
forms a covering over them rather
like a snow bridge over a crevasse.
As the iron is used, being frequently
heated-up and allowed to cool, theRe
untinned. tool marks cause pits to
form which are frequently not obvious
until they are of considerable
extent.
Sooner or later the iron ceases
to work properly, and a resolve is
made to trim it up. When the work
is umlertaken it is found that there
is extensive pitting which necessitates
cutting away a good deal of the metal
before a bright, smooth surface
can be obtained.
· In the case of a big iron this may
not matter, but it is rather a serious
business with a small, fine tool ; for
a fc\Y such trimmings so reduce its
size that it becomes useless. If a
little care is taken of a new iron,
pitting of this kind may be almost
entirely avoided.
Before you tin
the point, rub out all the tool marks.
Y on may begin by using an old nte of
fairly fine cut. Do not use a good one,
or you will quickly spoil it, for soft

:no

copper is second only to aluminium
This having
been done, give each face of the point
in turn a dressing with fine emery
cloth until it is smooth and polished.
It is by no means a long job to
treat an iron in this way ; ten minutes
will usually suffice, and the time oo
spent is a good investment that will
save hours of future work, and it will
mean that if proper care is taken of
the iron subsequently, one very
rarely has to throw up a soldering
job in the middle in order to carry
out re-tinning.
When the point has been made
quite smooth, heat up the iron in a
smokeless flame, such as that of a gasring, if it is of fair size, or of a spirit
lamp if it is small. Before tinning
any of the faces give it a good
preliminary rub on a piece of waste,
so as to get it as bright as possible ;
then take a little blob of solder
on to the face of the iron and spread
as a clogging metal.

Z858

it-the process is very like buttering
bread !-with a piece of tinned wire
dipped in killed spirits. See that
every part of the face has a thin, even
covering of solder. Treat each face
in the same way.
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For working off the
Electric Light Mains
The "l\Iet-Vick" 4-Valve A.N.P. Set shown on
this page can also be constructed for working
direct from the elechic light mains. This
involves the use of "Cosmos" A. C. Valves and
Battery Eliminators, and is fully described in
the booklet JII7/4 obtainable from your wireless dealer complete with drilling template and
wiring diagrams. The performance of the set
is astonishingly good, giving great selectivity
with a wide range, high quality of reproduction
and simplicity of operation.
The cost of the necessary parts is low.
Ask your dealer for the booklet or write
to the makers.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LIMITED
( Propri~tors : Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd.)

155, Charing Cross Road.

LONDON, W.C.2

Roo!?let 7Il7/5
describes fully
the sam<' set
for use with
-battery ~'alves.
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Us'ed in the famous

YAXLEY
SWITCHING RHEOSTATS
ARE ESSENTIAL FOR THE
"BUSINESS MAN'S FOUR."

HE Pye Anti-Microphonic Valve Holder
with terminals (as here illustrated) is
T
specified in the wonderful Mullard " Master
Three."
The prices of these accurate, well-sprung,
finely made components
now are:" PYE" No. 940 Anti-

Yaxley Air Cooled Switching Rheostats are inade wiih
the precision of a fine watch. They have a perfectly
smooth and quiet action, with an extremely close adjustment permitting filament voltages to be built up
slowly and held at the right point. The base of the
rheostat is of genuine bakelite. The combined filament
switch offers an ideal combination.
THAT'S WHY MR. P. W. HARRIS HAS CHOSEN
YAXLEY {No, 930K) FOR THE "BUSINESS
MAN'S FOUR" RECEIVER.
Supplied in 2, 6, 10, 15,
25 and 30 ohm.
each.

Microphonic Valve Holder
with soldering tags, but without terminals • • 1 /9 ea.

"PYE" . No. 940T AntiMicrophonic Valve Holder
with terminals (as illus2/- ea.
trated)

619

Sloeked
dealc•·s.

w.

RoTHERMEL CoRPORATION, LTD.,

l>y all
first-elass
Illustrated lists f•·ee.

PYE

G.

&

CO.

Granta Works, CAMBRIDGE, Eng •

24-26, Maddox Stt:eet, London, W.l.
.----------------------

BUILD STRICTLY

Wonderful Gifts to
readers of CHUMS.

TO THE

AUTHOR'S

SPECIFICATION

IT ENABLES YOU
TO FOLLOW THE
PUBLISHED DIAL
READINGS.
Broadcast Wave
Coil - • • •

REAL METAL MODELS

Long Wave

Col vern Aluminium
Panel for the Mullard

(IN COLOUR)

FREE

The gallant ships which fought at Coronel and Falkland
I~lancls;;:-:-H.M.S. Good Hope, H.l\LS. J\Ionmouth, H.JVLS.
Canoptts, H.1\I.S. Invincible, H.M.S. Kent and H.M.S.
Glasgow.
Coloured
metal
models
all these-one
each
week-given
free with
CHU:\IS,
theofpaper
for manly boys.
The niodel of H.M.S. Good Hope is given with CHUMS,
out on Saturday, January qth.

Master Three; 14 gauge;
sprayed instrument black;
drilled for condenser and switch - 7/6-

Order ,from your dealer.

-

Specifies Colvern Accurate
Space-wound Coils and a·
Colvcrn Aluminium P&nel.

.

co~~ERN'
_

CHUMS
Every Saturday

7 /6
Coil- 8/6

ACCURATE SPACE WOUND

COILS
Colvern, Ltd., Mawney's Road, Romford

2d.

812
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months ago, under the same
title as that which adorn'! the
present article, I reviewed the
general progress of wireless technique
in the United States, and in particular the one or two special circuits
which had aroused a good deal of

A

FEW

set manufac:turers would not find time
spent in studying them to be wasted.
The first impression one gets on
trying a niodern American factorybuilt receiver is that no attempt has
been made to get the maximum
efficiency out of each valve used. By

sation has led all the set manufacttuers in the United States to de3ign
. their receivers to take the UX201A
type of valve for every part of the
receiver except the output stage, for
which special super-power valves
similar to our own are available.

Large LT. Consumption

Tl1e

CJ~oslt~11

r c ce i v er,
eompt~el

interest at that time. A general
tendencv towards the use of more
valves in commercial receivers was
indicated, and whereas at the beginning of the broadcasting era. in the
V.S.A. the standard was a threevalve set consisting of a regenerative
detector with two transformer~coupled
note-magnifiers, these were rapidly
abandoned owing to their howling
tendencies in favour of five-val l'e sets
with two stages of ueutmlised highfrequency, a detector and two transformer-coupled note-magnifiers.

" RruullJox "

a t•et,elntion in

t1nd efficient design·

this I mean that in 11ensitivitv and
selectivity any average Americ~n sixvalver can easily be beaten by a carefully designed laboratory set with a
number of controls, but this is not to
sav that the six valves are not used
to" the best practical advantage,
bearing in mind . all the conditions
under which the set is to be worked.
The urgent necessity for standardi-

This is, of course, advantageotis
from the commercial point of vie,~, hut
it is not one which comrnends itself
to the British experimenter who has
available a large range of valves
superior in their electrical charact.eri~ties to those sold in America.
Furthermore, the American valves are
greedy in filament current compar~d
with our own modern standard, a sixvalve set of the type we are diseussing
(using the valves recommended by the
makers-five 201A's and a superpower valve as output) taking one and
three-quarter amperes Here we can
get valves with similar characteriRtics (indeed, I lw ve actually used a
set of English valves in u;e set in
question), t!Je total filament consumption being then about a third of
the previous amount.

Several Good Points
The general efficiency of the modern
American Hix-valve sets, however, is
particularly good. They are l'ery
simple to operate, they give excellent quality reproduction (providing
you use enough high-tension), and have
a reasonably high degree of selectivity
with single control.

Big Multi-Valvers Popular
f Five-valve sets now, however. seem
st.eadily on the decline, and t!1e
general standard among the higherclass makers is a six or even eightvalve set. Two typical American
receivers of the six-valve variety
were recently purchased for test and
experiment for the WIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOn
laboratory. They have
many points of interest to the home
constructor, and some of the British

Tl1is it~tcrior l'iCII' of tlte" Ran<lbox "slww ... Ihe
clabornte an<l efficient sc••eening adoJ>fed in
t11is letlding Ame•·i<'tftl •:eeeiver.
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Transatlantic Tendencies-continued
The t"o sets referred iiO as having
been purchased for test in the \VmELESS CoNSTRUCTOR laboratory are
the " Fada Speci;tl " and the
" Crosley Band box." Both are sixvalve rccei vers, both ha Ye three
stages of radio-frequency neutralised,
a detector and two stages of transformer-coupled note-magnification;
both are designed to use five ..eOIA
Ya!ves and a power output valve.

Constant Tuning Control
Other points of similarity are the·
enclosing of the radio-frequency transformers in metal shields, the constrnction of the set as a whole on a
metal " chas~is " and the use of a
"pigtail " battery cord with tags
clearlv marked iustea(l ·of terminal
strips" with a multitude of terminals.
In each receiver, too, a common grid
bias of four and a half volts is applied
to the grids of the radio~frequency
valves and the first audio-frequ·ency
valve. Detection in the Fada case
is anode-bend without any special
grid-bias battery, the particular portion of the curve being found by using
the specified plate voltage for the
detector valve as indicaterl by the
makers. On the Crosley, leaky-grid
detection is used.
It might thus appear that the two
sets arc similar generally, hut actually
they differ quite considerably in detail,
while in external appearance they are
quite different. Of particular interest is the method of coupling
the radio-frequency valve in each case.
The Facia Special has one untuned
and two tuned radio-frequency stages.
The untnned stage, which is placed

between a pair of tuned stages, has
such characteristics that the energy
trander in this stage increases with
increase of wave-length to C(•mpensate for the drop in energy tran~fer
which occurs in the tuned stnge<> as
one increases the wa H-length. One

1

loud speaker and such a huge
voltmle that it had to be decreased by
a volume control (consisting of the
filament rheostat for controlling the
radio-frequency stages).
The method of neutralising is what
we term the " split-primary." Small

The vm•ious sle118 in the construction of lite Radioiron scrrened-grid ·valve. Note tlte
e.rte••nal screening cap.

thus gets a more uniform transfer
of energy 0\'er the whole tuning scale.
The first grid circuit is tuned, and in
order to allow for differences in
aerials the tuning condenser in this
circuit is not " ganged " with the
others. The other tuned stages are
"ganged" 80 that one has two'tuning
cont,rols.
On the laboratory aerial. which is of
good aYerage type, both ·drum dials
read- identically over the whole scale
so that tuning in distant stations
is extremely easy. Sensitivity proved
of a high order and between twenty
and thirty stations could be picked
up on any night on the loud speaker,
the strength varying between weak

neutralising condensers are adjusted
with a screwdriver when the set is
sent out from the factory or service
station. It was found very simple to
re-neutralise the set for l\Iullard
P.M.6 valves and also for Co~sor
610L.F., which both Ji1akers kindly
provided on American bases. The
P.M.6 Mullard and the Cossor 610L.F.
sufficiently resemble the American
210A v._;lve to be usable in any
American circuit employing these
valves, although personally I think
that both of the valve;; named are
better than their American equivalents.

A Compact Instrument
The Crosley Bandbox differs considerably in general appearance from
the Fada, and is a very small, neat and
compact instrument, measuring only
17 in. long by 5! in. high and 8 in.
deep ! It .is contained in a metal
cabinet finished in a brown crystallised
lacquer, with only one tuning control, the dial being of the vernier type,
and illuminated as soon as one turns
the on-and-off switch to the " on "
position. Volume control is provi(led
as in the Fada set by a filament
rcsiBtance controlling the radio-frequency stages.

L-----t=-=====r===t~~===~d:==:+ "r' Ii transformers
Condensers areand
radio-frequency
separately
shielded,
r

~

~

THrl and the

. , --:1:.1

~ . l_ _ _-ilr----'------'-'3;_

'----"----------------------'~---------..ll"'~"-'---1
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way the whole receiver is
packed in a small space complete
with its six valves, condensers, trausformers, etc., is a marvel of ingenuity.
(Continued on page 336.)
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C. E. PRECISION
SECTIONALLY •
WOUND
FIXED
RESISTOR.
THE LAST

WORD IN FIXED
DESIGN. Its accuracy is guart.ntecd to
within

C. E. PRECISION FLOATING
VALVE HOLDER
Anti-capacity and non-microphonic.

Price

2/•

I per cent. o! its stated value.

Made in all values from 0 to 60 ohms.
Price

1/6 each.

Clip' and B.,c

1/-

each

C. EDE & CO., LTD., BYFLEET, SURREY
Manufacturers ol

C. E. PRECISION RADIO COMPONENTS
AND BROADCAST RECEIVERS

WRITE FOR LIST OF COMPONENTS
AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE

"ORCHESTRAL
THREE"
The

Standard

Recei vcr

PRECISION WIRE-WOUND
ANODE RESISTANCE.

The wire used is speciall~· made and costs
£15 a pound. Each value is absolutely
COI'JStant.

20,000 to 50,000 ohms 3 '9.
60,000 to
I OO,OOJ ohms 4 9. 150,000 to 200,000
ohms 71•. 250,000 ohms 8/•. 500,000
ohms 15/.... Clips and Base 1;3 extra.

The resistance rcm~:~;ins constant

always and the srn~othness of
control is a notewerthy feature

2/9

to

3/9

Other values to order.

The Home For Your Wireless Set

Dubilier fixed condenser
with its di-electric of best
India Ruby Mica is herrrietically sealed into its bakelite
case to render it abolutely immune from the effects o1 damp or
dust.
Before being sealed, however, the
condenser element is subjected to
enormous pressure, immersed in
boiling wax, and kept so rigidly
clamped when assembled that the
excluded air can never regain
entry.
Finally the excellent bake-lite
moulding acts as an extremely
high resistance and prevents losses
through current
"creeping"
across between the terminals.
Years of experience and specialised
craftsmanship go to the making
of this great little condenser; see
that it figures prominently in
every set you build.

T

This HANDSOME PIECE OF FURNITURE will keep your wireless set free f! om
dust and locked up to prevent meddlement
Think of the comfort to have no more
wires across the room, no batteries on
tables or carpets; you just unlock and
tunc in!

Our Standard WIRELESS CABINETS

are made in three sizes, on mass produc~
tion line:>. hence the low prices, and can
accommodate any receiver or panel up to

30" x 18". SOLID OAK or MAHOGANY throughout (no plywood used) and
perfect workmanship guaranteed.

From

£4.15, 0.

Write to~day for Tr~e descriptive pamphlet
and suggestions for adapting your receiver
er panel in our Stnnd::;.rd Cabinets.

DELIVERY from ,tock ON APPROVAL
Thousand Cabinets already supplied to the
utmost satisfaction of our clients.
MAKERIMPORT CO. (Dept. 20),
50a, Lord Street, Liverpool.

I

The

· ..
.

.- . ' ·
--·

~

-

~

Dubilier Mica
Condensers.
Types 6ro and 620
(vertJcali :
o·oooos to o·ooog
mfd. 2/6
o·oor too·oo6 mfd. 3,'o·oo] to o·oog mfd. 3,'G
O'OI mfd.
4/·
o·ors mfd.
4/6

famous-LOEWE

,~

~

HICH VACUUM RESISTANCES
AND BLOCK-~ONDENSERS

~-· ar~ n?w available in Great

lOEW£0PADID ··

~"DJO
loEW
~.
I
W1

-~ Bntam They have been a
full success on the Continent, and will, no doubt, be
equally favoured by the British
public. Please mail the Coupon
below for free literature.
LOEWE RADIO eo., LTD.,

to!r~~~l~,l~~D~N~~.~·

1

.. 1---· ....---·-·-..·-·---·--·-·--.. --·-·- POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY ___ ;.,.

! To
I

1
1

THE

LOEWE RAOIO COMPANY LTD,

4, FOUNTAYNE ROAD, TO"i'TENHAM, LONDON, N.15.
Plea~e send me your ltteralure conferning LOE WE Hiqh V 'lCuum R.~sistances and

LOEWE High Vucuum Block Condenw

!

HE

usiLIER·· .·

·n•
·. .
.•

.. "" . ,, (f~3 ,....... : .

.

!

l

I

L-~!.~.:.:.::;;.;:.:=..~~:.:.:::.:.:.-.:.:.:.:=.:.::.:~:.::.~.:.:.;;~~.!~!!~:.:;;.·.:.:.:.:~·.:;::.:.::.;:;=;.:~~:.;,;::.:.:~~-::.:.: ___ ~

'1'.0.87.

Advt. of the Dubiher Condemcr Lo (IY2Sl Ltd,,Ducon W~..r!;.,,Vic.torta Rd., North Ac:on. WJ
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Useful Crystal Detector
or t'>l·o arro we were told by
some proph~ts that the crystal
detector and the crrstal receiver would soon be dead,· but the
humble mineral still holds an important place in the affection of rnany
listeners, for crysta I receiYers are
easy and cheap to manufacture and
most economical of all to run. Many
of the disachantages of the earlier
crystal receivers are now past. the
chief of these being the trouble of
maintaining a good contact of the
cat's-whisker. The advent of the
practical form of two-crystal detector
with contact under pressure has done
much to keep the crystal Llctector
alive, for such two-crv~tal detectors
generally called " pen;1anent," main~
tain their adjustment for very long
periods, even for months, without
any attention.
A good example of a well-made

A

YEAR
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~

A MONTHLY REVIEW OF
~
TESTED APPARATUS
~
(NOTE: All apparatus reviewed
- in this section each month has
been tested in the Editor's private
laboratory, und.er his own personal
_
supervision.)
:::
~.lllllll!lllllllllllllllllllll:llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l~

crystal detector is the " Brownie Permatector," this being totally enclosed
rmcl complete with clips for half a
crown. The general appearance of the
instrument can be gathered from the
accompanying photograph. A test
on a number of samples showed it to
be thoroughly satisfactory.
The
Brownie Permatector can be substituted very easily for the cat's-whisker
type in rtny crystal set without alteration of wiring, and can be recommended.

Ii
with their receiver. This disadvantage
is one under which practically all the
rone types labour, regardless of price.
In those cases, however, where
ample volume of signal is available,
the Sferavox gives very good result.s,
providing it is not overloaded.

Cone Loud-Speaker Paper
The Electron Company, Ltd., of
London, are now supplying, and have
sent us for inspection and test,
specially prepared cone loud-speaker
paper, so that amateurs may build up
their own cones. The importance of
this paper, its thickness and general
texture, is not generally realised, and
it is very sntisfactory to find that this
paper is now easily available, particularly as sati~factory driving units (for
Yibrating the cone) are available at

V

Handsome Cone Speaker

An " Ebonart" coil former and base,
oj tile type referrefl to in" IVImt's New "
last month.

The Sferavox cone loud speaker,
an improved model of which has been
submitted for test, has a particularly
smart appearance with its bright
polished nickel E<taml and silvered
cone. Although generally resembling.
in appearance its predecessor, the·
present model is really a free-edged
cone, the edge itself resting lightly
on a ring of rubber, without being
fixed to it.
Practical tests of the instrument on
broadcast signals, using a very good
receiver, showed that the reproduction was of good quality, the low
notes seeming to be better reproduced
than by the earlier model. The output
to input efficiency is not so high es
with the horn type of loud-speaker,
and those readers who have very
little volume to spare might be disappointed on testing the Sferavox
317

A l•andsome loufl spenlwr-tl&e "Sferavo~.''
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What's New-continued
reasonable prices.
One of thc~e
units, together with the
'' Six-Sixty "
cone
loud-speaker
paper, will enable any rca,ler of this
~ournal to make a thoroughly satisfactory cone. The paper is supplied
ready marked for cutting, and with
full instructions for making the cone
it,e!L It is identical with that used
by tlte maJority of makers uf cone
lo11cl speakers in Americ~t, and it is
ju:;t tlJe right weight aml texture for
the purpose for which it is dP~igned.
Two sizes of this paper arc sold, one
paeket at lmlf a crown containing a
~hcct for a small cone, :tJl(l one at
drivin~

in the past has been due to the unsatisfactory amplifier used with them,
and a well-designed horn speaker
properly supplied can give a really
excellent reproduction. The Orphean
horn type loud speaker illustrated
on this page is an example of an inexpensive horn type loud speaker of
pleasing appearance and- good volume.
Selling for thirty shillings, it certainly represents good value, and on
practical test reached a high ~tan,Janl
of reproduction.

Good Panel Transfers
From :',fes:-:rs. \\'ebb & Yeo we h<wc
rcceiYed specimens of the '· 1\.:omplcte" brand of p:mcl traliofen'
which can he affixe<l YE'J'Y easil\" to
ebonite panels, giviug the ·appear~nwe
of engraying. The range of labels
provided is sufficient to met>t the
need:> of all home constructors, and
contains a number which has not been
previouKly obtainable. Practical tests
on these transfers show that they
adhere easily and- firmly, and they
can be recommended.

Marconiphone R.C. Unit
The latest recruit to the mannselling small resistftnce·
ea pacity-coupling units for use with
the new high-magnification valves is
the l\'Iarconiphone Cqmp~ny, Ltd.,
who have sent us for trial and report
two of their units designated types A
and B respectively.
Type A is
apparently designed for use with reaction, while Type B will give a some·
what higher" mag." with RC. valves.
The units are metal-cased, proYiued
with good terminals, and are particularly compact, measuring only 2! in.
by I! in., by about lt in. deep, both
units being the same size. The resist·
ances used, as is the case in prac-tically
all the small-sized units, is of the
carbon type, this giving quite "ati~fac
tory service with the :J.J;n-le ('::trcnt~
handled.
factur~rs

three-and-sixpence for a cone of
larger size. The smaller size cone is
12 in. and the larger 19 in. diameter.
This paper and the well-known
Lissenola unit make an excellent
combination.

A Horn Loud Speaker
Although the cone type of loud
speaker is rapidly gaining favour,
there arc many who still pay allegiance to the horn type, if only for the
relatively high input to output efficiency which is very useful when a
limited number of valves is used.
Much of the distortion for which horn
loud speakers have been condemned

of uniform thickness with, of course,
the highest electrical properties. It
eau certainly be recommended to
those readers who wish to make an
efficient job of their coils. The tubing
is sold in lengths of 4 in., with a 3t in.
external diameter and an ?!·in. wall,

Tile " Magnunt" H.F. cltol~c, a revietv
wllid• appeared in last >nonth's
'' JJ'b•eless Cotlstructor."

of

a fornier of this size thus serving
excellently for a single-layer coil of
Litz or solid wire for the ordinary
broadcast wave-length.

Useful Experimental Unit
For use in conjunction with their
new straight-line transformer, Messrs.
R.I.-Varley, Ltd., are now selling a
very convenient and compact, unit
compril-ling condensers and resistances
so that the transformer can be used in
a number of different ways a41 the
experimenter desires. Space does not
permit us to detail the many forms of
low-frequency coupling which this
little unit will permit, in conjunction
with the R.I.-Varley low-frequency
transformer, Like other product.s of
this firm it is well- made, and should
certainly be obtained hy every user
of the R.I.-Varley transformer.

High-Grade Ebonite Tubing
The American Hard HuLL:·r· ('., n·
pany has sent Il-l ..:pe•.:i men~ of
Radion variometcr tubing. This is
particularly suitable for the home
construction of single-layer tuning
coils. Unlike most ebonite tube, which
has a rough surface and a wall of
varying thickness, the special Hadion
variometer tubing, as it is called,
has a polished surface and a thin wall
318

Tlae useful unit describe:l ab,.ve.

A Two-Stage R.C. Unit
The ever-increasing popularity of·
reeista.nceceapacity coupling for pu're
reproduction
in note-magnifying
stages has led to the prouuction of
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Open confession
He conceals nothing. There is
nothing up his sleeve. There's
no fifth-ace parked below the
table top.
He's the Peto & Radford
Indicating Accumulator. He
says whether he's fully
chargPd, half-charged or feeling very, very run down indeed. He's candid. Just glance
at the Indicating Balls and you
can tell at once how many more
hours of programme your accumulator is good for.
And that advantage is extra. Otherwise he's exactly like every other
P. & R. He's built for hard work.
His true capacity is what we say it
is. He's sturdy.

PETO &. RADFORO

ACCUMULATORS
.fhe beginning and the end in.

PO\'VER
Write for our leaflet to Peto & Radford,
50, Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.I
Indicating _
Accnmula-

torsfromzo
to 6o amp.

hours capacity actual.
P.C.F. 7.

30

amp.

hours

actvolts

ual. 2
Price 15,6

NOTE:

_.ill"!l~Uil!'l!

A

SIX

MONTHS'

GUARANTEE
goes with
every Peto
& l{adford
Battery.
'l'h!m.£ltctt·
·inyflu.tts.

.Re.gulation
of voltage
by· means ·of

WESTON-.
Instruments
gives improved
teception
To obtail) maximum results frobi your receiver
you must be,:sure that the H.T., L.T. and
G.B. voltages are regulated correctly. For an
exact measurement of these variable. voltages
use a Weston Pin-Jack Volttnetn with highrange stand. Only the Weston standard of
accuracy and -~eliability is sufficiently fine to
be o.f any use for such measurements.
·
The W eston free booklet ''Radio Control" explaim •
the necessity for accurat~ electricalconttol of your radio
recei\•er·and gives ·much helpful advice. Let ua have
your name ana address. .
.

MODEL 506 Pin-Jack Voltmeter complete with
high range stand and testing cables £2 : 10 : ()

WESTON·sTANnARD THE WORLD OVER
Pioneers since 1888

W tston Electrical lnstmment Co. Ltd:
· 15, Gt. Saffron Hill,
L<>ndoti, E.C. 1
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What's New-continued
a number of resistance-capaci -J'
units for use with the modern highmaunification valves.
ComparatiYcly rare, however, is the two-Htage
type, of which the "Lil:erty," illustrated in the accompanying photograph, is an exam;J!e. This unit, which
is quite compact, has six terminals
for connection to the plates of the
tlrst and second valves, the grid of
the second !lnd third valves, a hightension positive (common to both
valves) and a grid bias negative.
In view of the fact that quite a
different value of grid bias is required

The" I.ibe>·ty" R.C. amplifier.

resistance-capacity-coupled amplifier
for use with the new high-mu valYes
can be made.

In addition to these two coils, two
separate windings of resistance wire,
containing relatively few turns, are
overwound. In split-secondary circuits or others where the generation of
parasitic oscillation is a trouble, this
Epecial non-parasitic winding (the
two halves of the 11011-parasitic coil
are joined together in pmctice) serves
to damp parasitic oscillation without
absorbing any appreciable energy at
the main frequency.
Measurements show that the coil,

A Useful Coil for the

The R.l.- Varley filter cl•olte refcrrc<l to
in last J-uonfl&'s "' fl/ltat's New."

Experimenter
The Cosmos A.N.P. coil submitted
to this laboratory for ted is a very
useful contribution to the li~t
of good components now available for set builders.
The · letters
"A.N.P." stand for ·'Astatic Non-·
Parasitic," and the claims to the coil
are certainly justified.
The coil itself-or perhaps we
should say, the four separate coils
which go to make up the uuit--are
wound on a skeleton former made up
of eight insulating rod~ held in
position by two circular end-piece:>
which also carry six eontart blarlcs
which fit into a special base. The two
main coils are wound in opposition,
and are spaced about an inch apart.
When cormection is made to the base
in the correct manner, the two halves
of the coil are joined in serie,; in such
a way that their fields are in opposition, this giving an astatic effect, the
field of the whole coil being thus Yery
restricted .

A "Cosnws "A.N.P. evil an'l base.

. This ingenious coil and holder (Forma) was revietved in our January issue,
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~!"lH~I#SI ~I ®'j I~ IMF
e volume
sound./
You get full volume from the
" Gem " - not a breathless
whisper. It is a full-sized
Speaker to which you can
listen without strain. It treats
the music kindly, too, being
careful not to burr the edges.
IGRANI!l MICRO
CONDENSER.

The only small thing about the
" Gem " is its price-the Trade
is amazed that it can
be made and sold for
•

30

IGRAJU(l-.PACENT STRAIGHT LINE
FREQUDCY VARIABLE CONDENSER
gives an absolutely even distribution
of stations.
·00035 mfd.
Price
14 6
'0005
.. 18.6

,.

The most useJ 5mJ.!l capncity
cr:r.dcnser.

Price
Panel type (with Indigraph

Dial)
Panel

..

..

type

(with

knob)

..

.. 6 G
plain

..

.. 5

fi

Pa<lel type (without knob) 5/•
Baseboard type . .
• . 4 1•

IGRANIC
Con1ponents

Be kind to your eaTs hy
having the " Gem." Send
/or List and Name of
Dealer who will demonstrate.

that contribute to
the success of
The
Business Man's Four

LONDON RADIO MANa: CO. LTD.,
Head Office and W or.~s :-

Station Road, Merton Abbey,
London, S.W.l9.
Telephone - - • Wimb!edon 4658.

S.D.
18-1

GAMBRELL CENTRE-TAPPED COILS

AND

HOLDER

Universal Coils - use not being
limited to centre-tapped circuits,
lit any standard socket, easily
interebangeable, and occupy
minimum basebl>ard space.
Si~e.

a2

a

A

Bl

n
()

D

Bl
B

F

G

Price.

4/10
4/10

5/·
5/3
5/6
5/9
6/3
6/9
7/9
B/6

10/·

For fuller particulars of these and the many other
IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES send for the complete illustrated catalogue List No. H23. Jn it you
will find the components med in all the best
wireless ~ets.

Appmx. No.
oj z·ums.

18

~

40

50

75

lOO

150
200
3CO

500

IGRAIIIC IKDIGRAPH VERNIER
DIAL.
The finishinr touch to any set.
Station names may be re2istered in

the window and illuminated from ·

behind.

Price 7, 6

I G R ANIC· PACENT PRE-SE:i'
RESISTOR.
For ('fficient and convenient h~ue...
board filament controL
Resi3ta.nc-es

2. 6, 10. 20, 30 and SO ohms.
Price 1 !8

149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, E.C.+.
Works : Bedford.

FOR ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY

Branclres: Birmingham,

Write for our FREE Booklet " Concerning
Variable Cotrdensers.n Post Free on RequP.st.
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SOilS, Ltd., "CYLDON" WORKS, ENFIELD TOWN.
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Eri~tol, Co.rdiff,

Leeds. Manchester,

Ne~,.·;r::.stlt. C!~r.&tVJI•
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THE "BUSINESS MAN'S
FOUR"
-contin1wd from page 272

The filament of the high-frequcney
valve is eontrolled bv two rlleostab
in series, one being th~ volume control
and the other a calibrated resistance
'on the baseboard.
The object of
h~iviug the two in series is to enable
one of them to be used as a volume
control to reduce the sensitivity of
the high-frequency valve on very loud
signals while still obtaining the most
scllSitive and best arljustment of the
filament when i;he volume conttol is
at the full on position, or, in other
words, when the variable resistanc() 011
the panel is at the full on po.~ition.
Volume control by dimming the
high-frequency filament is now
known to be one of the most satisfactory methods of re<lucing strength
without introducing distortion.

explained, to the negative L.T. terminal of your accumulator and plug
the aerial into socket A of the wavetrap. For test it is presumed that
the volume control is at the full on
position. Now turn the dial hackwards and forwards and if you have

resistance on the baseboard until the
set just ceases to oscillate or give the
double" plock" at the t6por the bottom
of the scale. When you have arrived
at this adjustment the set is in -the
most sensitive state and is ready for
connection to aerial and earth.
Join your earth lead, as 1)reviously

(C01,ol'inued

o;1

page 324.)

Connecting Up
It will oecas:onnlly be found that
you get the double" plock" in the last
drgree or two on the top of the condct1scr scale and at the first Jegree
or two at the bottom. If this state is
found, introduce just a little more
resistance by the calibrated Yariablc

Note tlw •l'i•·i"!J of the flcut•·aUsing conrlcnser, antl the •netlrotl of •nounting tlw
Midget condenser. 'l'lw tcat•e-h·ap is shotl'n to the rigllt.

SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVERSFOR WORLD-WIDE RECEPTION.
The "EDDYSTONE" range of Short-wave Receivers enables
you to pick up programmes from the farthest ends of the earth on
the new short wavelengths, from 14. to 100 metres. ·In addition,
however, to covering this vast new field of interest, they are also
adaptable to the normal B.B.C. waveband and to any special
waveband if desired.
Reception of the present short-wave stations is guaranteed on all
receivers. In the case of the 3-valve set, Loud-speaker reception
of the American stations can be obtained nearly every night.

The "EODYSTONE" S.W. Inductances
unit {14-l 00 metrec.) can also be supplied

The "ATLANTIC TWO"

The "EMPfRE THREE"

as illustrated.
For head phone reception of S. \Y/. stations,
range 12,000 miles. Loud-speaker results
on B.B.C. wavebands. Glass or metal
panel. 14-100 metres. £10. 0. 0

Gives very loud head phone reception ~r in
some cases loud~speaker reception of S.W.
stations. Fitted with metal or glass panel.
wire-wound resistances and Fcrra.nti
transformer. £16 . 0 • 0

Plus £ l • 5 • 0 Royalty.

Plus £1 . 17 . 6 Royalty.

BBC

separately. Price 20/-,with full instructions

•

•

•

c Ol·1 s

E 1 { 250-550 Metres 11s. Od.
x ra
5XX Coil ~
• Ss; Sd.

SEND FOR COMPLETE S.W. LISTS.
London Service Depot:

Sore lUan.ujaclurers :

STRATTON & CO., LTD., l!romsgrove Street, Birmingham.

WEBB'S Radio Electric Storei, 164, Chariag Cross Rd., W.C.2,
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Build Your
THE IDEAL LOUD
SPEAKER KIT MODEL No. ~4.

What
About
Your
Future?

ONLY

AREwithyoutheeoposition
n tent

own Conef
•

£2.2.0
This is one of the most attractive
and cerlainlv most efficient Cone
Speakers en the market. It embodies
the famous Ideal 4-Pole Balanced
Armature Driving Unit.
This
guarantc es clear, pure and strong
reproduction of music and ~pecch.
The Illustration shows the Speaker
that is actually built. The Conr• is
16 inchc.< in diameter and has
an artistic gold cm bossed finish.
This · model can also be snp)'Iic,\
as a complete Speaker if desired.

and

This 1\.ii (omprises
all the components
for b u i l.d in g tlte
aimplcte
Speaker,
including tlt~ Dric·ing Unit, Pedestal
mzd Cone. It can
•be easilY assemolc.i
in ab:Jut 30 mi!lutc.

you occupy now-with
the money you are
earning -or do you wish
for something better
and something more?
Ask yourself these questions;_ then consider for a moment what you
ought to do. Don't for a moment imagine that integrity, punctuality,
and length of service will of themselves carry you far. The one
thing more than any other that enables a man to rise above his
fellows and win a way into the better-paid jobs is a sound and
practical technical training. He cannot possibly get such a training
in the course of his everyday work.
The r.c.s. originated spare-time technical trainin;: by post 36 years ago, anJ is b~
f&r'the largest institution of its kind in the world. It has teaching cen'raJ Ill eleven
· countrien and students in fifty.

Write to-day for full information as to how the l.C.S. can help you
in your chosen vocation. There are 36o Standard Courses, of which
the following arc the most important groups:-

they're labelled

e

BLUE

Witeless Telegraphy (Elementary ond Advanced)
Accountancy
Draughtsmanship
Sal•smanship
Advertising
Engineering (all
Scientific Management
Architecture
branches)
Showcard WritinJ
Building
~rench and Spani3b
Textiles
Commercial Art
General Education
Window Dressie1g
Commercial Training
Professione.l Exam~.
Woodworking
There is a special booklet for each group, which will b;
sent free on requcs!. Tell us the one you would liktJ to see.

SPOT

F. A. HUGHES & CO.,. LTD.,
204·206, Gt. Portland St., London, W .1.
Telephone :
Museum 8630 (Thtee lines).

u

Telegranls :
Distancing, W~sdo, Lon<lon."

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.

Manchester Office : 185, Prince•• Street.
Telephone: City 3329.

172, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

WIRELESS CABINETS IN SOUND QUA.LITY OF WOOD
-Highly

Polished

First-Class Cabinet Work

Makers of all designs for old and new Wireless
Sets as periodically announced in this journal
Special line of closed cabinets totally enclosing Batteries and Accessories

Thousands of satisfied users.

Send for Illustrated Price List

Money returned if quality and workmanship not equal to our guarantee

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., .MARKET" HAR"BO.ROUGH
THE BEST TIP FOR. 1928
USE FORMO COMPONENTS

LOG (or Mid-Line).

A sound variable condenser
which fills a long-felt want.
Specially designed to take the
place of the hotherto generally
used Fixed Condenser.
For
use as:

CONDENSER
Mounts either

'00035
'00025

Pane~

or Baseboard.

10/6

each
·ooos
Neutralising Conden;er
Aerial Condenser
The most Scientific Condenser yet
Grid Condenser
produced. Perfect in every detail
Reaction Condenser
of canstruction and ~etformance.
Phasing Condenser
SEND FOR ·cOPY of the FORMO HANDBOOK
Full Catalogue free on request.
Tone Control Condenser
with 2 Blue Prints, etc. Post free, 1'The FORMO Company, Crown WorJI:.s, 22.., Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.
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THE "BUSINESS MAN'S

FOUR"
-co1111:nucd from. page 322.

a reasonably good aerial you will
hear several stations, the local coming
in. of course, at tremendous strength
(as the trap is now out of circuit)
over a number of degrees on the scale.
When you have tried receiving several
station;; and have found how very
sensitive the set is, tune to the local
station and place your aerial in
terminal A2 • Now take a piece of
wood. cut at one end like u screw!lrivP~. and insert it in the cut the
knob of the adjustable condenser
on the \\"aYe>- trap, and slowly turn
this condenser backwards mid for\mrds until the strength of the local
staticn is reduced to its lowest value.

in

Typical Results
Kow try running over your tuninrr
t'c,de again and you will find that
vou will hear a number of stations
you did not notice previously and
that the tuning of the local station
will be very sharp. The final adjustment of the trap is· to tune to a
staiion a bout ten degrees away from
the local and slightly readjust the

*~!********************
;~
A LEAK ADAPTOR ~~
,,:. ,.

*
*

~*~**~**************

usual cartridge type of high
resistance is designed to fit
into small clips, and has a value of
anything from ·5 megohm upwardR.
Resistances of 100,000 ohms or
thereabouts, on the other hand are
commonly n.mch larger, cspeeiaily if
they are w1re-wound. The various

T

HE

MAGNUM RADIO PRODUCTS
• H.F. CHOKE
·Get maximum signal .strength over all wayelengths from so to 3,ooo metres by using this
Magnum Compom·nt. . High inductanreI6o,ooo microhcnries. Low Self-Capacitv8 micrc-microfarads.
~

Wonderful Value
7/6

List No. 1074

CALIBRATED RHEOSTAT

MAGNUM SCREENED
RECEIVERS
3, 4

List 1066.

}

or

FiG. I

Z8'f'9

....

:·;~-~~~-~~;;;~~~~;.·;~~-~·::·, ~:i·.=
...

1

i

Hca\'y dcn;ancl has enabled us to put these
complete sets ou the market at very low prices.
The " Magnum Screened " selectivity is most
pronou':ccd,_ and purity of reception ·is equally
well mamtamC'd.

1

4
1

descri~ed

in this is:ue.

~~~-l~;aa~l, ~~~~~;t·A~·~~h sf:l! Fr~~n~ .. a~~ ~ t ~
~?f~N:e(\e!~~n~im;;rn~~d ~1~ ;e xcuZ" fo~
F(·rrant1 Metf'r ...
:!,~g~~s~ri~l~adndard ,,r·av·e· T~:av:··a;··us~:d ill :: :
1

~~~!~!~~! ~~rJn ~-~~fe

::: :·.: ::: ::: ··· ···

7
2

M~gnmn Terminal rai:i~l ..,\'it'il 'io ''Ter:
1
\~V~ ;~s Val\:e HolderS'
RPinart z 6¥pin Coil :B:B c· ...
Igrauie Par-f'nt S.L:F. Co.nderiSer:· -0005

1
1 Indigraph Dial ...

... ... ... ... ... ... .
1
...
..
1 Base Mount.ing Rheo:-;tat, 6 ohms ... . ::
1 BasP Monntmg Rheostat, 30 ohms ... ...

:o~ois ~~~~~~-~le c_~_nct.~·.ns_~~· ."~~o: ..

:o

1 Yaxlf'y Panel Mounting. cornbinE'd 30ohm Rhrostat, <1nti On-and-Off ~\VitC'h
1 Fel'l'f~:llti Triple. Meter, Type R.3 F.A .• D_"S

2

~{s~o;r~~~e~~~~:~d ~~~?;'drt?s~~~~~063 ..mf'li. ::: .. .
tJ~~~~ ~.~~~~init~!·:g.

AUTO FUSE

A safety ~actor indispensable to every
valve rec~tver. Safeguard your valves
short circuits at this

from accidental
very small cost.

Lrst 1072

Including o·s amp.
{use bulb
• • 1 /6

BURME:JOMES
..>t;;l'~:··

&. C 0

MACMUM

• LT D • •

·•·•:e;-::,,,

HOUSE

TELEPHONE: HOP 6::1.57

6

s
6

5
3
3

o
o

6

9

1 J~iS$1€'11 Lenk, 2 lllPg. •. . . . . . . . . . .
1 Dubilif'r ~.C. Unif, with 1 nwg.
0

1 ~~:i'rnn~{sA<:.t*~ i~.F: .. Ti:an;fofiil<>r..

0

0
0
0

::: ::: ..........

0

aiid 'i

7 0
5 0
1 11

1

Glazite and Rundri<"S ... ...

H.T,

3

18
7

7·6
2 10
3 6
7 6
6

J.B. NrutraJising Condens0r
flyldon '' Bebe '' Condrnsl'r, :Qo"01 :::

Screened Three
£10 15 0
Screened Four
£12 15 0
Screened Five
£15 10 0
Royalties extra.

a

0

1~ ~

1~~~~H.be:#ixPd ·co~·d<>~·~cr:: t"'mfd . .' ..' ::: ···

PRICES:

3/·

1

1

5 valves

One of the most successful sets ever made.
The Magnum Screened Receiver. Three,
Four or Five Valves.

An entirely DE"\V design of an efficient cali~
brated Rheostat, suitable for val\ieS 'of alt'
n:akes .~u~ type-s, a typic'al Magnum producl of
lllgh ctllCIL~ncy and thorough workmanship.

Zero to 6 ohms
Zero to 15 ohms
Zero to 30 ohms

1/.?WER FOR LARGE CARTRIO(i£

as

For Efficiency and Se'ectivity insist on
the Magnum H.F. Choke.

List 1063

sizes are thus not interchangeable, and
if you want to try widely differing
values you find that you have to
change the holder as well as the
resistance.
An adaptor which will enahlc you
to fit the small cartridges into a big
holder is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
length of a large cartridge is 2~ in.,
and of a small one 1l in. The
acla pter fits on to on.c end o£ the small
cartridge, and consists of a k in.
length of copper or brass rod, of
slightly larger diameter than the
cartridge. One end is filed to a blunt
point, and the other end is hollowed
out -\vith a drill to accommodate the
·point of the cartridge. This device
is easily handled, and it holds the
cartridge quite rigidly in the elip.3.

trap condenser until the local station
is cut out altogether.
The following typical list of stations
receiYed within a very short period
on an average evening on a good
aerial will give the reader who desires
to make the set some idea of where
the stations fall on the diaL All were
quite free from London at eight miles.
WHERE THEY COME ON THE
DIAL.
58
86 London
Munich
84 Dublin
Yienna
46
81
5GB
Newcastle .. 43
77
Langcnberg
41
Belfast
74
Brunn
40
HanoYer
70
Frankfurt ..
35
Lyons
66
Berne
Hamburg .. 63 Dortmund .. 33

£19

0

0

f'a~inet

cnn b0 suppliE'd in Oak. as above, .£8110.'0.
Bemartz Coil for DavC'ntry, 14/-.
!'!'~~~('~~ the above components SliiJPI.etl separately a~

•

•••• "NOT"E:..:..;\~il~~~· ~· ~~~l~~l;t·e· ~~.t. ;,r. ~~~p;~~~t; ·i~· ~-l~;. ···i
chased togPlher. Marconi Royalties at, the rale of
:
... ! ~ :?. p;;·. ::..;~;-. !t.o}?;~. :;~. r~;·.a.~~:~ ..................... :
(":omponents

Constl'uctor,

.suppl~ed

tncludtng

for

all

Mullard

sets

for

the

"Master

Home

Three "

•

:

Cos~wr·
Maker.'' etc .• etc.
•
:
288,BOROUGM HIGH ST.
Catalogue- and lists
receipt
LO MD 0 M • S. E .I
~·······················=··a·································l.
w..;.,;:::'i~:.'Muw. .,,.:::f.,,.,,J,:.,,,.;...;,;:.;;:),......J...,;,!.....,,;...--.)L.:.,:L........:..:.............. -,.:.. ................ :.. uc .... .
'• Melody

sent on

of stamp.

•
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n:::::-;.::.~===~a::~~~-y,

CHOSEN FOR
MULLARD'S
MASTERPIECE

I

.

.f

Did you know that

~

1!

THE SOLODYNE

l

~

. H

)

~

<(!

~1

-one of the most successful sets ever

,!1

designed-has been

\~'

(

1

+ MODERNISED FOR 1928 ~ ~
)~

l

].JJ., S.L.F,

u
»

Incorporating all the latest advances

} in

radio, this

receiver

~~!

have never

)!

magnificent

brings m stations you

1 ))

--------~~------~~~~~

~

heard before.

m
ill
"The Master Three," the most wonderful
Receiver ever known to Radio, is fitted with
two J.B., S.L.F. Condensers, ·0005 mfd., 11/6,
and ·00035 mfd., 10/6. You must join the
many thousands who are constructing this
amazing Receiver. "The Master Three"
can be built in an hour, cuts out London in
London, and tunes in an almost inexhaustible
range of stations.
No soldering is necessary, and the connecting
wire, which is already cut and ·looped ready
for connecting, is given away to every person
who constructs the Receiver.
For the beginner and for the seasoned
constructor " The Master Three " provides
the greatest interest and entertainment 'both
in construction and results.

l'll
I

!J

l!

""-""'~~

!!R

Full constructional details, including ,,)
11

AFREE BLUE PRINT

l
l
~

are given m the January issue of

MODERN

WIRELESS

~~ 0~-~~::~~

Components make or mar any Receiver, and·
the great care exercised in the choice of the
most suitable components for " The Master
Three " led the designers to specify J .B.
Condensers. The unerring accuracy of the
two J.B., S.L.F. Condensers is one of the outstanding features of " The Master Three."

aJI'THIIOUI

FOR ~&RI NETS
and .f'ost to us for FREE list il!us!rCTtw•'
C!llnncts as shown 1.11 ·• w,·.-dess Cou5tructor R

etc., etc.

Delay means disappointment. Go to your
dealer to-day and ask him for your J.B.
Condensers.

·

NAME ......................., ..... ~ ...........................................~
ADDRESS ...........................................................................................

..

..

·······(;;v;i;~··{n bi;;~i: i~"ti~;~:·:pi~~~~:;-··-

..··

.CARRINGTON Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
Cameo Wodis,
Sanderstea1 Road, South Croydon
Telepbo~e: Cro~don o62~ (2!\nes).
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a hole in its centre and screwed into
a projection from the steel centrepiece constituting the north pole.
To complete the construction of
the loud speaker, it is necessary to
fit the pPrmanent mflgnPts. Before
parting them, take all RCrews out
o[ the :mrfaces on the hexagon aluminium pieces and keep them at hand.

A MOVING-COIL LOUD
SPEAKER
-continued from page 29!)

diaphragm while in position in its
cage. A brass screw is passed through

hl/MJNIVM f"irANEWORK
!iRMINIU.SfNSvt.AT.eD
F.li>tWf'RAM£ TOIYHICH

J/LVMINII/M fRAME TO

WHICH JIAGNETS ARE

fleXAGON

SrEEt.NUT

--..........._

B0t.r£o

"""'
&RAfAGI'IET6

\

~

LEADS FNOM .VonNfi--.

<:mt. ARE CONNECTED.

1~~
ro WHICH

THE AI.VNINJVM
MAMeWOI;>K 15 BOLreo.
CARDBOARD

stances must they be scraped or slid
apart, as this will lower their effi-

ciency. As so:m as they are separated,
look for their north poles (which are
marked), place them straight on
the steel and aluminium hexagon
surfaces, and fix them with the
screws.

The Question of Cost

5rE£L IIEXAGCN i5lc&PLAT£
rcALvMIIYIUM rRAM.E

The north poles of the magnets
must be fitted to the bottom end of
the loud SJ:leaker, with the south
poles nearest the diaphragm.
Take a pair of the magnets and
pull thPm apart. Under no circum-

~

~

RtiYG HOt.IN/'fG .thAPN~
X.:39

The loud speaker is now com1)lete,
but as it is of low ohmic resistance
(11·5 ohms D.C.) it is necessary to
employ a 25 to 1 ratio step-down
transformer.
Both the Ferranti
25 to 1 and R.I.-Varley 25 to 1 are
eminently suitable for the purpose.
Naturally, cost enters greatly into
the question, and though this particular type will be necessarily more
expensive than those of the electromagnetic type, owing to the expensive cobalt steel magnets, which
are 14s. each, thus adding another
£4 4s. to its cost (its total cost being
£9 9s.), yet the fact must not be
overlooked that it has no running
expenses.

''llllllllllllillllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll'-0

Mark your new diary
and make the resolution that you
will call and hear the latest
Gramophone Pick-ups. All the
leading makes in stock including
the 'Alden' with adaptor at 17/6
each and the 'Lissen ' using a
fibre needle at 15/- each .
..Pe have now m stock all types of
Jackson' s Condensers for the New
Mullard Master Three.
The one house where you can always obtain
the latest and best Radio Components.
OUR INTERNATIONAL RADIO CATALOGUE (3rd
Edition) will be sent to all ecthusiash sendin~ 6d. to
'over co3t of postage and packing.

WILL

DAY,

Ltd.,

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE,
LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone:
(2 lines)
Regent 0921 & 0922.

Telegram~:

TitleJ, Westraod, London.

-

fill'l-:7:\l\';7:'\ll~l\ll:;';';lll';7:'\ll~l\11';7:'\ll~ll\1:;';';111777
111~1111777
111 777
1111:::-:111777
111~1111777
111 777
1111:::-:l\l~ll\~llll:::-:111777
111~1111""111.,...,.1111""111.,.,.,111~11il.,.,.,lll,--llll,.,..,lll-ill..!ll!:::,r.
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\CABINET'S
lB.AR'G.AIN
COLUMN
.
.
MAGNIFICENT VALUE
Largo stocklt of rc<iilY u~:~~·
ful cabinets kept or made,

to order. Solid oak, gl::u;:s
finish.
American
type,
hiDg!jd lid. baseboard.
10 X 8 X 3
8/11
12 X 8 X 9
11/6
14 X 7 X 9
13/11
l6x8x9
16/11
18 X 8 X 9
19111
20 X 8 X 9
2216

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Carr. & Packing 2.'6 extra.

~~~a

MAHOGANY POLISHED 5/- EACH EXTRA·

IT IS IMPOSSmLE TO ADVERTISE
ALL THE WIRELESS PARTS NOW
ON SALE BUT IF YOU WANT•THEM

THREE-VALVE LOUD-SPEAKER SET TRY RAYMOND'S

FffiST!

TRY ONE OFTHESE I BE SURE YOU VISIT THE Bargain Window.
New 100-page Catalogue. Profusely illustrated
Daventry and m any Contfnentalsta.tJona.
Price 1/- Post FREE, allowed oil' first 10/- order
3

NOTE THE WONDERFUL VALUE.

(The set shown is two-va{rJe .)

Gets Local.

i:.:s<D~iG~~lf.crJ,!1J'd•• ir~:-d~~m~
Polisbed

American-Tyf"

tall

Cabinet

:;:~~~~~~~~~~S~t;~~:B;~~~;
It sounds unbelievable, doesn• t

TWO·VALVE SET

£5 5 0

1t r

£

cL

•·

6 {6'0
Nett.

exact to above
specilleation
CARRIAGE AND
PACKING 6.·

MARCONI, EDISWAN, OSRAM, B. T.H.,
COSMOS VALVES at USUAL PRICES.

SET OF THE SEASON

coss·OR

MELODY MAKER

COMPONENTS FOR SAME
£4 10 0 Kit.
2 Ormond ·0005; 2 Do ... S.M. Dials: 6 T.C.C.
Condeusers. ·001, ·002. two ·0003, ·0001. 2
mfd.; 2 Grid Lk. Clip•, B.B.;' 1 Var. B.B.

Rheostat; 3 Dubilier Lea.ks, ·25. 3, 4 meg.; 3
Lotus . V.H.; 1 Ferra.nti A.F.3: 2 Panel

AMPLION, CLIMAX, BENJAMIN, WEARITE,
COLVERN, DETEX, DUBILIER, PENTON,
EDISWAN, ORMOND, FERRANTI, HARLIE,
IGRANIC,
. LOTUS,
LISSEN,
FORMO,
MARCONI, MULLAB.D, OLDHAM, WATMEL,
POLAR, EXIDE, W. &
B., DUBILIEB.,
McMICHAEL, UTILITY, HELLESEN, B.T.H.,
SIEMENS,
BUB.NDEPT,
EVER - READY,

LEWCOS, BELLING·LEE, and all proprietary
lines stocked.

minals. Name Tabs. Glazite. 9-v. Grid Bias

(all as specified),
Drilled
High-grade 21 x
7
Polished -Panel, with Radian
Strip, FK:CE with above kit.
·H'attdSome Aru:erican Cabinets,
hinged lid, baseboard. List:

NOTE
NOTE

~~~~s:~k·.· fl~;t '3~?~~ ;f:ra~~,:.nlf

purchased with above kit. ALL

CARRIAGE
EXTRA.

THE NEW NO. 3

ORMOND S.L.F. CONDENSER

AND

PACKING

·00025, 5!6; ·00035, 5/9; ·0005, 6/-. With 4-!n.
Dial._ Wi!h Friction 55-1 4-in. Dial, 61- each cxtr~.

'· MULLARD MASTER THREE ,•

.•0003,

NO SOLDER-ONLY 20 WIRES TO CONNECT

ORXOND, Square Law Low-Loss. ·0005, 9.6;
8/6 (1/6 each lC'sS no vC'rnier): Friction
Geared, ·0005, 15/-; ·0003, 14/6; ·00025, 13/6.
Straight Line Frequency Friction Geared,
·0005, 201-; ·00035, 19/6. S.L.F. ·0005, 12/·;

i?~~~M~~T

RHEOSTATS, Dual, 2.'6; 6 ohms or

Potentiometer, 400 ohms, 2/6.
·0001 :e'ead;ion, 4/-: Air Dielectric, 2/-: NeutraliSing, 4/-; Neutrodyne, 2/-; Twin Gang,
ohms

21-.

.0005, 32/-: Triple,
Geared Dial, 5/-.

40/-.

H.r.

Choke,

7:6.

·0005 mfd.

(.T.B.)

1 H.F. cboke (Climax).
3 Anti- vibratory v a 1 v e
holdt>rs with tcrminnls
(Pye).
Pair
panel
(Magnum).

brackets

4 Terminal~>~:\., E .. L.S.-~

LOG·MID·LINE

L.S.+ (Belhng-LeE>).
1 S<'t of AB C connecting
links (JunitJ.
2 Spade terminals - 1 red.
1 blark (Ef'lex)

5/1 1

t:~

With other goods only

yours J

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS
EVERYBODY is wanting
to buy one. but the prices
are Mill high. We could n•)t
afford to sell one at 16!11
alone. but if you "tan sPa

BRAND NEW.
LIST PRICE 36/·

?ii~E 16'11

your way to b1;y some more
goods 1alue 50/• (at ustzi\l

Complete with Cord
and Needle.
With other goods only

prices). you can purchase one
of these at the same time
(only}. Sold as part of our
advertising scheme.

ACCUMULATORS, 2 v. 40 amps.

or

COUBSB,

yn;~

BRAND NEW.
LIST PRICE 8;11

say

~~~:. i" \~er'\~""rhe~~ \~-~~

OUIJ

CATCH. It's s)mply we want
1

~!im;t~:e ~~\~nY~u alg tl!~
hf;~-cE11ssY 0 1~cu~a~J~irogr t~{;~

4' 11

PRICE
Other ~zes

!'goods
~~i-t/l~~t ~gl~ a~t o~~'Sf~1~;
and it is yours.

equalJ,

cheap.
With other goods only

LOUD SPEAKERS

THESE LOUD·SPEAKERS are really wonderful
valne. And :ron cn.n, purchase at same time with otht'l'
goods ynlue from 201· up to 50_1... ¥any well-known
non~proprietary

makeR are shown

BRAND NEW.
LIST PRICES:

In

wwdo\V,

With other goods only.
16/11. 20/-, 21/-, Z5t-, 30/-, 40/•, 50/•,

p~~& 8/11,10/6, 12/11,15/·, 21/-,30/HIGH TENSION BATTERIES

JUST AS MANY HIGH-TENSION BATTERIES
aJ'G bC'iJ.lg MW~ (but they must -be goo.d) Thrse are a

first~clasS make. Buy a 60~volt for 3!6 with your 20/~
o-r-der, and a lOO-volt for 5111 with 25f .. order. LOOK
WHAT YOU SAVE!

60 volt.

100

OUR
PRICE

3'6

OUR
PRICE

volt.

BRAND
NEW
LIST
PRICE 11.6
With other goods only

1

5'11

SLOW MOTION DIALS for fine tuning
FUL DIALSY and you must

nnit,

(RI~Varley).

type

A

L.F.

tratJsformcr, G.P
(R.I.-Yarlcy).
Combined grid leak, 2
Ulf'golnn:;::, and eOJJdenser.
·OOQ3 mfd. (Mullarri).
8 1~~~1~c(~~~~~~~;s~~4 rrd._ 4
Sliifable length 'of l'f'd and
bla('k ftcx.
1- Ebonite bnsi1,:; in dinm.
j! lll.
hole, 3116tb 111
thick.

pack:ng extra.

for '' Radiano Three '' and alf
Sets in this issue.

THESE ARE WONDER-

have nne to make .your set

more selective. Make up your
for a ·further 10!6
•vorth <)rdin:try goods and it
js yours for !l./3.

order

OAK CABINETS

BRAND NEW•.
LIST PRICE 4 6

P~~~E

2'3

With ether goods only

With other goods only

AMERICAN CABINETS

(Mahogany Polished) Hinged :{.id, Baseboard'

NO WIRELESS Si:T is ('Omplete without a cabin<:!t.
is it? So just to llelp you on the wa.y, you ean buy a
12 in. by 8 in. for s; .. .:with 25/· worth of ordinary
goods, and 14 jn. by 8 in. for 7/ll with 35/ ... worth.

12 l [ 8

BRAND
NEW.

lJflE

. OUR
PRICE

Sf•

14 X 8
BRAND
NEW.

P~y;ck

OUR
PRICE

7f 11

10 9
15 11
American type, opens at
With other goods only.
back, compartment underINDOOR AERIALS
BRAND NEW.
neath for batteries, etc.

Sq. Law
'001 •. 9i6 '0005 •• 8/7/11 ; <:;ods. 60 X, 8/4;
'0003 .. 7/250X, 919,
Neutralising • • . . 3/6

12 by 8 by 9 in, deep
16 by 8 by 9 in, ,

18/11
25!11
Case and Carriaoe 2/6
Solid Oak, &:lass finish,
beautifully made.

DON'T FORGET TO RE~tD THE
BARGAIN COLUMN.

·K. RAYMOND

LEICESTER SQ. TUBE

'Phone : Oerrard 4837.

Ask for back of Daly's Theatre
This address is oppoaite.

274 28a, LISLE St.,
LONDON, .W .. 0.2.

3' 11

on and off switch (Bul

gin).

LIS SE N d. B. CONDENSERS Special Prices for Kits of· Parts
T.T. Fl"iction Ve ...
'0005, 16/6 '00035, 15/9
'00015, 16/S.L.F.
·0005, 11/6 '00035, 10/6
·00025, 10;· '00015, 10/-

OUR
PRICE

wano one for 31'11, :;ou need
orlly make up a little order
value or a further 201.. at

ordinary list prices and it. is

£6 17 6

FREE.

BRAND NEW.
LIST PRICE 7.11

R.C.C.

And 3 Mullard P.M. Valves.
Try our NEW VARIABLE
CONDENSERS, made on
!he Log-Mid-Line principle,
ABOVE KIT
"0005 or ·oooa, with a 4-in,
Triolite Dial, th• best YOU
High-grade Aluminium Panel
can cuy, for the moderate {drilled), G.B. Battery and 120 volt H.T
pric& of
~j~ah.
given. free with above.
All carriage and
Valve-Holders, 1/- i Fixed
Con., 1/-,1/6; LeaKs, 1/-;
Switches, 1/6,2/6; Latest
2-way Cam Vernier, 4/6;
Rheostats,2/6; B.B.,1/6;
Lisseno!a, 13/6; L.F.
Transformers, 8/6; 100 v.
H.T., 12/~1; 60 v. H.T.,

For H.T. & L.T.

NEW.
LIST
PRICE 611

S.L.I<'. variable C'Ondcnser,

Sf •

OUR
PRICE

With other goods only

:,.J,',?~~~~'!'n~~~~· "it~l~

The cotnponents specified:
1 Broadcast wave Maste11
'J'hrt'e roil (ColYern).
Long.\\"ave Master Three
coil {Colvel'n) .

BRAND NEW.
LIST PRICE 9 11

DOUBLE READING VOLTMETERS

BR AND

Terminal strip, 2~ in. x
2 in. X i i~.
Coil· base {Lewco;;).
S.L.F. variable roni.lenser,

other

LOUD SPEAKER UNITS
1I' YOU SPEND 201fl:rtller in ORDIXARY full
Jir;t priced goods, you can at
the same tirae lonly) buy une
of
these
wo.:qn.ERFUL
UNITS.
hand8ome
appe:~r4
an~e. make lovely orr:st!nts.
JCST THIXK. OXLY 51·.

COMPLETE SET OF COMPONENTS

·00035 mfd. (J.B.)

post

Callers only when ~uyiog
goods. See matter at stde,

to

Switches; 1 Cossor Melody Wound Coil; Ter·

UNITS and PICK-UPS. all makes.

30

Sold

COME TO
(Important)

DARIO VALVES
(Genuine Radio Micro)
Best in the World.

Witb Lead-in and Insulators
A SPLENDID LITTLE
AERIAL,
design.

~~·g~~~~

copper.

sperial

You can buy one fur

:t f~~~~~r p~/;e~~·ortb

LIST PRICE 2'·

OUR
PRICE

1'

· •

With other goo«<s only
SIX·PINHF Traruformer.Jong orsbortwave. Spli
Primary or. Split Secondary
BRAND NEW.
THESE are a first-class
LIST PRICE 7/6

!~~~c t~ndben.e:gpr~~-~~te1~ ~

OUR

3'6

PRICE
BIVOLT 2-v. ·05, 7/6:• purchas-e of a further 15/·
Witbotbergoodsonly
~ocd
akr 8
:o~~5 ~~o~tJ~ ~~cg~~d~,:~tipes you
·05. 7/6; Lcud Speaker ABOVE GOODS SOLD TO CALLERS ONLY.
NO POST.-Please read Dlatter at side of eaclt.
Valve, 10/9; 3•5 R.C. ·07
item oare!ull::v to avoid m18take•.
7/6. Post 6d. each.

s85
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Builders!

Set

Use "Red Triangle"
Pane I
for
your

W~®®®®®®®®®®®srt®®@@@@

I OUR NEWS BULLETIN~
ty

~

Some of fire More lnterestiny
ll<tJ>penings in the Radio JJ'orl<l
tlois Monllr.

®.

ebonite can spoil a good Set.
CHEAP
Don't use it. Use a good panel.
Use a guaranteed panel. Use " Re.d
Triangle" panels. Every "Red Tnal)gle " Panel is cut dead square and
highly polished one side-matt the other.
Any size available. Sent by return24 hours' cut panel service.
Rlack: !, "thick, ~d. sq. inch.
Bc•untifully :llahogany Grained: -1 '~" thick,
lcl. sq. inl'h.

l'ost Free.

RED TRIANGLE
EBONITE
-Specified in all leading Sets,
including the
COSSOR. MELODY MAKER
Keystone "Midget" Reaction
Condenser
Ideal for t bo
many
po,:;itionA
w lJCre
a small capueit.y condenser
is
rcq u i n~u.
An nlunliniurn
shi<>ld
prevents
ham[.

capacity
effect.-;, n nd n

special taper
boaring p:ivos
a beautifully
stnooth mO\'Cnlent. Accur-

ately designed and ~igidly constructed, this
Keystone comlensor '" ba~k?d by th~ usual
Keystone guarantee of efficwncy.
Capactty
·oOOI mfd. Price 5/6

COPEX 6-PIN BASE
Standard spacing with
termina Is arranged for
easy accessibility. For .
use where the st.andaru
6·pin coils are utilised
without the act u a]
r creen. Price 2/9
Key>tone Fixed Resistors.

Well-made

and

2f3

Resi,tor only 1/6. Ba&e, 9d.

lf1l Send a po>tcard for full !i't of details
':11 and, if requirert, fully illuetratcd
Catalogue " \\' " of qualit.y

eom}H.m<'nts.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd,
77, City Road, and
62, High Holborn, London
Also

4,

Manchester

Musical Howls

A

deal of nonsense and a
good deal ot hyperbolical comment has been indulged in
with regard to the apparatus recently
demonstrated by Professor Theremtn.
Before me at the moment 1 have
scYeral newspaper cuttings, some of
them bearing l!eadings like this :
"Music from the Ether," "Wireless
Howls as Musie,"" l\1agieal Melody,"
atul SO OIL
As a matter oi J'aet, Profe;;sor
Theremin uses an appamtm probahly
similar to a super-heterodyne cireuit,
which just" howls its head off," but
arlmittedly in a melodious way, and
hy f.'lectro-stntic capaeity effects with
his hands the Professor can play
to!lcs and control the volume of the
musical howls emitted by the apparatus.
GOOD

Try It Yourself
Professor Theremin's apparatus
consists of what appears to be a fourvalve wireless circuit with two small
aerials, a loud speaker, and the usual
accumulators, etc. With this novel
stunt apparatus he is certainly proficient, and at the Savoy Hotel a few
llays ago 1 attended a demonstration where, with his right hand
moving as a violinist moves when
moving it over the strings, and with
his other hand moving . to and fro
near a second little aerial for controlling the volume, he played some
simple airs such as " Ave Maria "
and "The Swan" 'in a very attmctive way.
But the amusing part about it is
that many famous people have expressed almost incredulous amazement at this wonderful invention.
For instance, Professor Einste.in has
said:

to

" It is next. to impossible
form an idea
of the qiUtlity of the eletnentary toneo Thercmin
produces, for this sound brought. freely from

spare is a new phenomenon wh1ch affects our
nerYes considerably."

finished.

Yalues to suit all makes
and types of valves. Wh.~n
orderino
please speet!y

YU!Yes and Vllita~e.of
accumulators. Prtce

~]3

® f0c6]£r:$N8®®.S:ii6Jf ®06\J®srt E!Jf§;Eff®6:?

"Wireless Constructor"

Set and we will drill
it FREE!

~
~B

Straet,

Liverpool.

The latter sentence is perfectly
true, as anybody with a howling
wireless set knows! If you want to
repeat Professor Thcremin's experiments in a crude way set your
receiver howling-make it early in
the morning when you won't worry
anybody--and then move your hands
backwards and forwards r:car the
set. The capacity effect of your
!tnnds will affect the pitch of the howl
(Continued on page 329.)
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If your reception is unsatis~
. factory, see that your Valve
Holders are guaranteed to
absorb shock and eliminate
microphonic noises.
Only Valves efficiently protected by good valve holders
give perfect results.
When the valve pins enter the
sockets of the Lotus Valve
Holder there is an imme~
diate and lasting connection.
The leg sockets expand and
automatically lock, and the
floating platform in which they
are fixed is suspended by four
. phosphor ~ bronze · s p r i _n g s •
These springs have great
mechanical strength, but are
sufficiently resilient to absorb
any external shock liable to
damage the valve.
NOTE THE NEW PRICES:
Valve Holder without ter-_ 1 f6
minalsValve Holder with ter_- f~
1
minalslAll anti•micropbonic type.

Lotus J111h•e Holtlers a1•e used and
•·er·on•n•cn<led in tire lllullar·d
circuits ·in Radio for tire .'Uillion, a11d m•e ideal for use
\in tire lllaster 'l'lrree
and tire Cos.~ or
IUclody lllalw•··
Use the•n in
YOUR.nc;vt

set.

'From all Radio Dealer..,

J~1nor~

=:-=-=:c=-~

VALVE HOLPfR,
~~~

Made by. the mafr.ers of the famous Lotus Remote
Control, Lotus Vernier Coil Holder, and Lotu1

Jacks, Switches and Plugs,

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works,
Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.
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and, with a little proficiency, you will
soon be able to phiy simple tunes
just as anyone, after a little practice,
can play simple tunes on a one-striDg
violin.

Build {ou~
set with

A Star "Turn "

1'-t..-bia
vnuau

One more comment, and I lmYe
done with this ingenious stunt,. At
the Savoy Hotel demonstration I
met several well-known people who
had been invited. Tl1ey included
Sir Oliver Lodge, }fr. Bernard Shaw,
and others. Talking to them afterwards, I gathered that they were not
particularly impressed and yet the
following comment was publi~hed in
the " Daily Express " :

~ ..

A BATTERY AND A HAlF
Columbia "Layerbilt" has a capacity
THE32152%
greater than any other battery of

the same weight and size-in other words, it
has about half as much again electrical ellici~
ency. lt will last much longer than the
ordinary battery, and is by far the cheapest
io the long run.
No waste space, no risk of broken or loose
connections.
U~ed by all discriminating radio enthusiasts
because of its performance and economy.
PRICE

i

25/-

Layer building is a process perftcted at immt11Se
cost by the wo1lci's largest battery mallltjt£cturcrs,
and the·" Layerbilt" is sold under Satio11al ,
~
Carbon Co.'s full guarantee.

J. R. MORRIS I
15. KINGSW AY, LONDON, W.C.2,

I

Scotland: ]. T. CARTW R[(;HT,
3, CADOGAN ST., GL.•lSGOJV.

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
Electradix Components for
the " 31 Tested Circuits "
and Mr. Pcrcy Harris's new circuit
can be obtained more cheaply here
than anywhere else. For instance,
we can supply a centre-tap L.F. Ironclad Choke of correct imperlancc for
2,'- only.
5··Guinea Violina Loud
Speakers for 25/-.
Multi- range
Dixonemeters, worth £IO, for 55.~.
Multipliers 6,6 each.

We are the Bargain House of London.
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

PANfLS
FOR WIRElESS SETS, IN PAOAUK,
the Ideal wood. Prices from 1 2! ft. super,
according to size.

CROWN SAW MILLS, LANRICK RD., POPLAR. E.14

~gP.I!~a~:t~~s~~bl~p~!a~~-~a~~ I

or excited-field type Speakers.
amplifiers_, transformers, etc.

Suitable

i
:

eo., I
81, Oxford Ave., Merton Park, London, S. W.20.
CROMWELL ENGINEERING

I

j

1

Ph?'":_!Vimbledoll zorz.

As a matter of fact, the impression
I got was that the majority of people
present were rather bored, and certainly, in my talks with Sir OliYer
Lodge and Sir Henry Wood, I got
the impression that these two eminent
people were more amused than
amazed, although, like myself and
everybody present, they admired the
cleverness of Professor Theremin in
controlling the oscillations and the
expert way in which he produced
Yarious tunes. If Professor 'l'hercmin
tours the music-halls with this :1pparatus I have no doubt he will be a great
success.

Amateur Radio

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

-

"The audience sat entranced. A look of
extraordinary interest overspread the face of
Sir Oliver Lodge. ~Ir. l~ernard Slmw sat with
folded anns and eyes immuta!Jly tlxctl on the
performer. Mr. Arnold Bennett craned his neck
round a pillar in order that he should mi" no
part of the player's movements. Sir Gera!r! dn
Maurier's face was fllled 'vith admiring wonrler.
Sir Henry Wood and Sir Frcderic Cowan sat in
rapt attention."

:

At a recent meeting of the General
Committee of the Manchester and
District Association of Radio Societies, a decision of considerable importance was arrived at.
It was
decided that at its next General
Meeting the Association is to be
recommended to change its title to :
" Association of British Radio
Societies," and to launch a campaign
to bring in other radio societies, particularly in the Xorth and :\Iidlands.

P.O. Revenue
Listeners are certainly doing their·
share in helping to increase the Post
Office revenue, for I have just lward
that a rough estimate of the total
number of letters received at Savoy
Hill this year, apart from purely
business matter, is 60,000, and to
every listener who asks a legitimate.
query, or offers a sensible and constructive criticism, a reply is sent.
329

36 Indicating
Tops.
We illustrate
a few.

Price 41d. each.

( Termmal TZLC\
Plain Top 3d. each
<Terminal T2LN),

•

T~EY hold like a vice any sort of wire ot

end. Plugs can be secu1·cd at to~ or side.
are 36 \'arieties of i_ndicating tops,
They cosl:
8 nd six colours are available.
no more than any other nickel .. plated tcr.minals with indicating tops, and they are
better,
NO SOLDERING
if you use Eelex Terminals as the stem is
slotted and nut is supplied for holding
wires firmly.
Th~re

SEND FOR;\~.~~~-·
I

..... .,._

THISFREE ·
CATALOGUE

Packed with Interest
for the Radio Owner.

Every experi.
menter and constructor
should send fer a copy of catalogue V24,
which contains, besides full details of the
Eelex System of Standardisation, fi host of
acce_ssories of exceptional value. Here ar~
a few:
Multiple connector and combined on-andoff switch.
Lightning switch,
Moisture retaining earth.
Twin plug and socket.
Frame aerials.
Switches (all kinds).
H. T. battery boxes.
Electric soldering irons.
Anti-capacity valve holders.
Voltmeters, ammeters, and galvanometer~.
Morse tapping keys, etc., etc.

Every discriminating wireless cc.nstruc·
tor should have catalogue No. V24.

Drop a postcard to-day to :-

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House,
Bunhill Row, London, E.C.l.
Telephone:

Clerkenwell qzBz-3.
Bovoh4m Service Advt.
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THE "SENTRY" WAVEMETER
-conlin11fd .from page 28.3

d'~

At last\

a. ·chEtaP permanent
source of H.T. Supply that
re-charges itself overnight
Here Is really wonderlul news !or all wireless
listeners. Install the Standard seu-gener·
ating Leclanche battery and obtain positive,
permanent H. T. supply at a lower cost than
ever before.
Just think nt it ! You can definitely do
away with the ever-present worry of rundown batteries and spoiled programmes.
The Standard battery Is simplicity ltsel! to
maintain. Use it how you will-evening
after evening, it supplies a steady current
that maintains
wonderful clarity of music
and 5peech.

and pull out the on-off switc.:h. Set
the dial about half-way round and
leave the knife switch open, in order
to get the. bowl. ,Put the ;yave-meter
close to the aerial or. earth lead of your
receiver, listen on the receiver headphones, and tune it till you pick up
the howl. · On closing the knife
switch the howl should cease a!1cl you
should hear. nothing from. the WaYemeter.

Testing the Instrument
To test the waYe-meter for uninterrupted continuous-wave oscillations,
tune your· receiver to a broadcasting station, switch on the wavemeter with the knife switch. closed

Plantations
and Panels.
4. The long, thin rubber
sheets are now dried

a

W

HEN the powerfuL roUer
machines havz expressed alt
impurity from the rubber,
the long thin sheets are hung up to
dry, where they are left for some time
preparatory to shipment.

9et tiJ1>JRe ~ ;

'fake the fut at&P by sending for fREE.
Booklet describing every deta.ll for Install·

[

lng and ma.inta.lnlng thia auper-ef!lcient and
money-saving battery

'"'
,

-l ,

·

-ro-,
~': ~, ·~
I·rorz::v-ALVT·-;;r-3·-fivm-E-....
SETS:
~ tiETS: ISUPEh SETS: ·k..J
!A. I tJ 25/1 D; 10• 37/3 P.:<128 69/61 ~~!>,
!~..?..!.~-----.!~_: ______v!!~~----1 ·r·,., ··' :·

Goo4a for 10/- or over carriage- pa.ld. Deterred Terma
easily a.rra.nged.
State number and type of valves when ordering.
Write now to--

Dept. (G), WET H.T. BATTERY CO.,
12, Brownlow Street, London, W.C.l,

STOCKED BY }fALFURD'S C\'C/.Ii '10UES.

s~

~~~~
~'{~~~

'11JeVital Power mRat/io!

M.B.3'\-

REPAIRS
THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE accompanies
all our repairs. Any make of L.F. Trimsformer,
H_eadphones or Loud-Spea!wr repaired to tr:~-ax·
imum efficiency 4,'- Po5t Free. Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
Dept "C"

214,High Street, Collier~ W~od, London,S.W.l9.
COMPLETE SETS, LOUD S.PEAKERS.

~~:~Tc.~~~NJIS.Ci~~~~ts.

including
the Mullard Master 3, Cossor

Melody Maker, also thP nC'W

t

circuit featured
in this issuo.

Send Ji.o:t

I..L-'"'•1""_. of rcqmremPuUt, and
best monthly terms \\ill

be Quoted by return.

TilE F.D.P. COMPANY (Dept. C.)
41. GREAT 'l'OWER STREET. LONDON. E.C..

rePIYin.? to adverti~e·
menls please mentwn

WHEN
" Wireless Construcltll', "
attention.

to ensure prompt
THANKS l

and rotate its dial until you hear the
beat note in the receiver headphones.
Do not turn the dial of the wavemeter too fast or you may miss the
beat note. If you find any difficulty
in picking it up, open the knife switch,
tune the wave-meter till you hear
the howl and then close the switch,
when the beat note will be audible.

Finding Stations
With the help of the instructions
and diagrams given you should now
be in a position to build the wavemeter. You can also use it. as a check
to enable you to find again any
stations which you may pick up.
When you find a station on the receiver, switch on the wave-meter and
locate the beat note, noting the reading of the wave-meter dial. You can
th~n find that station on another
occasion with the assistance of the
howl. The methods of calibrating
the wave-meter and using it will be
dealt with in a further artirle.

............................................._.. *

!:P!;~~g ~!~i~L!!~;: !

...................................... ~
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If a sheet of this rubber contains the
slightest fl,a.w or impediment it is
never shipped for the manufactun
of Resiston Panels. That is why, if
you examine the Resiston Panel
which your Wireless Dealer wilt
show you, you wiLt find no blemish
to mar its beautiful surface. That
is why you wilL marvel at its great
strength. Why you wilL aPPraise
its rich colouring-as fresh after
months of use as when ')OU buy it.
That,too, is why Resiston' s insulation
is so perfect, and why its dielectric
constant is so low. That, in short,
is why Resiston is the Perfect paneL.
Ask your Dealer- he knows.
Resiston Pan:'ls come in 13
'-Jl stock sizes in Black and M a ..
hogany.grained. From 6 in. x 9 in.
in Black, 3/5, to 8 •n. x 30 in.
Mahogany-grained 19/-.

£11

"24 hours Cut Panel Service"
Ad~!. American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd.. l3a,

L·oreSt. KG

({Al24U
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HAPPENINGS AT SAVOY
HILL
-continued from page 300

League would be to guarantee the
success of the campaign. As for
listeners in general, such a rapprochement would be gladly welcomed.

London's Twin-Wave Statior)
The first of the new permanent
Regional Transmitters has at last
reached the " bricks and mortar "
stage. I hear that the B.B.C. is
going in for rather elegant designs in
the architectural plans. But it is
not this aspect that interests listeners.
There is a growing i~patience at
the delay in the carrying out of the
change-over to t}ie long-talked-about
regional scheme of transmission.
The B.B.C. should be under no
illusions 'about the urgency of making
haste with their new plans. Licence
revenue figures are dangerously near
the fatal downward curve. A great
effort should be made to put in hand
simultaneously the whole five of the
new Regional Stations. If the accounts' given of the results of 5 G B
are accurate, then there seem.-l little
reason for anticipating radically different conditions in other parts of the
country.

Calm in Scotland
After a year of tumults, and " confusions," Scottish broadcasting appears to have settled down and is
now aceepted with much more general
satisfaction then ever befare. l\!lr.
Cleghorn Thompson has extricated
the B.B C. from most of its
difficulties North of the Tweed, and
has made it possible for Sir J olm
Reith to look forward with growing
pleasure to his occasional visits to his
native heath.

The Private Affairs
Broadcasters

of

When two young B.B.C. engineers
harmlessly motoring through the vales
of Tooting side-slipped into a fire
alarm, their misadventure became
the subject of a news story of interest
to all the agencies. Which is another
indication that our broadcasters cannot divide , their lives into two
parts like_most peop1e do.
For those who work at Savoy Hill,
be they Directors or office boys, the
duty day is twenty-four hours.
Broadcasting is of such intense general
interest that those concerned in it
may be said to have none of the
ordinary privileges of secluded private
life l

THAT
There is a story told of a famous
singer that he could sing a certain
note in.to a wineglass and smash it
into fragments by the vibration.

BENJAMIN ClearerTone Anti-Microphonic
VALVE HOLDER
Make sure that the anti•
m:crophonic. valve holders

~~aus~uy in af~he~eenj~k,~~

'\'Oll ret these 5 essential
features:(!) Valve sockets and springs

are made in one piece
with no joints or rivets

to work loose and cause

'This is an extrerne instance of the
.damage vibration can do. Nearer and
clearer to you is the damage vibration
'does to the delicate filaments of your
valves.
Every time a lorry rumbles past your
house a wave of vibration travels
to your radio set. Every time you
walk across the floor another wave
is sent.

faulty connections.
(2) Valves are free to fioat

in every direction.
(3) Valves can be inserted

and removed easily and
safely.
(4) Valve legs cannot po&sibly foul the base•

board.

(5) Both terminals and sol..
d~ring tags are pfovided:

Price 2/· each

The only way you can thoroughly
stop vibration reaching the filaments
is to, fit Benjamin Anti-microphonic
Valve Holders.
The smallest shock and vibration is
quenched by the wonderful one-piece
springs. Microphonic noises are entirely eliminated. The life of the
valve is trebled at least.

ANTI-MICROPHO~IC

BENJAMIN BATTERY
SWITCH
A sturdy positive action
switch for high or.Icw ten..
aion. It's OFF when it's
IN, thus preventing the
accidental turning en of
current.
Sinrile contact.
One-hole fixing.

Price 1/• each

VALVE

HOLDER

PRICE 2/- EACH
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC
LTD.
Brantwood Works, Tariff Road,
. ·:. Tottenham, N.17.
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·A_ SCREENW-GRID VALVE
-UNIT FQR. YOUR SET.
-continued from page 282

YOU
DO NOT
MEASURE
SERVICE
BY
INCHES
NOR IS

BEAUTY
RECKONED
BY RULE

BUT
YOU
BUY LIFELONG
SERVICE AND
PERMANENT

BEAUTY
IN EVERY
SQUARE
INCH
OF

THE RADIO PANEL DE LUXE
Trolite panels are distinctive and
can be obtained in the following
varieties of beautiful finishes :
(1) Black Polished ; (2) Mahogany
Pol.ished ;
(3) Walnut Polished ;
(4) Wavy Design ; (5) Cube Design.
PRICES, per square inch:
Mahogany
Cube
Polished Black
Walnut
Wavy
'1'u in. • • &d:
t""o in. • • ~d~
! in. .. ld.
! in.
Id.

Ash your dealer to show you
samples of Trolite. If you
h(lve any difficulty in obtaining, write direct to the
mtikers and send the name
of your nearest Radio Store.

F. A. BUGHES &Co., Limited
204-206, Great Portland St., W.l
Telephone:
Museum 8630 (3 lines)
Telegrams:
Distancing, Wesdo, Wll*>ll
MaPChester Office:
181, Princess· ~rQei .
Telephone :
City 3369. .
· .

This appears to be due to the fact
that some of the amplification in the
l\Iarconi and Osram screened-grid
valve is obtained by a very slight
feedback in the valve, whereas the
feedback in the Coesor vah-e is red need
to a greater degree. The ultimate
results with both valves are practically
the same, but when the reaction
condenser is at zero on the Radiano
Three, a greater amplification appears
to be taking place with the Marconi or
Osram than with the Cossor. Ol] the
other hand, when the reaction control
is used, the strength of both types of
s~reened-grid valves appears to be
practically the same.
If this unit is used in front of n
receiver which already has a highfrequency stage, the same precaution
must be taken, namely, to see that
terminal A, oi- the unit is connected
not to a tapping or an in(lnctiYe
winding coupled to the first grid
circuit of the receiver, but to the plates
of the variable condenser, which arc
connected to the urid of the first
valve.
o
-

Greatly Increased Sensitivity
Practical tests with this receiver
show that in front of a receiver of the
type·of the Radiano Three enormous
improvement in eensitivity is obtained, while the selectivity also goes
up very appreciably. Tuning, of
course, is a little more difficult when
this unit is used owing to .the fact
that one more tuning control is added,
but the handling is quite simple, and
the reader will soon become accustomed to handling the additional dial.
It is very interesting to make a
test on this unit to see to what
extent the screened-grid valve has
really reduced interaction, that is to
say, how the unwanted capacity
effects of the valve itself have been
nullified. The test can he very
simply made by connecting the
terminal marked P to the top terminal of the radio:frequency choke
(the terminal which is normallv
connected to the plate of the screenedgrid valve). The SO-volt tapping will,
of course, not be used. \Ye can now
use any H.F. vrlve as an ordinary
high-frequency valve, and it will be
found impossib-le to: use the receiver
at all, owing to osaillation caused by
the feedback due to the va:ve capacity.
The se~ will be completely uncon.trQllabl~

I
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THE

up E ER L.E SS''
VARISTOR
In design the" Peerless"
Varistor is recognised
bythe home constructor,
the set manufacturer,
and the expert designer
as the neatest and most
compact component m
its class.
The reliability of its
performance is assured
by the high~class quality
of the materials used.
Our many years spe~
cialised experience in
res i s tan c e winding
guarantees efficient and
lasting service.
Stocked in 3, 6, 10, 15,
and 20 ohms.

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR
THE COSSOR MELODY MAKER

1/3 each
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL
AND RADIO CO., LTD.
22 Campbell Road, BEDFORD
LONDON:
GLASGOW:
zr Bartlett's Buildings, 113 St. Vincent Str~et,
Holborn Circus, E.C-4, .. -'·"" _
C.z.
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/[Valves
Could Talk.

WITHIN THE VACUUM
-continued from page 286

amp. each. One was an H.F. valve
having an impedance of 29,000 ohms
and a magnification factor of 13, while
the other, the L.F. type, had an impedance of 15,000 ohms with an amplification factor of 7·5.
These useful characteristics were
borne out on test. and both valves
give better result~ than are usually
obtainable from valves of the same
price, namely 6s. 6d. each. Provided the " life " of each of these
valves is reasonably long, they should
command a ready sale, and especially
did I like the L.F. valve when used as
a leaky-grid detector.

Another Good Valve
I believe there is a very good little
valve that I have not written about
yet, although I have had it under
test for some time. I refer to the
Ediswan 2-volt H.F. valve (H.F.210).
This valve is " intended solely for
H.F. amplification," and adds one
more to the little group to which the
D.R.2, G.P.2, R.C.2 and P.V.2 already belong. Whether the L.F.210
will be coming along I do not know,
but if so this would complete a useful
2-volt series.
The H.F.210, like the other of its
series, with the exception of the
P.V.2, takes ·1 amp. at 2 volts and it
has an imnedance of 30,000 ohms,
with the useful mag. of 20. Thus it
has an" efficiency factor" (or mutual
conductance) of ·66, a useful figure
for an H.F. valve.
With the H.F.210 a three or fourvalve set could be run (H. F., Det. and
1 or 2 L.F. stages) with a very low
L.T. current consumption, the other
valves of the series above mentioned
enabling a 2-volt battery to be employed with a total filament consumption of between ·3 and ·45 amp.

Popular Series
This series should be extremely
popular, and in fact is already widely
known, for the tendency to use 2-volt
valves is rapidly increasing and I
believe the sale figures of 2-volters are
far and away above those of the other
classes of valves.
As an R.C. valve for first or second
stage with a resistance of 100,000
to 250,000 ohms the H.F.210 will
operate very well, and can be confidently recommended to the attention
of 2-volt supporters.

They would tell you-that only at the
precise and definitely prescribed filament current, or temperature, can their
tonal qualities, clarity and sensitiveness
be brought out to the full. That L T.
battery current constantly varies act~ord
ing to the age of the battery and state
..c.. of charge-and operatiWI with too little
A.O or"'
or too great current is certain death to
~
efficient valve performance - and too
quickly, of the valve itself. That only Al\IPERITE
can automatically supply and control this exact
current despite battery variation - as long as
sufficient current is to be had. That you should
never confuse AMPERITE with fixed filament
resistors which do not do the Amperite's job.
AMPERITE is sold by _dealers everywhere.
Price 5/-, complete with mounting.
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"ll.6
fU"PERITE-

Watch Dos
of Your
Valves

Write for FREE •• Amperite Book,. of the season's bes
circuits and latest construction data.

Distributors for Great Britain

RDTHERMEL RADIO CORP. OF CT. BRITAIN LTD.
24 Maddox St.

'Jhe "SELF-ADJUSTING" Rheostat
WHEN

replying to adverti~e
menzs please mentwn
" Wireless Constructor" to ensure prompt
THANKS I
attention.

Price 3d.

H.'l.

BATTERIES--

solve all H.T. troubles,
SELF-CHARGING,SILBNT,ECONOMICAL,
JARS (waxed) 2t'' X ll" ., .. l/3 doz.
Zincs New tYPe. lld. doz. 8ACS l/'l doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts). complete with
bands and electrolyte, 413. post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. 16.page boo.k.let

free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS: l·Valve lSs .. 2-Valv-e 30••
' Va.JvP All·Statlon Set £4.

C. TAYLOR., 57, Studley ll.d.,

THE

RADIO LA

BUREAU
As in THE

"BUSINESS MAN'S
FOUR" Super Set
fully described in this issue on
pages 265 to 272.
3 ft. high, Solid Oak or
Mahogany, beautifully
finished. In many sizes

FOR EVERY RECEIVER.
THE

RADIOLA DE LUXE
from £7 15 0
AND THE

RADIOLA POPULAR
from £5 5 0

Read "Popular Wireless"
Every Thursday

London W-1

Kent.

B.T.H. RICE-KELLOGG SPEAKERS
\Ve give free demonstrations in your borne by
appointment within xo·mile radius.

A.C. mains only.

EARLY DELIVERIES,

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
81, Oxford Ave., Merton Park, London, S. W.20.
Phone: lYimbledoH

2012.

r'B#f!ii-riilm
It your accumulators are serviceable 1et u::.
correctly recharge tbem. (f not, hire oursHigh and Low Tension and both perfect.

trouble-free services.
Weekly, fortnightly or monthly deliveries any-

where within I 2 miles of Charing Cross.
Particulars free on application.
RADIO SERVICE !London) LTD.,
105, Torriano Avenue,
Camden Road, N.W.5.
Phone: North 0623, o624, 0625.
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A SEARCHLIGHT ON THE
H.T. BATIERY
-continued from page 276

Mr. Percy W. Barris, M.I.R.E., in an
article on H.T. Economy, which recently
appeared in "Popular Wireless" issue dated
December 3rd, used the sub- headin~,
•• How Long Should the II.T, Battery Last? '

~o=~dtl:Uci~~:rt C:~e~af~:s P~~~Jr lr~Y~u~f s~~t;~,

· 8b.ould get 9 months' service from it
Read this extrnct /rom th6 article mentioned.
• A eet that baA three or fQur valves is v-ery
extravagant to run on. the swan stze of high·
tenslon batteries. 'l'he larger si"Zes are more
exvenaive as to ftrst cost. but mu:eh aheaper in
their oost 'P&l' hour. •'
Is lt not better to have a 15{6 battery
f(~i~hl::tra.J:Yo:'i~~h~:e~ths, •ha.n one at

RIPAULT'S SELF-REGENERATIVE
H.T. DftY BATTERIES

f!~:!\f;~ ~~:~;s~r~ct~~:Pt~~ ofneTtfJ~~~
Double~

Treble, and Quadruple capacities.

All readers O'f {4 Wireless Oonstruotor" should
apply for Ripau1ts Free Ohart on the •• right

~~g~~l~~
cent.

:J%. b~~r B~ftCri~:dw~Pch ;;v~f~~ ~:
longer oor,1.ce. Write for Oha.rt C/50.

RIPAULTS LIMITED

Kings Road, St. Pancras, London, N.W.l

of an average battery giving just over
four weeks of service there would be
a fairly rapid deterioration in the
quality of reproduction. The user
would probably worry over this and
would most likely find that an improvement was produced by making
the grid bias 6 volts instead of 7·5
volts during the third week.

Rapid

Vol~e

Drop

Even in the course of a single evening a multi-valve set whose plate
current is supplied by a small capacity
battery may indulge in antics that at
first sight are exceedingly perplexing.
An examination of the curves seen in
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 will show that the
drop in potential during a three hours'
run, or, at any rate, when the battery
has been in use for a little time, may
easily reach 10 volts, whilst in some
cases it is considerably more.
With one pair of batteries tested (by
no means the worat) the potential
drop on a percentage basis was nearly
15 volts towards the end of their
useful life. Fig. 5 illustrates what
would have happened to reception
in one evening had these batteries
been used. In the diagram appears a
family of curves drawn at every
2! volts of plate potential from 70
to 85 volts.
In the diagram, for the sake of
simplicity, I have shown the fall in
potential during the evening as taking
place with absolute regularity. This
would not actually be the case ;
there would be a very rapid fall
during the first three-quarters of an
hour, followed by a less rapid but
very pronounced drop during the
ensuing two hours and a quarter.
Since the grid-bias battery retains
its potential, the working point drops
straight downwards.

Reduced Grid-Swing Capacity

HYDRA
LOUb HOLZMAN,
34, Kiagsway, London, W.C.2.
T •lei>hoM : H olbMn fuog.

RETAil. PIIIOEB ;
cTIISTBD 011 liOO
VOLTS
D.O.l 1
lll'D,. ~/6; 3 MFD,.
818 ; 4 MI!D 5,3,
(TIBTED O» 7110
V 0 LT 8
DO.),
EQUAL TO 1100
VOLTS AO.,
1

:~~.. :Jt.:,'?,:'·,

By half-past eight the permissible
grid swing is reduced to less than
2 volt11, and by 10 o'clock it is under
1! ·volts. Any signal producing a
bigger swing on the grid of the last
valve will cause horrible distortion
due to bottom bending. It will,
though, appear that the quality of
the transmission is falling off rapidly
as the evening goes on.
The curves in both Figs. 4 and 5
are admittedly static, and do not
therefore show exactly what bapptns
under working conditions.
What
(Oontin'lted on page 335.)
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The designers of the famous Mullard Re·
ceiver, The "Master Three:' in their
choice of the best possible compoDents,
specified Belling-Lee terminals.
Your own choice must be Belling-Lee,
Prices:
.
Type u B." Standard large insulated model.
Polishsd black bakelite - 9d. each
Type u M." As type" B '' but smaller and
mith only the engraved top insulated.
Rest nickel-plated, brass - 6d. each

BOTH TYPES GUARANTEED.
Made with

Lee, Ltd.,

~o

different

en~raviags.

Qu~ensway

Works, Ponders End

M /ddlesex.

·

To All~~
Advertisers~
PLEASE note that communications concerning advertising in

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
POPULAR WIRELESS
MODERN WIRELESS
must be made to

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,

4,Ludgate Circus,London,E .C .4
tPhone: Cilp 7261.)

and NOT to the Editorial
or

Publishing

Offices
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A SEARCHLIGHT ON THE
H.T. BATTERY
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-continued from page 334

WAStJNO
HOURS

,

occurs in any case is that the whole
carve is moved to the right as the
anode voltage falls, and the working
point travels straight downwards
at. the same time. The static curves,
therefore, serve to give a pretty
good idea of the way in which distortion can be caused by a declining
plate potential.
It will be noticed that the curves
have been drawn for a small power
valve with an initial battery voltage
a'f 100. Many people llB!l a great deal
more than this, and the higher the
plate voltage -which means a correspondingly greater grid bias-the
more appalling will be the results
produced by a drop in the actual
terminal voltage of the high-tension
battery.
·

A Distinct Economy
With a load of 10 milliamperes or
more it undoubtedly pays to purchase
ootteries of the super type. Those
oo the British market are made up in
(5-volt or 50-volt units. The weight
of these varies between 14 lb. and
20 lb. The initial cost may appear
rather high since it ranges between
Us. and 25s. per unit. There is a
wry distinct economy in their use.

•
is Money

There
Spare Time/

•
ID

Here is a really genuine chance of making money in your spare hours which you must not
It is unique and quite dissimilar to a.ll other achemes for making money at home.

t~~rt~:~ke;n!ht~bu~t~}YQpean ?~!d~~o:'V~;r~~:~tyu~! 1~o~-d~;~kin"

ls

at your door.

DllF"!.

The couP<.m below

In the hours you now spend just " passing the tiwe away .. you could be making money pror:luctng
1~ a contd.anr demand. No cumbersome '' plant • • is' necessary
Your own Kitchen Table can be your factory. O:nly a few simple tools which you can maKe are
required. 'l'be work is simple and ea.rcy-eTBD the children can help. The po.ssibilitie.s of maklilll money
are onl7 limited by the time you spebd on lt.

a. patented article, for which there

Up to £300 a YEAR Earned !
Think of the luxuries and comfort you could enjoJ with £300 a. year extra 1 Then send the Coupon
bt"IOW
tun particulars. For your own aake I For your family's 1\ake I Only one perst··u in
50,000 of the population is allowed to manufactur~; under my Royal Letters Patent. This prote('.tlOD
a.llowB of unrestrit:rcd rnarketmg. Arrangements Will be made to take surplus output oft' .vour handa
thus guaranteeing yon.r proftts.

to-day for

YOU can do I•t •'

Summing Up
To sum up, the standard capacity
battery is quite unsuited for working
any set that is required to give greater
•fQlume than that produced either by
head telephones or by a midget loud
speaker. In fairness to manufacturers
it must be said that the majority of
them do not recommend small cell
l>ypes for any such purpose, whilst
many state quite clearly that the
maximum economical discharge is
cl. the order of 5 milliamperes.
It is evident that batteries of larger
capacity are likely to be far more
economical. Exact data upon this
point must be given later since the
tests that I am conducting with
bigger batteries are not yet complete.
Speaking generally, though, one may
88J that where the load exceeds 5
m.illiamperes, but does not exceed 10,
a. battery of the large-capacity type
is likely to prove a much more
profitable investment. The permanent
fall in voltage is much less rapid, and
the temporary drop during a three
hours' run is far smaller. Figures of
the running costs will be given in a
later article.

.

Sei1e your opportunity NOW.

Don't say " I ' 11 do

it to-morrow • •-tor t-o-morrow never comes. The man

who "wins •• 1s a man of action-so "act" now.
The posth1g of this Coupon Is tbe first swing of the

~~~du~OXST~~ ~:ggR~. ofbu\he atilbkENtic:~6-R~~1~r
Y01::'1
It is so easy to take the flrt'lt RteY. THIS MT~lTTE
by atmpl.y eendtng this Coupon. W1ll you do lt?

~--------~-----cou ... <•N.
1
"MAKE·MONEY·AT·HOME"

1
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1NGL'1;~Di!~!~.~~~~~ c~ortolk
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Home tn my spare time. I enclose '2d.
I
I stamp
for postagfl.
I
1
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TRANSFERS
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"KOMPLETE"
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I
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BUY

POPULAR
WIRELESS
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PAPER THAT
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your Set •
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......_
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Hheet of pa1Jer and

KENT

P"A Quality Cabinet~
for

nume and
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are 100 per cent. efficient
They are made by engineers and
supplied to H.M. Government,
the B.B.C., and to Colonial and
foreign stations throu~hout the
world. There are so,ooo" Laker"
Masts in daily use. By mass
production we are able to offer a
wonderfully P.fficient and hand·
some Steel mast at the extra·
ordinarily low price at 22,11
cam plete, as illustrated. Send 1, 6
extra tor part carnage. We pay
the rest. Buy a Laker Mast for
good reception.
LAKER & Co.. Engineers

I
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TRANSATLANTIC
TENDENCIES
-continued from page 314

All three condensers are ganged and
close matching is made possible by
the use of an untuned aerial stage.
'l'he aerial here is connected to an
untuned coil by a tapping. 'I'he three
tuned stages are thus each preceded
by a valve of the same general characteristics, so that matching condensers
and transformers is a much easier
task than would at first be thought.

Three Controls
'l'he characteristics of the transformers are such that the tuning of
each individual stage is not particularly sharp, but the overall selectivity of the receiver is all that could
be desired for general work. When a
particularly fine and accurate adjustment is required small vernier levers
can be used, but on test it was found
possible to pick up fifteen stations on
the speaker without touching the
vernier in any way
'l'he theoretical circuit of the receiver is shown elsewhere but for
simplicity the grid-bias connections
for the H.F. stages have been omitted.
'l'he neutralisation method is different
from that used in the ]'ada in that it
consists of a separate neutralising coil
connected as shown to a small
neutralising condenser. 'l'he whole
set is wired-up underneath the metal
cha~;sis with insulated wire, and the
general appearance of the wiring can
be seen in the accompanying photographs 'l'he three knobs shown on
the front of the cabinet are for tuning
(centre large knob), on-and-off switch
(small knob on left), and volume
control (small knob on right). 'l'wo
small levers project each side of the
knob and are used for sharpening up
tuning when necessary. 'l'he makers

11
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SPECIAL NOTICE

sold over here, but I cannot report on
any comparative tests. It is interesting to note, however, that good
screened-grid valves were available to
the British amateur several months
before the American experimenter
was supplied with a similar valve. A
tuned -anode circuit is recommended.
In the general development of
components in the United States
there has been no startling progress
during the past few months, although
a new type of astatic called the
'l'orusoloid has recently been described. Resistance-capacity-coupling
does not seem to have caught on at all
in the United States, the reason being
that most of the schemes described
there are worked out for the ordinary
201A type of valve, which is considerably inferior to the R.C. types of
valves we have here. Furthermore, the
development of low-frequency transformers in the States along lines which
enable the low tones to be produced
has been very rapid.

A

New Moving-Coil Unit

call them " acuminators," a ghastly
word which was apparently coined to
indicate a device for sharpening up
the tuning. 'the " Bandbox " is c~r
tainly a very fine set for the pnce
charged.
Both these sets are available on the
English market, the first from the
Fada Radio Company, Ltd., of Kingsway, and the second specially prepared for the British market from the
Rothermel Radio Corporation, being
known as the Rothermel-Crosley.
'l'he original screened-grid valve
brought out by Dr. Hull, of the General
American Electric Co. research laboratories, was not placed on the market in
the United States, and the first
practical form of se: eened-grid valve
available to the experimenter was
that designed by Captain Round and
now available in this country. 'l'he
Radio Corporation of America, however, have now placed on the market

The remarkably faithful reproduction given by the Rice-Kellogg
loud speaker has stimulated developcovering all phases of
ment of coil-driven loud speakers
generally, and it is interesting to see
that the Magnavox Company, which
will appear in next monih's
was the first to sell a coil-driven loud
speaker in the United States, is now
" JVneless Cons1ructor''
producing a complete coil-driven
cone unit for the home constructor.
a modified form of Dr. Hull's valve,
No loud speaker other than the
its external appearance much resemmoving coil type can handle much
bling the Mullard screened valve,
power without distortion,
and
but its interior construction differing
although the ordinary cone type of
somewhat from either the Mullard,
loud speaker can give exceeding! y
Marconi-Osram, or Cossor.
faithful reproduction of the low and
American Screened Valve
high tones with moderate outputs
A series of photographs showing such as are used in ordinary sittin~
the valve construction accompanies rooms, it cannot compare with a coilthis article, but I have not yet had
driven type when large halls are to
an opportunity of trying this particu- . be filled with music or when the very
Jar valve. 'l'he electrical characterbest reproduction of low tones with
istics seem generally to resemble those
volume is desired.
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F, some cnm ing, you lie hru_·k io your chair and,
soothed by tlw music from you •· 1l3rown Cabinet
Loml Sp<'ukcr, you s hut your c ·ye~. you will ha,•e
a tlu·illiug t:xpcl'ieucc. Tlt c h t·oculcastiu~ w iJI 1w
louger lw Ltroaclc ·a~"> liu g, and the• loud ~">pcaktT will lw
tt·un:-fm·mccl to yotu· I'm' - into tlw ~in~t: l' llim:oodf.
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TheTran§former
for everu §et
When building a t:·ansformer-coupled Receiver, get hold
of the elllclent tr:.nsformer - The R. J. and Vnrley.
You must have seen time and time again In the leading
Wireless Publications the name R. l. and Varley lt.
the Ust of spe.!lfled components. Consider the
Importance or the fact that R. l. and varley
Transformers have been specified for :

Tbe 1928 SOLODYNE
and the principal circuits published
in " Radio for the Million:·
'ftJe sbortag" or 1t1e speclaea trans-

r

tormer for th e famous " Cossor Melody Maker ' ' has lead thousands oi
constructors to apply to us for th e
Straight Line S~:perTransrormer .
In order to avold co nfusion \\ e
are vubUshing belo\\ th e
connections of the Su per
Transfor mer in this famous Receiver·.
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PRICE 6d.
Presented Free with the "Wireless Construe or"
Fe5., 1)29.

COMPILED BY THE EDITOR

FOR THE MOST

P TO -DAT E
RADIO

Modern Circuits demand modern
Components. R.I. and Varley Com-

ponents meet and satisfy all the
demands made upon them, consequently they are specified time
after time by all tl:e technical experts. R.I. and Varley Components
are always up - to - date. Any
advance made in Radio Science
is promptly turned to practical
advantage by the design of a new
and perfect R.I. and Varley Component.
No matter what Circuit you may
be following, you can practically
equip your set with R.I. and Varley
Components, and be sure of immediate and lasting satisfaction.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO

Valle `

KIIICSWAY HOUSE, 103, KINCSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

31 TESTED
1CIRCUITS

Compiled by Percy W.Harris MIRE
In which the Editor of the " Wireless Constructor " gives practical details
a representative collection of reliable and efficient " hook-ups."

of

In presenting this booklet of thirty-one
The numerous " freak " circuits which
tested circuits, all of which have .bgen appear from time to time in wireless
'thoroughly tried out in the WIRELESS' -literature have been studiously avoided,
CONSTRUCTOR laboratory, I have borne in and only those which can be guaranteed
mind the numerous requests received by to give the best results in the hands of the
the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Query De- average experimenter are included in this
partment for theoretical diagrams giving book. Under each diagram will be found
values of the components used. A very the values suggested and one or two special
large number of readers from time to time hints where such are required for the
require circuits of what may be termed a handling of the circuit.
" practical " make-up, and are frequently
Of course, the circuits vary considerably
at loss to know where to look for such in the skill required to get the best from
circuits in a collected form. In " Thirty. them, and some circuits, although easy to
one Tested Circuits " such a book of put together and to handle oxide they are
reference is now available, and'should find properly adjusted, present certain diffia place on the table of every experimenter culties in, for example, neutralisation :
in the fascinating art of radio.
while no circuit, however thoroughly tried
In order to give a representative collec- and tested in the laboratory, can be satistion, the thirty-one circuits given in this factory if shoddy and inferior components
book have been sorted out from the many are used. In " Notes On Circuits " the
hundreds available so as to give the widest reader will find many helpful suggestions
range of utility. The circuits, as it will be and much guidance in regard to the uses of
observed, are both lettered and numbered. circuits in general and their construction in
The letter indicates the general class and practical form.
Complete wiring diagrams, photographs
the number the particular circuit in that
class. For example, the letter F indicates of finished sets from many angles, recomthree -valve circuits, of which four mended components, and practical hints
thoroughly sound arrangements are given appear in every issue of the WIRELESS
in the book. Readers comparing notes CONSTRUCTOR, which specialises on conarticles which give -excellent
among themselves or writing to She journal structional
with a wide variety of components.
can easily refer to a particular circuit by results
Any correspondence or questions relating
its letter and number, ..,Thus F3 means at to these circuits should be addressed to :
once a three -valve circuit, being the third WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Query Departin the series in this book.

ment.

-

PERCY W. HARRIS.
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RAPID CIRCUIT GUIDE
.

Section A.

-

..

' CRYSTAL.

..

PAGP,

..
..

..
A2. ---,Crystal circuit with combined aerial and crystal tap
Al.-Crystal circuit with change -over switch for long and short waves

..
..
..

,REFLEX.
Section B.
131.-Single-valve Hale circuit with swinging -coil reaction ..
B2.-Single-valve Hale circuit with capacity reaction..
..
..
B3.-Single-valve and crystal reflex circuit

..
..
..

Al.-Straight crystal circuit

--

_

..

ONE -VALVE.

Section C.

.
..
Ct.-Single-valve detector circuit with swinging -coil reaction
C2.-Single-valve detector circuit with Reinartz reaction and tapped aerial
..
C3.-Single-valve detector circuit with modified Reinartz reaction ..
..
..
..
..
..
C4.-Highly selective single -valve circuit
C3,-Shunt capacity -controlled single -valve circuit ..

Section D.

8
S

9
10

10
11

.

,

7
7

..

1t
32
12

TWO -VALVE RECEIVERS.

1/I.-Two-valve circuit with detector usinglmoditied Reinartz reaction and one trans..
..
..
..
..
..
.. 13
former -coupled note magnifier ..
D2.-Two-valve circuit with one stage of high -frequency neutralised by the split -primary '
..
..
..
..
..
..
.. 11
..
method, and detector
1)3.-Two-valve circuit with swinging -coil reaction on detector followed by transformer _
..
..
..
..
..
.. 15
..
..
coupled note magnifier
DC-Two-valve circuit with split -secondary method of neutralising the high -frequency
..
..
.. Di
stage, and variable coupling to detector valve, with reaction..

.

TWO -VALVE AMPLIFIERS.
Section E.
..
Iii .-Two -valve transformer -coupled amplifier..
..
112.-Two-valve resistance -coupled amplifier ..

..
..

17
18

THREE -VALVE " STRAIGHT " SETS.
Section F.
FL-Three-valve set, high -frequency, detector, and one note magnifier with split -primary

neutralised high -frequency, detector with reaction, and transformer -coupled note
19
magnifier ..
..
..
..
F2.-Three-valve set with detector using swinging -coil reaction and two transformer 20
coupled note magnifiers ..
F1.-Three-valve set with modified Reinartz reaction on detector, one resistance -coupled

-

-

-

..
..
..
.. 21
and one transformer -coupled note magnifiers ..
Ft -Three -valve circuit with two stages of high -frequency and detector, both stages being
neutralised by the split -primary method, and no reaction ..
..
..
.. 22
,

FOUR -VALVE " STRAIGHT " SETS.
Section G.
G1.-Four-valve set with one high -frequency split -primary method of neutralising, detector

.. 23
with reaction, one resistance and one transformer -coupled note magnifier ..
G2.-Four-valve set with two split -primary neutralised stages, detector with reaction, and
..
..
24
one transformer -coupled note magnifier ..
FIVE -VALVE RECEIVERS.
Section H.
ILL-Five-valve circuit with two split -primary neutralised high,frequency stages, detector
..
with reaction, one resistance and one transformer -coupled note magnifier ..
112.-Five-valve circuit with two stages of high -frequency, split -secondary method of neutralising, detector with reaction, and two transformer -coupled note magnifiers ..
,

211

SCREENED -GRID CIRCUITS.
Section I.
I I.-Three-valve screened -grid high -frequency set with one screened -grid high -frequency
.. 27
valve. detector with reaction and one transformer -coupled note magnifier ..
I 2.-Four-valve screened -grid set with two stages of screened -grid high -frequency, detector
without reaction, and one resistance -coupled note magnifier ..
..
..
..
I 3.-Four-valve screened -grid set with one screened -grid high -frequency valve, detector
without reaction, and one resistance and one transformer -coupled note magnifiers..

28
29

..
A USEFUL WAVE -TRAR.,,
Section Y.
.
.. 10
'
SUPERSONIC RECEIVER.
Section K.
K1.-Seven-valve supersonic heterodyne receiver, with separate, oscillator valve, defector,
three intermediates, second detector, and one transiormer4impled note magnifier.. 11
.

Sect ion L.
1.1.,-Two-valve short-wave rece,yer. .

SHORT-WAVE,

..

..

..

,

..

-

..
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The Right Components

at the Right Price

We have been long known as one of the leading wireless component houses
and have pioneered in the supply of component kits for sets described in the
" Wireless Constructor." We invite enquiries for any special parts used in
any constructional sets you are interested in.

H.F. CHOKE

A remarkably efficient

CALIBRATED
RHEOSTAT

SCREENING BOX
(Square Type.)

component to give max- (For Baseboard Mounting.) All the components for
imum signal strength. Eminently suitable for a complete H.F.stage
This Magnum Cone a comprehensive range can be fitted within thp
Choke has an induct- of valves of various box.
Copper Screening Box,
ance of 160,000 micro - makes and types.
with detachable
henries and a self -capaIn two types:
1216
lid
, city of 8 micro -micro - Zero to 6 ohms)
farads, maximum results Zero to 15 ohms r 31. As used in
" The
over a wide band -50 Zero to 30 ohms
Straight Line Four "
and other Modern Reto 3,000 metres. As
'used in " The 1928 Solo -

'dyne " and other

Modern_ Receivers

'0

VIBRO VALVE

HOLDER
Unique design and n,
robust construction :Cr

We invite every home

constructor to write (enclosing stamp) for a
copy of " Magnum Radio
Products," which illustrates and describes the

ceivers.

PANEL BRACKETS Copper Screening Uni,
Die-cast aluminium, and
following mounted
extremely light but re- on baseboard :
markably strong.
Made in two sizes:
4 in. x 4 in.
A8 used in " Mullard

Master 3 " and
Modern Receivers.

other

n

Per pair Gf 0

21 in. x 211- in.,

Per pair

1,6

Neutralising Conden-

1

ser,
1
Holder,

Vibro
1

Rheostat, 1
6 -pin Base

Valve -

Calibrated

p

Zi

as.

NEUTRALISING
CONDENSER
(New Design.)

Incorporates many new
H.T. AUTO FUSE features, maximum cawonderful Magnum com- A
safety device for pacity is approximately
ponents, including par- every valve set.
A very 0-000025, the minimum
ticulars and instruc- small premium for a capacity being
tions for building very big risk.
negligible.

Magnum
Receivers.

Screened

Including 0.3 amp.
110
fuse bulb

Suitable for
mounting.

BURNEJONES
C O. LTD.,
mAdtium
HOUSE
TELEPHONE : HOP 6 257

288,BOROUGH NIGH ST.
LONDON. S. E.1

baseboard

NOTES ON. CIRCUITS
The circuits given in this book can, of
-course, be made up in many forms to suit
the particular layout chosen by the experimenter. Certain precautions are. heiwever,
necessary, and in these notes an attempt wilt
he made to irgicate the chief troubles the
new experimenter may encounter.
In general and in all circuits, whether
crystal or valve, the moving plates of the
condenser should be connected either to

the " earth " side of the coil (if one side is
earthed), or to the side nearer point to earth
ILE potential if the coil is not directly

Two practical examples of this
earthed.
ean be found by referring to B3, a single -valve
Condenser Cl has one side
reflex circuit.

In laying out a circuit, endeavour to arranze
the components so that they are in 'the order
of progress of the circuit. Expressed 'in another
way, let the circuit start on the left of Your
baseboard and Progress to the right, and do
not " double bacIC" here and, there just,
to suit the particular cabinet. The ideal layout is one in which all leads are as short as
possible without bringing components too close
to one another, so that there is a minimum;
of unwanted interaction between parts.
In all wiring -up avoid running parallel
wires close to one another. unless these are
filament leads, which can be as close as you
like, providing they do not touch.
The use of ready -insulated wire, such as
(iiaZite. is a great advantage in experimental

connected to earth. This side should be the
moving plates. Condenser C2 has neither circuits quickly put together.
side connected to earth, but one side is connected to the plate of the valve (which is
R.F. Chokes
at a high -frequency potential to earth) ; the
In till circuits where radio -frequency chokes
other side is connected to the telephones and
f he li.T. battery. Although at a direct current are specified, these should be of good standard
potential above earth, this point is virtually make of is type approved by tests in the
:it earth potential for high -frequency current. wireless journals. Unfortunately, a numher
The loosing plates should, therefore, be of radio -frequency chokes are now sold which
do not function properly over 'the whole
connected to the telephones in this circuit.
tuning scale.
SatisfactorY radio -frequency
Concerning Wiring
chokes should be quite efficient from 200
In practically all circuits there is no didienity to 000 metres. and also from 1,000 to. 2,000
in seeing which side is nearer earth potential. metres. Some chokes are quite goiad on the
The reason for connecting moving plates lower band, but are hopeless on the upperfrraveto earth is that baud -capacity effects are band. If those radio -frequency ehokeS which
less when the condenser is joined up in this have been specified in WIRELESS CoNSTRucloit
may. In the split -secondary high-freineney sets are used, the reader will have no difficulty
cirouits the grid sides of the variable condensers in this regard.
In circuits where two transformer -coupled
diould be the fixed plates.
In all circuits, and particularly in high - note -magnifiers are adopted the low -frequency
frequency amplifier circuits, make the leads transformers should not be placed too close

connected to the grid of the valve as short together. In such cases, too, some pairs of
:IA possible. Almost invariably two leads go transformers will show a tendency to howl.
o the grid terminal of the valve, one from the This howling can often Ire stopped by reversing
fixed plates of the variable condenser and the the connections to the primary of one or
other front one connection on the timing coil or both of the In=frequency transformers
that is to say, the two wires which go to
transformer.
and O.P., or to Plate and H.T. terminals
Leads from the plate of the valve should
also be kept short, and should not run parallel (if they are so marked), should be changed
/r close to any grid lead.

-

In low -frequency transformers the O.S. is
almost invariably connected to the grid, and
the I.S. to grid bias, I.P. is generally connected
to the plate of the valve, and O.P. to positive:
hut these connections can often be reversed
with advantage.
If your transformer is
marked " Grid," " Grid Bias " (or
),

Over.

Special Note
It is always an advantage to connect shunting
condenser; of 1 mfd. or more across each
high-tension tapping, and, to avoid crowding,
these condensers are not included In all theoretical circuits shown. The method of using

" H.T.-f-" and "Plate " (or "Anode"), the them, however, is the same in all eases, and

above note will serve to interpret the diagrams. while they are not indispensable, if the set is
Anti -phonic valve sockets are always an being permanently made up it is just as well
advantage, as there is less chance of straining to include them. Where there is only one

the valve or breaking the base when pulling high-tension tapping shoWn the Mansbridge
the valve out of its bottler. In ninny, if not condenser should be joined between the
all, cases they reduce the microphonie noises. positire higlt-testsion and the ?regattas loaf

It has been found, however, that in so far 'eosins'. If more than one tapping of highas the reduction of microphonie noises Is tension is shown, then a separate condenser
concerned the detector socket is the most should be joined Between each high-tension
important; the high -frequency and note - positive, terminal grief -rite low-tension negative
magnifying sockets do not give much trouble lead.
In all the circuits given, the substitution of

with microphonie effects.

NOTES ON CIRCUITS-continued
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larger coils will enable 5 i X to be received. the grid and only become really active if
In home-made cqils 250 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. oscillatory currents tend to flow. In such
on a 3 -in. tube will serve for secondary circuits, cases they damp them out.
In most cases, however, such leaks can be
and 150 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. on a 3 -in.
tube, tapped at every 30 turns, can be used dispensed with, and their inclusion in several
for an aerial coil. Try the aerial on various of the circuits is not due to the fact that they
are essential, but merely to show the home
tappings to see which is best.
For centre -tapped aerial Daventry coils constructor where he can put them should the
200 turns is a good value. In plug-in coils trouble occur. In any case they do no harm.
Every .reader who contemplates trying his
a No. 150 for aerial, No. 250 for secondary,
hand at practical interpretations of circuits in
and No.100 for reaction will generally suit.
For untuned aerial windings try 50 or GO this book is advised to obtain a voltmeter,
turns. The standard six -pin coils are all preferably of a double scale type, so as to give
him both low- and high-tension readings. The
available in the Daventry range.
type of meter specially recommended is one
Filament Resistances
reading up to, say, 150 volts and 71- volts for
Fixed or variable resistors can be used in the low. Many meters read only to 6 volts,
any of the circuits as desired. Values are not which is too low to give an accurate indication
given, as these must be chosen to suit valves with a newly -charged 6 -volt battery. The
used.
resistance of the voltmeter, too, should be
When endeavouring to make up the circuits reasonably high as otherwise it will be imin practical form, readers should always re- possible to get accurate readings of voltage on
member that a really successful instrument is the high-tension battery, for low -resistance
the result of skill both in circuit design and in meters (which incidentally are much cheaper)
the actual layout of the whole receiver. It is take so much current to make them operate
thus possible to make two receivers both with that they cause the voltage of the battery to
the same circuit, one of which functions ex- drop and give a false reading. Very useful
cellently with good quality, while the other meters of good quality are obtainable from halt
seems to give every kind of trouble.. It is not a guinea upwards.
always realised how much care is taken and
Testing H.T. Voltages
how lengthy are the experiments made by the
When reading the high-tension voltage in a
designers of sets appearing in the leading wireless journals. The practical interpretation of a set in which the high-tension negative is concircuit may necessitate half a dozen different nected to the low-tension positive, the voltage
sets being made up before the best arrangement should be tested between the low-tension
of parts is found. For this reason the new negative and the high-tension positive, as when
experimenter should not be discouraged if a high-tension negative is connected to lowparticular circuit in this booklet does not work tension positive the voltage of the accumulator is added to that of the high-tension
well the first time he makes it up.
battery. It is particularly important when we
Common Troubles
are dealing with screened -grid circuits to use,
One of the troubles with which the construc- a real 80 volts on the grid for proper functiontor has to contend when he is making up a set ing. A reading of 80 volts measured between
for himself and is not following a complete high-tension negative and high-tension positive
layout scheme as published by a reputable may actually mean 86 volts when correctly
designer, is the leakage of high -frequency measured.
current through the audio -frequency side of a
In those circuits which are provided with a
receiver, resulting in distortion, oscillation, variable reaction control. smooth control of
audio -frequency howls and grunts, etc., which reaction requires a careful choice of valves,
are most distressing. If, for example, he finds, high-tension voltage, and grid leaks, etc. In
with two stages of note magnification, that as the " Reinartz " type of circuit, or, to be more
soon as the reaction control comes near the accurate, in those circuits in which reaction is
oscillation point a burbling noise, a grunt or an controlled by a condenser, it is generally found
ear-splitting shriek occurs (not the usual hiss that the type of valve known as " high -freof oscillation or the Whistle of a carrier -wave), quency," having a magnification factor of 15
in nine cases out of ten this will be due to radio - to 25, and an impedance of 15,000 to 25,000
frequency current getting through the audio - oluns, gives best results for smooth reaction.
frequency side, being magnified there and feed- In those cases where a high resistance is ining back into the aerial circuit.
. A very useful way of eliminating this trouble,
should it occur (and always presuming it is not
due to overcrowding of parts and a general bad
layout), is to insert a grid leak of half or one
megohin, immediately next to one or other of
the low -frequency -valve grids. It you examine
the multi -valve diagrams given.: in this book
you will find such grid leaks placed here and
there. Such leaks are, of course, quite apart
from those used as grid leaks proper, and they

serted in the plate circuit of the detector valve,
an R.C. type of valve should be used.
The Detector Valve
.

The detector valve generally works best
with a lower voltage than that applied to the
note magnifiers, save where a resistance is
inserted In the plate Circuit, when the same
voltage can be applied to the detector as to
the note magnifiers quite satisfactorily, the
drop of voltage in the resistance being all that
do not in any way reduce the strength of is required to bring the voltage down to the
signals obtainable, for they permit a free point required.
Grid -leak and grid -condenser values can often
passage of the varying potentials applied to

NOTES ON CIRCUITS-f:oicti 'wed
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be changed with advantage, and the experi- free from land -capacity effects and with a
mentally inclined readee- is. veconunendeti to good gain per stage: The home -construction of
nsn the interchangeable type of grid con- split -primary coils is, however, much More
denser so that both this and the grid leak can difficult than that of the split -secondary tyPe.
he altered in the endeavour to get the best
Use of Screening;
results. Generally speaking a high grid -leak
value, such as 4 or 5 megoluns, is better on the

Split -secondary high -frequency circuits such
weak signals and gives smoother reaction, but as that shown in circuit No.lit: will give sharper

tends to "pack up" on theluud signal such tuning than the corresponding split -primary
as those received front the nearest station. circuit in No. III, partly Lecaufe the valve
For short-wave work a higher value of grid damping is placed across only half of each coil,

leak is generally the most satisfactory.- Four an important point in the detector circuit. On
megohms is quite a good value to try, although the other hand, both sides of the Variable consuch sets often work quite well with the con- denser are above earth potential, so that one is
liable to get bad hand -capacity -effects unless
ventional two megohms.
due precautions arc taken.
Methods of Neutralising
In all cases where more than One stage of
Grid condensers can be of any value from high -frequency is used, the screening of tact
0002 to -0004 mid., and on a set designed for high -frequency stage as a complete stage is
Daventry only, 0005 is not too high a value. recommended rather than screening the coils
For very short-wave work 000l ofd. can be alone. Screened coils certainly prevent a good
recommended, but here again experiments can deal of interaction, but a really efficient high frequency circuit needs totally enclosing if
be made by the reader himself.
The question is often asked, which is the feed -back is to be properly eliminated. The
better way of neutralising-the "split -primary' amount of screening can, however, be cut down
or the " split -secondary " method ? If ready IPPreciably if a -static or binocular coils are
made coils of high quality arc obtainable, them used. In such cases a sheet of copper or
I would recommend the split -primary method aluminium between each stage serves ex for this gives very satisfactory results and quit).

RELIABLE RECEIVERS

THE TECHNICAL QUERIES

Are fully described every month in
THE

DEPARTMENT.

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Are you in trouble with your set?

Have you any knotty little radio Problems
requiring solution ?

The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

which is the monthly radio magazine regarded as the home set -

builder's vide -mecum.
Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., is the
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tions have gained bim a world-wide

reputation for originality and de-
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and so on. And, remember, the
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majority of his more important
articles.
PRICE

6d.-EVERY MONTH

Technical

Queries Department has been thoroughly
reorgaidsed and is now in a position to give
an unrivalled service. The aim of the department is to furnish really helpful advice
in connection with any radio problem,
theoretical or practical.
Full details, including the revised and, in
eases, considerably reduced scale of -charges
can be obtained direct from the Technical
Queries Department, The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, Fleetway Rouse, Farringdon
Street, Loudon, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : on receipt of this all the

necessary literature will be sent to you free
and post tree, immediately. This application will place you under no obligation what
ever. Every reader of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR should have these details by him.

An application form is included which will
enable yo to ask your questions, so that

we can dwith them expeditiously add

with the minimum of delay. Raving this
form you will know exactly what information we require. to have before us in order
completely to .4olVe yOur Problems.
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Al.-L = 25, 35, or 50 plug-in coil, according to your particular aerial and station it is desired
to receive. or single -layer coils of same numbers of turns as above, of No. 24 D.C.C. wire on a 3 -in.
tube, can be substituted. C - .0005 mfd. maximum. This circuit is simple but unselective. With

a poor aerial A2 circuit is often better.

VA

E4.
A2. ---L = eo turns No. 24 D.C.C., on 3 -in. diameter tube, tapped at 30 turns. C = .0005 mfd.
maximum. A very useful and selective crystal circuit.

IT

ft

A3. -A circuit for local or Daventry (5 X X) which does not necessitate a change of coils. Ll
60 turns No. 24 D.C.C. on 2 -in. former, tapped at centre. L2 = 150 -turn plug-in coil. C
0005 infd. maximum. The switch can .be any single -pole double -throw switch with good
contacts.

El.-- The Hale Circuit with swinging -coil reaction and plug-in coils. Ll = No. 25, 35, or 59
plug-in coil for ordinary waves, or 150 for 5 X X.
L2 = No. 50 or 75. Cl
0005 mfd.
-

maximum (variable).

C2

-001 nifd. (fixed).

Mount Ll and L2 in two -coil holder.

good L.F. transformer.

T1,12 -

grid bias.

Cl. THE MOST POPULAR " HALE " ARRANGEMENT.
132.-L1, L2, and Cl, as in diagram C3. 1.3 35turn plug-in coil. C2 -0003 mfd. max. (variable). T1, T2
L.F. transformer. Try
reversing input terminal connections (I P and 0 P) tor best results. Use about 75 to 100 volts, an H.F. valve,
and about 3 volts
c.

I0

L

Of
()LI"

Single -valve Reflex. LI = No. 25, or 35 plug-in coil. L2 - No. 60 plug-in- coil. Li
No. 60 plug-in coil. Cl = 0005 mfd. maximum (variable). C2 0005 mid. maximum
(variable). C3 = 0003 mfd. (fixed). C4
0001 mid. (fixed). C5 1 mfd. Mansbridge.
Still popular, but not iecommended owing to howling tendencies and instability. Best with a
B3.

general-purpose valve.

Z.7:

O
LL-L1 , No. 25 or 35 plug-in coil.
Cl

0005

2 megohms.

No. 60 plug-in coil. L3 - No. 50 or 75 plug-in
L2
mid. t maximum (variable). C2 - 0003 mid. C3 = 001 mfd. RI R2 -- Fixed resistor to suit valve. Use LL L2, and L3 in 3 -coil holder.

11

C2.-The popular Reivartz arrangement. Ll = 60 -turn " X " coil, or 60 turns No. 24 D.C.C.
on 3 -in. tube, tapped at 6 and 10 turns. L2 = No. 35 or 50 plug-in coil, or 20 turns No. 30
D.C.C. wound close to Ll on end of same tube. Cl -s 0005 mfd. maximum (variable). C2 0003 mfd. fixed. RI = 2 megohms. C3 - 0003 mid. maximum (variable). R.F.C. = Radio frequency choke.

000
R

0
12
'11

z T-

03.-Another very selective circuit. Ll, L2, Cl, C2. C3, R1, R2, as in Cireu t Cl. L3 = No.
85 plug-in coil. C3 = 0003 mfd. variable. Ll, L2, and L3 can be arranged in fixed sockets
with coils about 1 in. apart. It is an advantage to swivel Ll until best angle is found.

C4.-Very selective circuit. Cl = 0005 mfd. maximum (variable). Li - 25, 35, or 50 plug-in
coil, according to wave -length and aerial. L2 -- centre -tapped No. 60 plug-in coil. L3 =
No. 35 plug-in coil. C2 -0005 mfd. maximum (variable). C3 -0003 fixed. R1 --- 2 meg.
R2 = Variable filament
R3 = Potentiometer. C4 = 0003 mid. maximum (variable).
resistance.

Couple Li to L2 very loosely.

C5. --Li, L2, and L3. RI, Cl, 02, R2, as in Circuit No. Cl. C3 = .0001 mfd.'maximum (variable).
Once best relation of L3 to L2 is found, control oscillation and reaction on C3. Better general
circuit than Cl, but not so good as C2 or C3 in general practice. Try various values for L3.

plug-in coil.

D1.-L1

GOOD GENERAL-PURPOSE TWO-VALVER.
selectivity.

S-On-and-off switch.

No. 60 " X " coil, tapped at 6 and 10 turns. CI .0005 mfd. variable. C2 - 0003 mfd. variable.
L2 - No. 35 or 50
Rl = 2 megohms. C3 - 0003 mid. C4 and 05=1 mfd. Mansbridge type.
Try aerial taps for selectivity and sensitivity.
10 turns usually gives louder signals but with less

ot

441

0005 mfd. each. C3 neutralising
EraisTormer. Cl, C2
D2,-L1;' L2 Binocular aerial coil. L3, L4 -- Standard split -primary
1 mfd.
001 mfd. C6
0003 mfd. C5
condenser. C4
See that LI, L2 and L3, L4 are well spaced. If Li, L2 is not a binocular or similar " tieldless " coil, undesirable interaction may occur.

1.7

Uf

D3.-L1, L2, 1.3, Cl, C2, C3, as in diagram Cl. C4, C5 - 1 mid. Put Ll. L2 and L3 in 3 -coil bolder. L3 is variable reaction coil. Twomegohm grid leak usually suits best.

C4

c.

screen H.R. stage.

C2 D4.-L1 - No. 25, or 35 plug-in coil. L2 -- No. 60 centre -tapped. R1 100,000 ohms. Cl, 02 - .0005 mfd. (variable). Connect
-0003 mfd. (variable).
Neutralising condenser. L3, L4, etc. -- Standard split -primary transformer. R2, 04, as usual. C5
arrow to taps 3 or 4 according to valve used. 2 -volt valves usually work better on tap 3, and 6-volters on tap 4. Advisable to

C3

1161111111

OP

T*2

G.8

-2

0. S

/5

Rs

0

f/

El. --01. C2 - 1 mid. each. CS - 0003 mid. (unless otherwise specified by transformer
makers). Same value across input terminals
is an advantage if no condenser already across output terminals on set. ES
i-meg.ofleak
Join I P and 0 P to output terminals
set.(not always necessary) stops tendency to howl.

/P

0.P

O

*2

C3

C4

A.

R1, R2 = 250,000 ohms. R3, R4 - 1 oE2.-C1 and C2 = 006 to .02 (mica). C3 = 001 mfd. C4, C5 = 1 mid. C6 = 0001 mfd.
Connect
A
to
output
terminal
of
set
which
is
connected to plate of valve. Join B to
R7
=
megohm
(grid
leak
type).
2 megohms.
common negative of L,T. battery for both sets. Leave second output terminal of set free.

G.B.Z.

R.

Fl. --L1 = Standard 6 -pin aerial coil. Cl, ca
0005 mtd. yanaste. 03 == Neutralising, condenser. C4
0003 mId. R4
z megonms.
05 = *0003 mfd. 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Standard 6 -pin split -primary transformer. If split -primary transformer is not screened, LI should
Preferably be binocular or " fleldless."

S.

F2.-A simple and powerful three-valver, but not so selective as F3. Ll = " X " coil. L2 = 35 or 50 plug-in. C2 = .0003 mfd. R1 = 2
megohms. C3
0003 mfd.
R2 == 250,000 ohms (grid leak pattern). This is precautionary and is often not necessary, in which case
join OS straight to grid. C4 = .001 mfd. C5, C6, C7 = 1 mfd. each. Use Ll and L2 in two -coil holder.

o.s

OH 7+3

D.P.

a
a
5 ZR

0$

L.7:-

'L .T.+

valve -maker's leaflet.

CIRCUIT.
F3.-L1. L2 and L3 are the windings of a standard 6 -pin Reinartz coil, numbered
shown. Cl - 0005 mid. variable. C2
mid. RI - 2 megohms (some valves work better with 3 megohms). C5 -- 0003 mid.asvariable.
-0003
mid, mica. 04 --OW. mid. CO, 07
R2 - 250,000 ohms. C3 = 006 to
01
1 mid. Use 120 volts on H.T. -,- 2 and about 80
on H.T.-,- I. Use grid bias according to

GOOD ALL-ROUND THREE

C3

be
F4.-L1 = Standard 6 -pin aerial coil. T1, T2 = Standard 6 -pin split -primary transformers. Cl, C3, C4 = .0005 mfd. each (can
" ganged.") CO = .0003 mfd. R1 = 2 megohms. C2, C5 = Neutralising condensers. C7 -0003 mfd. All coils should be screened, or
set will be unstable. Keep all leads as short as possible. Try best aerial tap.

,

#

®

Zr.

L.5.

C1. --L1 - 25 or 35 -turn plug-in coil. L2 60 -turn p ug-in coil. Cl, C3 - 0005 mid. variable. CO Neutralising condenser.
1. 2, 3.
4. 5, 6 = Standard split -primary H.F. transformer. C4 -, 0003 mid. R1 - 2 megohms. C5 0003
variable. C6 - 006 to
01 mid, mica fixed. R2 - 250,000 ohms. R3 = 250,000 ohms (grid leak type). R4 - 1 or 1l megohms.mfd.C7,
C8,
C9
1
mid,
each.
Transformer in plate circuit of last valve is " 1 to 1 output transformer.

V

C

11.78
C9

Hr

same tube. starting a quarter of an inch from end of Ll.

L2

should have 60 turns of No. 24 D.C.C. L3, L4 and L5, L6, L7 are two standard 6 -pin split -primary transformers. In L3, L4 the reaction
C4 - - .0003 mid.
H.F. stages should be
winding is not used. Cl, C2, C3 - - -0005 mfd. each. 05, 06 - Neutralising condensers.
screened. Output transformer "1 to 1 " ratio used in plate circuit of last valve.

02.7-L1,--15 turns No. 28 D.C.C. on 3 -in. former, with L2 wound

IJ

2 mfd.

H1. --L1, L2 aerial coupling transformer, consisting of 15 turns No. 28 D.C.C. for Ll, wound on 3 -in. tube, a quarter of an inch below L2
same tube, which latter should be 60 turns No. 24 D.C.C. L3, L4 and L5, L6 should be standard 6 -pin split -primary transformers. Cl, C2
and C3 -- 0005 mfd. each, C5 and C6 neutralising condensers. C4 -- 0003 mfd. Each separate H.F. stage should be screened. C7 = 006
to 01 mid. Resistance in plate circuit of detector valve should be 250,000 ohms. R8
250,000 ohms (grid leak type). R7 = 1 megohm.
L.F.C. output choke (20 henry,) C8, 2 mid.. nu (not essential but advisable with very long loud -speaker leads which run near lighting wires),

H2: L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6 are three standard split -secondary transformers. Cl, C2, C3 - 0005 mid. each. C4 = 0001 mid. reaction
condenser. C5, 06 = Neutralising condensers. C7 -- .0003 mfd. R3 = 2 megohms. R1, R2 -.100,000 ohms each. R4= i.meaMm
grid leak. C8, C9 - 2 mfd. each. Output choke is used in plate circuit of last valve. Connect fixed plate of 1, Cs and C3 to their
respective grid sides. H.F. stages must be screened, or else fieldless " coils used for Ll, L2, L3, L4. and L5, L6.

A VERY USEFUL THREE -VALVE CIRCUIT WITH ONE STAGE OF SCREENED -GRID VALVE H.F.

=

SPECIAL NOTE.-A sheet metal screen should be placed around the portions shown dotted if binocular coils are not used.

IL-Ll. L2 == Binocular aerial coil. Cl = 0005 mfd. variable. L3, L4 == Binocular tuned -anode coil with reaction. C2 -0005 mid.
Ca
variable.
0003 mfd. fixed. RI. - 2 megohms. C4 0003 mfd. variable. C6, C7, 08 - 1 mfd. each. C6 001
mfd.

-

-4/

SCREEN TO L.T.-AND EARTH

TO SCREEN

CI

r-

SWITCH

-

Ll, L2 - Binocular aerial
I2.-Carefully made up, this circuit is wonderfully sensitive. It must be thoroughly screened between stages.
0003 mfd. fixed. 07 - 0001
0005 mfd. each. 04, 05 -001 mfd. fixed. CO
coil. L3, L4- Binocular tuned -anode coils. Cl, C2, C3
Use
120
volts
on
all
plates
and
80
volts on screening grids.
001.
mfd.
C12
1
mid.
mfd. fixed.
CS - .015 mfd. fixed. C9, C10, 011
in this set. Rpm, RFC2, RFC3 must be good quality radio -frequency chokes. Resistance in plate of detector
IL T. --- is joined to L.T.
valve should be 250,000 ohms and be preceded by RFC3. Screen as shown by dotted lines.

I

ItC

TO SCREEN

a
Q Po L2
a

/

A.T\
C,

II C>
d
d-'

I

I

r-

Cfi

+80

+/VI0

ro

0+

C3

13.-A good four-valver with one screened -grid valve. Ll, L2, Cl as in circuit 11. C2 --- -001 mid.
L3
-tuned anode coil.
0005 mid. max. C4 .0003 mfd. R1
2 megohms. RFC must be a good radio -frequency choke. Binocular
C7, C8, C9, 010 - 1 mid.
06 -- .015 mid, mica. Resistance in plate of detector valve, 250,000
ohms, C5
0001 mid. Enclose part of valve on right of dotted
live, together with RFC1. C2, L3, 03, C4, R1 and detector valve, in copper or aluminium screening box.

80V

AERIAL

76 AERIAL
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OF

SET

USEFUL WAVE -TRAP.

I1.-L1= Single -layer coil No. 28 D.C.C. wire, 64 turns on a 2 -in. tube 3 inches long. Tap off
at 32 turns. C1 == Variable condenser, 0005 mid. maximum. Tune i on set to station you
want to eliminate and then turn Cl until sound of station is weakest.

SEVEN -VALVE SUPERSONIC HETERODYNE RECEIVER.

K1.-Although there is a wide variety of supersonic heterodyne circuits, they can be rapidly
resolved into the following classes : (1) Circuits with separate oscillator ; (2) Circuits with
combined oscillator and first detector ; (3) Circuits with H.F. stage preceding the first detector.
Our circuit is a typical example of Class 1. C2 is the tuning condenser of the separate oscillator,

which is a plain reaction circuit in which the plate coil is tightly coupled to the grid coil so as
to produce oscillation. C2 = 0005 mfd. The oscillator coil former should be small (say, 2 in.
eiameter), the grid coil consisting of 65 turns No. 28 D.C.C., and the plate coil 40 or 50 turns
No. 36 D.C.C. variably coupled to the grid coil. C4 = 1 mfd. Cl is the frame -aerial tuning
condenser, .0005 mfd. max. C3 = 0003 mfd. and leak about 3 megohms. The coil in the filament
lead from Cl should be variably coupled to the grid coil of the oscillator and can consist of 10
turns of No. 30 on a 2 -in. tube. C5 is the filter condenser, the value of which depends on the
particular filter transformer. It is generally sold with the complete set of intermediate transformers,
and is sometimes built into the filter. C6 = 0003 mfd. and 2-megohm leak. C8 =- 1 mid.
C7 = 001 or. 002 mfd. (latter value better, but rather reduces quality). Super -heterodyne receivers
are rather tricky in spite of statements occasionally made to the contrary, as unless the valves ara

well matched, all kinds of trouble may develop. The sensitivity of the intermediate stages is
controlled by the potentiometer in such a way that, IF THE VALVES ARE MATCHED, they all
Elide into oscillation together. Kept just below the oscillation point, the intermediate stages era
very sensitive, but as no one valve must oscillate in the intermediates, it may happen that when
the valve which oscillates easiest is in its most sensitive state, the rest are far below their best
point. For this reason change your valves round carefully until you get the best combination in
the intermediates, Oscillator coils, coupler and intermediates are generally sold as a complete
kit.

PorrnnomErca

GOOD SHORT-WAVE CIRCUIT.

ordinary broadcast -band choke).

100 turns No. 36 D.S.C. as single -layer on 1 -in, tube.

I1.-L1 = 5 turns No. 20 D.C.C. in hank and tied with cotton, mounted so as to be variably coupled to L2. L2 = single -layer coil
No. 18 D.C.C. space -wound on " finned " former, 3 inches diameter, as follows : (L3 is wound of No. 30 D.C.C. on end of same
former) ; L2 - For wave -lengths 30 metres to 70 metres, 8 turns. L3 - 6 turns very close to end of L2. For shorter
waves : L2 - 3 turns and L3 - 3 turns. Longer waves : L2 - 20 turns and L3 - 9 turns. Cl = 0003 mid.
C2 -0002 mid.
C3 = .0001 mfd. C4 - 0001 mid. C5 = 001 mid. R1 = 4 megohms. R2 - potentiometer. RFC = Special short-wave choke (not

\ti
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LL4RD VALVE

stands to reason
that the amazing
popularity of Mullard
P.M. radio valves - is
founded upon SOLID

IT

VALUE.

The wonderful Mullard
P.M. Filament remains
the one filament that.
definitely improves any
radio receiver.

Mullard
THE MASTER.- VALVE

Mullard
Valves

for every
radio
circuit.

